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SUMMARY

Although mechanical trituration of dental amalgam has been

very widely employed in preference to mixing by mortar and pestle

for many years, the mechanism of mechanical mixing is still poorly

understood. The obJective of this investigation was to study the

mechanisms involved in the mi:cing of liquid and powder in a

"figure-elght" type of triturator of the kind conventionally used in

dental practise.

Derivation and solution of the differential equations of motion

of mix constituents moving within the reciprocating mixing capsule

has been achieved for the fìrst time. A rigorous derivation of the

rotational and translational kinematics of the figure-eight

trituration inachine, enabling the three dimensional displacement,

velocity and acceleration of the capsule to be precisely defined,

formed the basis for this derivation. Interpretation of the solutions

and direct observations of the trituration process using a high

speed cinematography technique enabled the motion of mix

constituents to be defined and the mechanisms of nucleation,

agglomeration and homogenization of the products of amalgamation

to be identified.

The process of trituration of can be divided into two separate

stages and in the present study the factors which influence the rate

of mixing during each stage were investigated. A correlation was

found between the freshly mixed homogeneity and the 24 hour

compressive strength of amalgams which had been triturated for

durations up to that requtred to achteve ma:dmum homogenelty.
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Vfhile this investigation and analysis was addressed

immediately to the müdng of dental amalgam, it is nevertheless

completely general and the results are directly applicable to the

mtxing of ottrer liqulds and powders ln figure-eight type mi:dng

machines.
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Chapter 7

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Backg¡ound

Dental amalgam is produced by combining fìnely divided solid

metal alloy powder with liquid mercury to form a soft plastic mass.

Foltowing careful preparation, teeth cavities caused by dental caries

are conveniently packed with freshly prepared amalgam, resulting

in long lasting high quatity restorations.

Upon intimate contact of liquid mercury wittt the alloy powder,

a dissolution and precipitation reaction commences, resulting in a

progressive hardening of the malleable mass. It is necessary that

the hardening rate of the amalgam be sufficiently slow, so as to

enable the dental practitioner enough time to correctþ pack the

restoration into the cavity. It is equally necessarJ¡ that the rate of

hardening be rapid enough to fu¡nish the restoration with strength'

suffìcient to withstand forces of mastication, four to six hours after

the filling is placed. The material, initially soft and very mouldable

at room temperature, hardens to form a ri$id, abrasion resistant

mass. It is this most unusual and attractive characteristic of dental

amalgam which has set it aside as the most widely used restorative

material for more than IOO years.

Traditionally the metal powder was made from an alloy of silver

and tin (typically 73.5 wto/o Ag, 26.5 wtolo Sn), sometimes'with

small additions of copper and or zinc. Whilst alloys of this type are

still presently in tlse, an ever increasin$ proportion of the
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preferred alloys contain large additions of copper r¿u'l.ging from 10

to 30 wto/o. Alloy powders containing 6 wto/o or less of copper are

designated "low copper alloys". Those containing copper additions

greater than 6 wto/o are designated "high copper alloys".

During tJle period 1895 to 1897, G. V. Black published a series

of papers (Black 1895a, Black 1895b, Black 1895c, Black 1896a,

Black 1896b, Black 1897) reporting upon experimental and clinical

work conducted with silver-tin amalgam. Black's significant

contribution to the understanding and use of silver-tin amalgam led

to its progressive acceptance, and widespread clinical use. Prior to

this, the dental profession was divided over its use, and it was not

generally considered to be an acceptable restorative material. The

material was disliked because of its then unpredictable nature.

rWhen packed into teettr cavities, it would expand upon hardening

in some instances, and contract in others (Black f895b). The

material was dimensionally unstable in an unpredictable manner.

As a result of his massive study, Black revealed that proper

preparation and placement of silver-tin amalgam was a delicate and

exacting task. F{e revealed the effects of alloy composition and

ageing on the dimensional change of setting amalgam (Black I895b,

Black, 1896a), and the effect of alloy compositlon on such physical

properties as amalgam crushing strength and flow (Black I895a).

Souder and Peters (1920), published their findings on the

physical properties of dental materials. They reported the

development of rigorous, reproducible testing facilities for

determining physical properties of amalgam, such as, hardening

dimensional change, compressive strength, flow, and electro-

potential. Following this work, US Federal Specification Number
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356 for dental amalgams was issued in 1925 In f929 the

American Dental Association (ADA) Specification No I for dental

amalgam, which was based on Federal Spec. 356, was issued

(Greener 1979). It is interesting to note that ADA Spec. No I
imposed strict limits on the allowable composition of alloys

manufactured for amalgam use. In particular, tlle copper content

was not allowed to exceed 6 v,tto/o. This restriction severely

thwarted research of alternative potentially superior alloy

compositions for many years. It was not until a revision of tl.e ADA

specification was issued in L977 that the 6'vtto/o copper restriction

was lifted.

Amalgam is still the most extensively used restorative material

today. It is estimated that approximately 75o/o of all restorations

placed are of dental amalgamr. This is not surprising when one

considers that a properþ made and placed amalgam restoration can

be expected to last lO to 20 years (Leinfelder 1988). Some of the

potential substitutes for amalgam include posterior composite

resins, and glass ionomer cements. Whilst both of these materials

have desirable properties, and undoubtedly have clinical restorative

applications, their inferior mechanical properties preclude them

from being complete amalgam substitutes at this time (Iæinfelder

1988, Hung et al. I99O).

1.2 îHturatlon

As mentioned previously, dental amalgam consists of liquid

mercury and finely divided silver-tin or silver-tin-copper alloy

I Supplement Australlan Dental Associatlon News Bulletln, Au6l. 1984.
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powder. To make the amalgam it is of course necessaÐ¡ to mix ttre

liquid and solid phases together. This process of mixing is referred

to in the dental profession as amalgamation or trituration (Phillips

1982, Pe5rton & Craig f97f).

Dental amalgam has been used as a restorative material for

more than IOO years, and during this time it has been the subJect

of a vast and exhausüve research effort. The literature covers an

enormous number of experimental and clinical investigations,

covedng every aspect of dental amalgam ranging from alloy powder

production, through to failed restoration analysis. Much effort has

gone into aspects such as determining reaction mechanisms,

identification of reaction phases, evaluation of mechanical and

electro-chemical properties, and the influence of manipulative or

preparation variables on physical properties, and many others.

In addition to the term trituration, other words and

expressions such as undertriturated, correctly triturated, and over

triturated are frequently used by investigators when describing the

state of an amalgam mix. Without actually defining it, PeSrton &

Craig (1971), describe an undertriturated mix as one often difftcult

to manage, crumbly and inconvenient to manipulate during

insertion. They describe a correctly triturated amalgam as one

which "responds nicely to subsequent operations of insertion into

the cavit¡r". Finally, in relation to these descriptions they indicate

that an overtriturated mass is often difficult to remove from the

mixing vessel, and is "difficult to handle because it is so plastic in

nature" (Peyton & Craig f97f).
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Investigators in the past have attempted to imply the state of

mixedness or degree of trituration indirectly from measurements of

other physical characteristics such as compressive strength, flow,

electro-chemical activity and other mechanical and handling

characteristics. It is evident from the literature that the

fundamental importance of correct and proper mixing of amalgam

is universally recognized and accepted. Evidence of this can be

found in reports as early as those of Black's (1895a), who wrote,

"After a careful study of my notes, the idea that I get is that the

strength of the mass depends mostly on the perfect evenness of tl.e

distribution of the mercury". Sweeney (I94O), amongst other

things indicated that trituration \Ã/as one of the most important

variables in amalgam technique. This was further supported by

Phillips (1982), who indicate that "the proper combining of the

alloy and mercury is one of the prime manipulative considerations.

It is at this stage that the composition of the final amalgam is

largely determined".

Despite the fundamental importance of trituration to the

production of amalgam, comparatively little research has been

devoted to the subject. Early reports on amalgam indicate that a

number of different mixing techniques were in use. It appears that

the least sophisticated method of all was to simply rub the alloy

fìlings and mercury togettrer in the hand, until a smooth paste was

formed (Black 1895a). A slight variation of this involved loading the

alloy filings and mercury into a rubber finger stall, and effecting

trituration by applying a mulling and rubbing action to the stall

(Peyton & Craig f 97f). Another early technique used was to rub
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the constituents together in a wedgewood or porcelain mortar

(Peyton & Craig L97L, Black f895a).

With the passage of time, these mixing methods were

abandoned in preference to glass or steel mortars and pestles,

which, over the years have been produced ire a variety of shapes and

szes. Fig 1.1 shows a number of different ty¡les of glass mortars

and pestles which have been used in t}.e past. Whilst the mortar

and pestle may still be employed in isolated instances, its use has

been discontinued almost entirely, owin$ to the superior technique

offered by the mechanical triturating device.

It was recognized as early as f895 that the actual mixing

technique employed to make amalgam had an observable effect on

the resulting mechanical properties of the harden material (Black

1895a, Black f895b). The work of Ward & Scott (f932) is worthy

of note. Their findings confirmed those of their predecessors (Gray

1919, Souder & Peters I92O, Taylor 1930), indicating that

hardened amalgam mechanical properties such as, compressive

strength and dimensional change, were influenced by trituration

duration. Of greater significance though was their revelation that

these same mechanical properties were also influenced by more

subtle mixing effects such as, the rotational speed of tJ-e pestle,

the pressure exerted on the pestle, and the surface roughness of

the mortar.

Once the influential role of trituration upon amalgam

properties had been firmly established, identification of mixing

methods and techniques for simplifying and standardizing

trituration were actively sort. One of the fìrst attempts to better
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Fig. I.I A number of different mortars and pestles. Reproduced

from Peyton & Craig (I97f).
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control trituration was the introduction of the pressure regulated

mortar and pestle. Fig. f .2 shows two such mortars and pestles. As

a result of its infrequent citing in the early literature, it can only be

assumed that the device gained little clinical acceptance.

Taylor (f929) reported upon ex¡reriments he had conducted

testing the mechanical properties of three different types of

amalgam. Each amalgam was triturated using three different types

of mechanical device. It is reported (Phillips 19441, and my

searching confirms that, Taylor's (1929) report is the first known

submitted on mechanical amalgamation. Following a survey of the

devices available at the time, Taylor (f929) found that three

fundamentally different types of mixers existed. The first involved

the shaking of a gelatin or metal capsule (containing the powder

and mercrry) on an eccentric support, driven by a motor. The

second type consisted of a metal mortar and a mechanically

operated pestle, driven by the conventional dental handpiece. The

third appears to have employed classic solids mixing principles,

consisting of a rotating, irregular shaped box, mounted

eccentrically on a motor shaft. The report contained no diagrams

or photographs of the triturators used, hence it is not possible to

ascertain if the mechanism of the fìrst device described resembles

that most widely used today.

From his investigations, Taylor (f929) found that mechanical

amalgamators at that time were unacceptable and not to be

advocated. He concluded his report by saying, "Mechanical

amalgamation, in its present state of development and

standardZation, is both doubtful and a dangerous method and, until
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Fig. r.2 TWo different t¡4res of pressure regulated mortars and

pestles. Reproduced from Sweeney (1940).
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more definite data are available for the special type of amalgamator

in question, should not be employed by the conscientious dentist

with the welfare of his patients in view".

Whilst the unacceptable variation in amalgam properties

resulting from largely uncontrollable mixing techniques was now

well accepted, a solution to the problem had not been found.

Sweeney (1940) published a report reiterating the problem, stating

that trituration'was "one of the largest variables in present amatgam

technique". He conducted experiments with two popular alloys,

producing amalgams from each, using both hand mixing and

controlled mechanical triturationr. It was found that using tJre

mechanical triturator in combination with mechanical condensation

increased the compressive strength of the amalgams by

approximately 4Oo/o when compared to those amalgams which had

been hand mixed and packed.

It appears that the work conducted by Sweeney (1940)

advocating the benefits of using the latest type of mechanical

triturator, combined with sound clinical endorsement of the same

mixing device (Romnes l94l), resulted in the wider general

acceptance of controlled mechanical trituration. Phillips (L9441.

probably cemented this endorsement with the publication of his

findings, concluding amongst other things, that "Mechanical

amalgamation, owing to the elimination of human variables,

consistently gives more uniform mixes than the mortar and pestle,

even when an exacting technique is employed". Phillips (L9441

determined the physical properties of 20 popular alloys using both

I wg-ueug amalgamator used.
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hand mixing with mortar and pestle, and a mechanical

amalgamator. His results were largely consistent with those of

Sweeney (1940), indicating that mechanlcally triturated amalgam

had greater compressive strength and reduced expansion, when

compared \Mith mortar and pestle mixed amalgams. However,

Phillips (1944) indicated that the increase in compressive strength

was approximately 60/o, not 4Oo/o as stated by Sweeney (19aO). The

magnitude of improvements in mechanical properties were

however probably relatively unimportant. The signifìcant milestone

reached was the general recognition that human variability

associated with trituration, and its subsequent effect on amalgam

performance, had at last been surmounted witlt the then latest

developments in mechanical triturators.

In a period from tlle mid I94Os to the late I95Os it appears

that the general use of mechanical triturators escalated, and

numerous other makes and t¡>es appeared on the market.

However, curiously enough, it was not appreciated by those

manufacturing the devices that the mechanism of mixing was quite

different to that of the mortar and pestle. This was self evident

from the usual instructions given by triturator manufactures,

advocating a mercury to alloy ratio of 8:5 be used. This ratio, being

necessary when mixing with a mortar and pestle to ensure

adequate and proper particulate wetting, was simply presumed to

be appropriate for the same reason when mixing in a mechanical

device. Amalgams of this mercury to alloy ratio, whether

mechanically or hand triturated, require wringing out immediately

following trituration to remove the excess mercury, and promote

better inter-particulate cohesion. The excess mercury removal
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procedure was of course a very uncontrolled one. It was the

remaining amalgam production process through which operator

variation still prevailed. It was Eames (f959), who revealed that

the mixing technique of the mechanical triturator enabled a

perfectly acceptable amalgam to be mixed when using a much lower

mercury to alloy ratio. Through their work (Eames 1959, Eames et

al. 196f), it was established that amalgams produced with mercury

to alloy ratios of l:l and less were perfectly acceptable, and more

significantly, desirable, since they required no wringing or

uncontrolled excess mercury removal subsequent to trituration.

With the acceptance of what became known as the Eames, or dry

technique, tlte mid t96Os saw the introduction by manufactures of

pre-portioned capsules. These consisted of disposable capsules

containing pre-weighed separated portions of alloy powder and

liquid mercury. This completely eliminated the handling of bulk

alloy and mercury by the dentist, resulting in controlled,

dependable mercury to alloy ratios.

Although the spatial motion of most of the mechanical

amalgamators in use by the late l96Os was not universally identical,

the fundamental principle of a reciprocating capsule was common

to all. Through various designs, all of the amalgamators available

reciprocated a horizontally positioned capsule, containing the alloy

powder, mercury, and sometimes a small cylindrical pestle.

Although the frequency and amplitude of reciprocation were not

identical for all machines, it appears that most operated within a

rotational speed range from fTOO to 36oOrpm. These machines

were generically termed "high-speed amalgamators". Towards the

end of the l96Os, a new machine was introduced which operated at
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a higher frequency than those available at the time (Osborne et al.

f968). This machinel operated on the same "figure-eight"

principle employed by many of the machines then available, but

reciprocated with a rotational speed of 45oOrpm. This and other

amalgamators released subsequently, operating at similar or greater

speeds became generically known as "ultrahigh-speed

amalgamators". A complete description of the relevant components

and operating principles of a Silamatz amalgamator can be found in

Chapter 2 of this thesis.

It is evident that trituration research conducted during the

period from the early t94Os to the late tg6Os was primarily

focused on identifying the advantages and indeed, desirability of

mechanical trituration compared with mortar and pestle mixing.

When mechanical trituration became universally accepted as an

indispensable component of good, reliable amalgam technique, the

research effort realigned its focus. A period of investigation began

during which the mechanical amalgamator and its mixing

technique became the subjects of interest, rather than whether or

not it offered an improved amalgam technique.

Visualizing the motion of the reciprocatÍng mixing capsule and

or its contents attracted the attention of some investigators.

Lautenschlager et al. (1969), Harcourt and Lautenschlager (197O),

and Darveil (f 98Ob), all with varying degrees of success attempted

to visualtze tbe motion of the moving capsule, and in the latter two

cases the contents within. As a result of the chosen experimental

technique in the latter investigation, the interpretation of events

r Silamat amalgamator- H. D. Justt Co. Philadelphla Pa US,\2 Stlamat amaþamator- Vlvadent, Ivoclar Pty. Ltd. Noble Pk. Vtc
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occurring within the mixing capsule appear to be inconsistent and

somewhat erroneoLrs. Following analysis of still frames taken with a

home movie camera, Harcourt and Lautenschlager ( f 970)

attempted to mathematically describe the motion of an

agglomerated mix within a transparent capsule. The fundamental

deficiency of the description however, is ttrat it relies upon an

unsupported assumption that the capsule motion is simple

harmonic. Other more recent attempts to describe the motion of

the fïgure-eight t¡iturator and capsule contents such as that by

Darvell (198Ob), have relied upon convoluted descriptive

techniques.

It is evident that a desirable level of understanding of the

actual mechanism of trituration does not yet exist. A satisfactory

description of the events occurring within a triturating capsule,

yielding an agglomerated rnass, from initially separate liquid and

solid phases is required. Chapter 3 of this thesis is devoted to a

complete mathematical derivation of the kinematics of the figure-

eight triturator and capsule. Using equations of motion derived in

Chapter 3, Chapter 4 details the derivation and solution of the

differential equations of motion of particulate mass moving within

the mixing capsule. It is evident from the literature that a

satisfactory visualizatlon investigation of the rapid mixing process

has not been conducted. For this reason, a clear and precise

understanding of the mechanisms which promote mix

agglomeration and homogenization remains absent. Chapter 5 of

this thesis details a high speed photographic investigation of the

mechanisms of amalgam mixing within a capsule mounted in a
figure-eight triturator.
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The essence of most of the more recent trituration

investigations has been to try and elucidate the effects of variables

such as capsule length, motion amplitude, length to amplitude ratio

(Lautenschlager et al. 1972, Darvell l98ob), oscillation frequency,

mercury content (Darvell f98f) and mix mass (Nagai et al. 1970,

Darvell 1981), on the performance and efficiency of various

amalgamators. A defìnition of the terms used above with additional

oçlanatory diagrams can be found in Chapters 2 and 3 of this

thesis.

In a short report (Darvell l98Oa), it is acknowledged that all

previous assessments of the relative performance of different

mechanical amalgamators have used subJective and indirect

parameters such as "mix consistency" and hardened amalgam

strength measurements. As a result of his work, Darvell (f 98Oa)

advocated the use of a performance criterion which he termed

"success time". The defìnition of which he gave as, "that period of

trituration at which a single, cohering, pellet is just obtained". This

parameter represents the first attempt to directly quantifu any

aspect of amalgam mixing. All terminology used prior to this was

purely subjective and descriptive. The phenomenon being

measured of course is the time required for complete particulate

wetting to occur, resulting in a single ag€ilomerated pellet.

In its broadest sense trÍturation can be described as a process

of particle size enlargement, since the starting material is finely

divided powder and binding liquid (mercury), and the finished

product is a single agglomerate. The immediate requirement of

newly prepared amalgam is that it be a plastic mass possessing
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good packing and condensing characteristics. If the material does

not have these qualities, then it is unsuitable for the application and

is of limited value to tl.e dental practitioner.

A fully hardened amalgam consists of a number of solid

reaction phases formed by a dissolution and precipitation process

(Abbott et al. 1982), and remaining unreacted alloy powder

particles. It possesses mechanical strength as a result of the voids

between the unreacted alloy particle remnants being almost

entirely filled \Mith solid binding reaction matrix. However, a newly

prepared amalgam has essentially no reaction matrix, but still exists

as a cohering mass! The fact is that there must be a bonding

mechanism holding the agfilomerate together. Upon consideration

of dental amalgam in the broader context of particle size

enlargement, an explanation of the likely bonding mechanism

becomes immediately apparent. Using the Rumpf (1962)

classification, unhardened dental amalgams fit the "Mobile Liquids"

class, being sometimes in the "funicrllar" state, but more often the

"capillary" state, depending on the precise mercury to alloy ratio of

the mix. In the latter state the agglomerate is held together and

possesses strength as a result of the pressure deficiency within the

liquid (mercury), and the interfacial tension at the surface of the

assembly (Capes t98O). It is this tensile strength, a theoretically

calculable quantity, which gives the newly made amalgam its

"plasticity" and "condensing characteristics". An appreciation of

dental amalgam in this context appears to be completely absent

from the literature, and as these interfacial phenomena are of

direct relevance to the understanding of the mixing of dental
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amalgam, a thorough consideration of the subject is presented in

Chapter 6 of this thesis.

Throughout the dental amalgam literature, back to and

including Black's (f 895a) work, repeated mention is made of what

is variably termed amalgam homogeneity, uniformity, amount of

mixing, or evenness of distributlon. rWhilst it is simple enough to

comprehend the nature of the property being described, that is,

the variation of distribution of solid particulate and liquid materials

within the mass, the amalgam property has to date eluded

quantification. Investigators in the past have inferred the property

of homogeneity from measurements made of other physical

properties such as compressive strength, flow, dimensional change,

etc. However, extrapolation of mass homogeneity in this way is

complicated by the variability in specimen preparation and testing

procedures associated with each of the measured quantities. In

addition, these experiments are necessarily conducted on

specimens which have been subJected to the processes of

condensation and hardening. These processes influence the mix

homogeneity in an unknown manner, and severely complicate

interpretation of results.

Brockhurst & Culnane (1987) have attempted to quantify mix

homogeneity as multiples of the time required to complete mix

agglomeration, or in Darvell's (f98oa) terminologr, the coherence

time. The investigation, like others before it, actually infers mix

homogeneity from measurements of compressive strength,

dimensional change and static creep. The mixing time required to

achieve a homogeneous mix was then expressed as multiples of

coherence time, rather than simply duration of mixing. Whilst this
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investigation revealed an interesting and potentially useful

correlation between the mix agglomeration time and acceptable

mechanical properties in the hardened amalgam, it has not enabled

any correlation to be made between mix homogeneity and the

measured quantities. It is clear that the coherence time can be

effectively used to compare the relative aÉ€ilomerating capacities of

different triturators. It is also evident however that the

mechanisms which promote mix agglomeration are not in general

synon)rmous with those governing subsequent homogenization of

the cohering mass. Ttre measured coherence time is therefore an

inadequate indicator of the homogenizing capacity of tl.e machine,

and provides no indication of the actual degree of homogeneity of

the mix. Herein lies the deficiency in Darvell's performance

criterion when used to assess the effectiveness of mechanical

triturators.

It is evident that a satisfactory quantitative measure of amalgam

homogeneity has not yet been established. Moreover, investigations

aimed at directly assessing the homogeneity of amalgam mixtures

appear to be totally absent from the literature. This is not

unexpected, since trituration is fundamentally about agglomeration

and mixing, and mixing in its own right is an enormously complex

phenomenon, to date defying all attempts to be universally

described by a single theory or set of laws (Harnby et al. f985).

Chapter 6 of this thesis presents two techniques developed for

directly evaluating the homogeneity of dental amalgam, and

subsequent investigations of the kinetics of trituration

It is reasonable

elucidation of these

to expect that the insight gained from

matters would greatly assist the future
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developments of amalgam and other restorative liquid-solid mixture

technologies. For this reason the above mentioned subJects have

been investigated, with tlle primary obJectlve being to further the

understanding of trituration at a fundamental level.
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Chapter 2

EXPERIMENTAL METIIODS, MATERIALS AND NUMERICAL

TECHNTgUES

2.1 Introductlon

The investigations reported upon in this thesis involved the use of a

diverse array of experimental techniques. These and various numerical

analysis techniques which were used for evaluating theoretical

expressions and processing experimental data, using Sunr and Applez

computing facilities, are presented in the following sections of this

chapter.

2.2 Trltr¡ratlon

All trituration ex¡reriments conducted throughout this investigation

involved the use of the commercial Silamat3 t5pe 53 amalgamator which

is widely used throughout the world in dental practise. The amalgamator,

shown in Fig. 2.1. is a "figure-eight" type and oscillates with an angular

frequency of 4SOOrpm (75 Hzl. The t¡ituration duration was selected by

rotating the dial on the timer (A in Fig. 2.I) to the appropriate time.

Commercial plastic disposable capsules used during the investigations

were SDI4 t¡4re, and had an internal length of 2L.lmm. One of these

capsules (B) is seen in place between the fork arms (C) of the triturator

in Fig.2.l. With the cover removed, the s¡rnchronous electric drive

I Sun Mlcrosystems, Inc., Mountatn View, CA 94043
2 apple Computer, Inc., Cupertlno, CA 95Of 4
3silamat. Vtvadent, Schaan - Llechtensteln
4Southern Dental Industrles, Bayswater Vlctorla, 3 I 53 Australta
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Fig. 2.1 Silamat "figure-eight" type triturator

Fig.2.2 Silamat triturator with cover removed
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motor (M), the double rro. ring drive belts (N) and the machine

components represented by links A'.A,, BOB', EE' and C'OC in Section 3.2

are identified in Fiç.2.2.

During operation, the fork arm (C'OC in Fig. 2.2) of the triturator

reciprocates in an arc about the point O. The total displacement of the

point C' (or points E and E') from one extreme position to the other is

referred to as the amplitude of motion. The ratlo of the internal length of

the capsule to the amplitude of motion of the fork arms is refer:red to as

the length-to-amplitude ratio.

2.9 Numerlcal analysls technlques

Numerical evaluation and plotting of equations of triturator

kinematics were carried out in the programming environment of

MathematÍcal, using an Apple Macintosh IIcx computer.

Numerical solutions to the amalgam constituent equations of motion

derived in Chapter 4 were obtained with a Fortran programme (see

Appendix l), which was developed and used on a Slun 4/280 computer

network. The files containing the solution data were transferred from

the Sun network to an Apple Macintosh IIcx using a "Kermit"

communications protocol. Graphical output of the solution data was then

obtained using Mathematica and Excel2 software running on the

Macintosh IIcx computer.

I'worram Research, Inc., champatgin, IL 61821-9902
2 Mtcrosoft Corporatlon, Redmond wA 98O73-gzL7
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Analysis and plotting of mixing studies data reported in Chapter 6

were done using Excel and Cricketgraphl software running on the

Macintosh IIcx.

2.4 Hfgh speed clnemato€raphy technlque

The trituration process was recorded on ASA 125 colour fìlm with a

Hycam model 4L-OOO7 high speed l6mm motion picture camera

operating at 3600 frames per second. The triturator was the Silamat

shown in Fig. 2.1, which oscillated the capsule at 75 Hz. so that 24

frames were recorded during each half cycle of the trituration process.

The camera aperture setting was f 2.8 and the effective exposure time for

each frame of the film was f /gOOOth second. Continuous illumination

was provided by fìve IOOO W quartz halogen lamps. Considerable care

u/as required with the positioning of the lamps to ensure that no

reflections from the capsule surface u¡ere recorded by the camera.

It should be pointed out that during the e)q)osure time of each frame

of the movie fìlm, particles within the capsule may have moved through a

distance of up to O.6mm, so that the images of individual particles

inevitably appear blurred. This represents a limit to the spatial resolution

of the technique which can only be improved by the use of an even

shorter frame exposure time with the associated consequences for the

c¿unera optics, film speed, illumination intensity, etc.. As a result, during

the initial stages of trituration where the individual particles of the

powder had not yet interacted with liquid mercury, the assembly of

powder particles could be observed only as a somewhat diffuse cloud.

r Crtcket Software, Malvern PA 19355
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However, when the geometry of the system was such that successful

trituration was achieved, sufficient interaction between the powder and

the liquid mercury soon occurred to produce small nuclei which, though

not recorded on the fìlm as crisp images, urere nevertheless able to have

their individual movements analyzed.

Three transparent mixing capsules, 15.5mm, 21.lmm, and 36.Omm

internal length, were used in the investigation and are identified as l, 2

and 3 respectively in Fig. 2.3. Ttre capsule bodies were manufactured

from 9.lmm internal diameter glass tube, and the end caps (E and E', in

Fig. 2.3) rÃzere made from polypropylene. The internal surface of each

end cap was machined to a shape identical to that of each end of an SDI

disposable capsule. One end of an SDI disposable capsule is rotationally

s¡rmmetric about the longitudinal axis of the capsule (as is end cap E' in

Fig. 2.3). The other is not, it has on one side a protmding tapered tongue

which facilitates the release of mercury into tJle body of the capsule prior

to amalgamation. A tapered tongue of this geometr¡r was machined on the

end cap E and is denoted as T in Fig. 2.3. The tncreased capsule length

was accommodated in the triturator by s5rmmetrically separating the

capsule retaining forks Ìvith aluminium blocks machined to the required

thickness. Each capsule was loaded with 0.600 gm of SDI spherical InJic

powder, and 0.456 gm of mercury (equivalent to a standard 2 spitl

disposable capsule charge), prior to the commencement of trituration.

A mirror, inclined at 45" to the horizontal plane, was placed above

the triturator forks and in the field of view of the camera. In this way

each frame of the film contained a simultaneous record of the position of

the contents of the capsule as seen from the side and from above. The

elapsed time of trituration was also recorded on the film by means of an
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Fig. 2.3 Transparent glass mixing capsules
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L.C.D. (O.O1 sec. discrimination) quartz chronograph placed alongside the

t¡iturator forks.

Following exposure, the films were processed and proJected for

analysis using a Specto type FS movie proJector. It was also equipped

with a single frame advance facility which was used to determine ttre

precise phase of impact and departure events occurring throughout the

mixing process.

2.6 lechnlques used for the preparatton and lnvestþatlon of amaþams

at sub-zero temperatr¡res

Immediately following trituration the amalgam pellet was placed in a

small internally threaded cylindrical brass specimen holder, which had a

hole machined in the top surface (see A in Fig. 2.41. An externally

threaded plug (see B in Fig. 2.4) was then inserted into the back of the

specimen holder, securing the pellet firmly within and ensuring a semi-

spherical portion protruded out through the hole in the top surface of the

holder. This procedure could be accomplished in approximately 5-8

seconds, after which the amalgam (and holder) were quenched into an

insulated pot of liquid nitrogen. The specimen holder was then locked

into the central cavity (C in Fig. 2.41 of the grinding handpiece (D in Fig.

2.41, and adjusted to the correct height using the rotating knob E. The

protruding portion of the amalgam was then ground away on l2OO grit

silicon carbide paper and polished using Magomet polishing compound.

The grinding paper and polishing cloths were clamped to thick copper

blocks located in insulated plastic battrs (A in Fig. 2.5), which, in addition

to an ultrasonic cleaner (B) were placed ln a perspex housing (C in ntg.

2.5). The perspex housing, which was continually flushed with dry
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Fsg.2.4 Specimen cryo-preparation and cryo-transfer facllttles

developed for metallographic preparation of frozen amalgams

Fig. 2.5 Perspex cryo-preparation housing

Cold stage facility developed for metallographic observation of

frozen amalgams in a scanning electron microscope

Fig. 2.6
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nitrogen, prevented the build up of ice crystals on the polishlng pads and

the amalgam specimen. The copper blocks were tmmersed ln cooled

alcohol and were maintained at approximately -7OoC.

Following final polishing, the specimen and holder (G in Fig. 2.4)

were ultrasonically cleaned in cooled alcohol and transferred, using the

specimen transfer tool (F in Fig. 2.4), to a dewar for transport to a
scanning electron microscope. Using the specimen transfer tool, the

specimen was loaded into the central cavity (A in Fig. 2.6) of a cold stage

(B in Fig.2.6) and locked into position using tJ:e lever C (Fig. 2.6). The

cold stage, which was mounted in the chamber of a Philips 5O5 scanning

electron microscope, was maintained at approximately -7OoC by

circulating cooled dry nitrogen gas through a small heat exchanger which

was ln contact with tJre base of the specimen holder. Using tl-is facility

the microstructure of frozerl^, polished amalgam could be observed with

secondary or backscattered electron detection for extended periods

whilst being maintained at temperatures between -7OoC and -tOOoC.

2.6 P¡oductlon of Cu-Sn alloy powder by Bas atomlzatlon

A laboratory scale gas atomization plant (see Fig. 2.7) was designed,

manufactured and commissioned specifically for the production of dental

amalgam alloys. Its principle of operation involves the impingement of

dry nitrogen gas exiting from Laval f¡rpe nozzles at supersonic velocity

upon a molten stream of metal, which is eJected from a crucible through

a small diameter graphite orifice. Ttre furnace (A in Fig. 2.T1, which is a
glow bar heating t54)e, was incorporated as an integral part of the plant.

The temperature of tl.e melt, crucible pressure and atomizing gas
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Fig. 2.7 Gas atomization plant used for the production of dental

amalgam alloy powders
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pressure \Ãrere all controlled and monitored via the control panel (C) in

Fiç.2.7.

Charges of 35ogm of pure copper and tin (see Appendix 2 for

compositions) were weighed out, using a Mettler PE36O balance, in the

proportion 62.$vto/o Cu and 37.lwto/o Sn and loaded tnto the melting

cructble of the atomizer. The crucible was thoroughly flushed with hfgh

purity nitrogen prior to melting, and a positive pressure of high purity

nitrogen was maintained within the crucible at all times during melting

and atomization. Following melting and immediately prior to atomization,

the charge was mixed at t25OoC by bubbling through it high purity

nitrogen, which was inJected via a small bore tubular qruartz lance (D in

Fig. 2.71, for approximately lO minutes. The temperature of the melt

during atomization \ras l2OOoC and the atomized powder was collected

in a water bath situated in the base of tJ'e apparatus.

Following atontzation, the metal powder and water were separated

using a simple buchner funnel and aspirator pump filter system. The

powder was then dried and sieved to obtain that portion which passed

through a 37pm aperture sieve and was retained on a 5pm aperture sieve.

2.7 Cu-Sn amalgam homogenelty determlnatlons uslng sample

e¡rtractlon a¡rd vacrnrm drytng technlques

Alloy powder and pure mercury (see Appendix 2 for mercury

composition) were weighed out (using a Mettler PE36O balance) in the

desired proportions to a total mass of l.2gm. For a mercury to alloy ratio

of l:l for example, the weighings were typically

Alloy=Q.6OO + O.OOtgm
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Mercury=O.69O + O.OO3Ém.

The constituents were loaded into the desired capsule and triturated

in the amalgamator shown in Fig.2.l for the required duratlon. Smatl

samples were then extracted, uslng a specially developed o.Smm bore

sampler (A in Fig. 2.8), from randomly chosen positions within the

amalgam volume, and placed into pre-weighed small glass specimen

holders (B in Fig. 2.81. The specimen holders, which were made by

sealing one end of lomm long by 2mm internal diameter glass tubes,

u¡ere identifìed by an alphanumeric index system stamped into tlle brass

holding rack (c in Fig. 2.8). The samples were then weighed using a
Mettler M3 digital microgramme balance (discrimination of lp$, and

dried (to remove the liquid mercury) in a vacuum of 2 X to-s torr at a
temperature of 75oC for l2O minutes. In order tJlat this drying process

could be conducted, the sample rack was placed ln a glass drying tube, as

shown in Fig. 2.9. The vacuum system was connected at A in Fig. 2.9, and

the cold trap (B in Fig. 2.9), which was immersed in a dewar of liquid

nitrogen, served to condense out the mercury vapor extracted from the

samples.

The dried samples \ ¡ere then placed in a desiccator to cool to
ambient temperature, then reweighed and their mercury contents

subsequently determined.

2.A emaþam preparatlon for compresslve streng¡th testtng

Two spill commercial sDI InJfc amalgams (o.6oogm of alloy and o.456gm

of mercury) were triturated in SDI plastic disposable and experimental

shear lip capsules for the desired period. The amalgams were then
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Fig. 2.8

Fig. 2.9

Sample extractor and specimen holders used for conducting

amalgam homogeneit5r investigations

Drying tube and cold trap used for drying extracted amalgam

samples
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condensed into 4mm diameter cylinders in accordance urith Australian

standard AS 2110, and stored for 24 hours at 37oC. Following this, the

ends of each hardened cylindrical speclmen were ground flat and parallel

on l2OO grit silicon carbide paper. The specimens were then loaded tn

compression to failure using an Instron model TT-DM testing machine

operating with a cross head speed of O.5mm/min. Each compressive

strength test was repeated five times in accordance with AS 2110.
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Chapter 3

DERTVATION OF THE KINEMATICS OF THE ''FIGURE-EIGHI'

MECIÍANICALTRIIILs/I*TOR

3.1 Introductlon

It was stated in Chapter I that an amalgam is produced by

mixing together solid metal alloy powder and liquid mercury.

Before tl-e introduction of pre-portioned disposable capsules, alloy

powder was available in bulk form or pre-weighed compressed

Tablets. Upon dispensing the required proporlions of alloy powder

and mercury, the constituents were placed in a metal or plastic

capsule and immediately triturated. With the introduction of pre-

portioned capsules, it was simply a matter of selecting and loading

into the amalgamator a pre-loaded disposable capsule, and

triturating for the recommended time.

When using an Ultrahigh-speed amalgamator, the trituration

time typically recommended ranges from 5 to L2 seconds,

depending on the quantity and type of alloy used. During this short

period the initially separate liquid and solid constituents are

transformed into a single agglomerated mass. It is evident from the

literature that the mechanisms which promote and control

agglomeration and homogenizatton during this short period are

poorly understood.

Agglomeration is accomplished as portions of the particulate

solid phase become progressively wetted by the liquid. As the

liquid content of the assembly increases, tl.e Ínterparticulate liquid
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bonding bridges gradually coalesce, resulting eventually in a

continuous liquid network. It seems reasonable to suggest that the

process fundamental to agglomeration is that of relative movement

between the particulate solid and liquid phases. This concept is

applicable to both mortar and pestle mixing, and mechanical

mixing within a capsule.

As mentioned previously, the liquid and solid phases are

physically separate upon commencement of trituration. In order

that the liquid may wet the particulate solid, relative movement

between the two phases in a manner which promotes intimate

contact must prevail. It would not be possible to combine the two

phases in the absence of this relative movement. It follows that a
state of relative movement between the two constituent phases can

only be generated if at least one is moving relative to the capsule. It
is therefore evident that an adequate description of agglomeration

will necessarily incorporate the concept of relative motion between

capsule and constituents. This of course implies that tJle motion of

the capsule itself must be defined and understood in a quantitative

manner

There are essentially three different types of mechanical

amalgamators currently in use. Despite each having a different

spatial motion, the predominate action of each is to reciprocate a

horizontal cylindrical capsule along its longitudinal axis. The type

most commonly available employs a "figure-eight" motion. This

movement was originally a patented feature of the Wig-L-Bug

triturator (Eames f969). However, many other devices now

available exploit the same kinematic principle.
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When viewed in plan, each end of a capsule mounted in an

operating figure-eight triturator traces a quasi-ellipse, the maJor

axis of each being aligned with the longitudinal capsule axis. when

the capsule length ts equal to the t¡iturator amplitude of thrust, the

two ellipses Join at the mean motion position. The combined paths

traced by each capsule end then form a flgure-eight pattern, hence

the name which has been ascribed to this kinematic prtnciple by

previous irrvestigators. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 3.f .

The popularity of figure-eight triturators motivated a previous

attempt to mathematically describe the motion employed by the

device. Harcourt and Lautenschlager (1970) reported their
investigation of the motion of a transparent triturating capsule

mounted in a Wig-L-Bug triturator. Following analysis of still frames

taken \vith a home movie carnera, using stroboscopic lighting, they

concluded that the ends of the reciprocating capsule obviously

moved \Mith simple harmonic motionl This is a rather ambitious

conclusion to reach considering that the capsule ends actually move

in three dimensions and the analysis was conducted on data

derived from proJection of the motion into a single plane. The

equation of motion then adopted was that of a simple harmonic

oscillator. Use of the expression is inappropriate since it relies

upon the unsupported assertion that the motion of the capsule ends

are obviously that of a simple harmonic oscillator. In addition to

this, the expression is difficult to use since it requires the

e:çerimental determination of the amplitude of motion of the

capsule ends. It is unable to predict the motion of the capsule as a

function of triturator and capsule geometry only, which in principle

at least, must be possible. Lautenschlager et al. (LgT2l pubtished a
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Fig. 3. r Plan view of triturating capsule ends tracing out

touching quasi-ellipses, forming a "fìgrrre-eight" pattern.

Reproduced from Lautenschlager et al. (f969).
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paper supporting and expanding upon their earlier work.

Unfortunately, the basis of all theoretical calculations presented was

the expression adopted and reported upon in 1970. Darvell

(r98ob) published a paper presenting a purely descriptive account

of the motion of a capsule mounted in a ffgure-eight amalgamatorr.

The presentation is particularly convoluted and really contributed

little to the understanding of the kinematics of the figure-eight

triturator.

It is now abundantly apparent that the figure-eight

amalgamator motion is poorly understood. In view of this, the

remainder of this chapter is devoted to a complete and rigorous

mathematical derivation of the kinematics of the figure-eight

triturator.

9.2 Derh¡atlon of the ktnematlcs of the "frgure-elghf' mechanlcal

trltr¡¡ator

3.2.1 GeneraL description oJ the triturqtor assemblg

Fig. 2.2 in Chapter 2 shows the mechanism of a Silamat figure-

eight amalgamator. The notation used in Fig. 2.2 is consistent with

that used throughout this derivation. Kinematic diagrams of this

mechanism are shown in Figs. 3.2(a), 3.2(b) and 3.3(b). As

depicted in Fig. 3.2(a), the triturator fork arm (link C'OC) is in the

ext¡eme right hand position. In this position links A,A, AB, BOB',

C'OC, and EC'E' (capsule) are all exactly in the x-z plarre. The fork

I Stlamat, Vlvadent Schaan, Llechtensteln.
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Fig. 3.2(a) Kinematic diagram of the figure-eight trlturator.
Elevation view with fork arm (link C'OC) in extreme

right hand position.

Fig. 3.2(b) Portion of the kinematic diagram of the figure-eight

triturator. Isometric view with the drive shaft (Iink AA)

displaced through a small angle e2 from the zero

position, as depicted in Fig. 3.2(a).
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arm (link C'OC) is connected to link BOB' at O u/ith a deep groove

ball bearing. Point C on the fork arm is connected to the frame

with a small tension spring. The spring serves to keep the fork

arm (link C'OC) in an upright position, and indeed ensures tl.at its

motion is restricted to the x-z plane. Shaft AA is connected to the

frame with a deep groove ball bearing. Shaft BOB' ls machined in a

manner such that its longitudinal axis is not parallel to A'4, it has a

fixed offset angle ø to A'4. The amalgamator was dismantled and

the angle of offset a measured \ rith the aid of dial gauges to be

8.180.

3.2.2 General description oJ the figure-eight tríturator motion

The position of the kinematic diagram in relation to the

coordinate system shown in Fig. 3.2(al is as follows. The origin is at

point O, that is the bearing connection between links BOB' and

C'OC. Shaft A'A is coincident'with, and rotates about the x axis.

Link C'OC, when in motion pivots back and forth about point O, and

remains entirely in the x-z plane at all times. The left hand end of

shaft A'A as depicted in Fig. 3.2(a) is fitted with a small single

groove sheave. The sheave is coupled to a s¡mchronous motor with

a small "O" ring belt drive. The motion of the mechanism can be

diffìcult to visualize from two dimensional drawings, and is far more

easily understood with the aid of a three dimensional model. To

help elucidate the motion the following brief account describes the

events which occur upon the commencement of rotation of shaft

A'A-
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When shaft AA is rotated in the direction shown Ín Fig. 3.2(al,

such that ttre top of the shaft moves into the page and the bottom

moves out, the following occurs. Point B moves into tlle page, point

B' moves out of the page, and point O remains fixed at the origin

and coaxial with A'A at all times. Link C'OC pivots about O, heading

in an anti-clockwise direction, remaining in the x-z plane at all

times. It simultaneously rotates about its own longitudinal axis, that

is about C'OC in a direction such that the left hand side of the link

commences rotating into the page, and the right hand side out of

the page. Link EC'E' (the capsule) is rigidly connected to link C'OC.

It simultaneously commences rotation about O in an antl-clocln¡rise

direction, and rotates about C'OC in a direction such that E' moves

out of the page and E moves into the page.

It will become apparent that the three dimensional motion of

the capsule is most easily comprehended by considering it as two

simultaneously operating rotations. The first is the oscillatory

rotation of EC'E' (capsule) about O, resulting in the predominate

reciprocating action of the capsule. The second is the simultaneous

oscillatory rotation of EC'E' about C'OC. This results in any point on

EC'E', other than that which is coincident with the intersection of

EC'E' and C'OC (geometric centre of the capsule), having

components of motion in the y direction, in addition to those in the

x and z directions.

3.2.3 Rotational kinemøtics oJ the Jork arm (link C'OC) about A
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Following a small anti-clockwise angular displacement of g,

from ttre zero position of shaft AA, as shown in Fig. s.2(b), it can be

seen that

coso^ = " ." AB'

which can be rearranged to

z'= ABcos9z. (3-r)

Also, for all values of 02

.ABsrnø---
BO'

which can be rearranged to

AB = BOsina. (3 -z)

Substituting Eq. (3-2) into Eq. (3-1) gives

z': BOsinøcos9r. (3 -3)

From Fig. 3.2(b), it can also be seen that

AO
cosd = 

-BO
(a is constant and independent of 0r),

which can be rearr¿rnged to

AO = BOcosa. (3-+¡

At the zero position depicted in Fig. 3.2(al, link BoB' is exacfly

in the x-z plane and the angle r¡ it makes with the x axis is exactly

equal to e, the fixed offset angle. As a result of the angular

displacemetrt 02,link BoB' w-ill rotate in a manner such that point B
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moves into the page and point B' moves out of the page. It can be

seen from Fig. 3.2(b) tl.at the angular displacement r¡ of the x-z

proJection of BOB' is given by,

zt
tAÍtW = 

-.
,AO (3-5)

Substituting Eqs. (3-3) and (3-4) into Eq. (3-5) gives

túty =t¿rt4,CaSgz. (3 -6)

Given that link c'oc is connected to BoB' with a deep groove

batl bear'mg, and that c'oc remains entirely in the x-z plane at all

times, it can be seen from Fig. 3.2(a) that the angular displacement

of C'oC resulting from a 0, angular displacement of A',A, is given by

ô, where

^,8Ò =r_ v. (3-z)

Hence for an angular displacement 0, of shaft A'4, tl.e resultant

angular displacement of the fork arm (link c'oc) is ô, where upon

substituting Eq. (3-6) into Eq. (3-Z¡ gives

õ = l-arctan(tan 
acoslr). (3-8)

The angular velocity of link c'oc is given by differentiating Eq.

(3-8) wrt time, t, ie.,

dõd-'- 3 -i¿¡çtan(tan acos9r),dt dt

and using the chain rule this becomes

dõ_ tan øsin 0, d0,
dt I + (tan acos?r)z dt
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Now by letting

dõ
Q)3 and (D2 _ d0,

dt

the angular velocity of tJle fork arm (link C'OC) becomes

dt

The angular acceleration of link C'OC is given by differentiating

Eq. (3-9) wrt time, ttrat is,

da. dl tanasin g^ I
dt dtll+(tanacos0r)''J

tanøsin 0"
W¡-TIJJ¡.' 1+ (tanucos9r)'

d,at = tanøsinO, _ de)z tc)_
dt I + (tan acos?r)" dt ¿

[t + ltan acos0r)2

where úà is the angular velocity of the rotating link AA.

Using the product, chain and quotient rules, and the identity

tan2 a - (tan asinîr)z + (tan acosîr)2 ,

this becomes

tanacos0, 1+ tan2 ø11+ sin2 gr) d0,

(3-e)

dt'

Now, letting

a2 _ dcD,

dt

the angular acceleration, a3, of the fork arm (link C'OC) becomes

and ot=+ and recalling that @2=
d0,
dt

tana,cos0, 1+ tan2 a(l+sinz 0r¡tan øsin 0" aCl^=-----?d^+@:' 1+ (tan øcos 0, )' 
L L

[t+1tan acosîr)2 (3- r o)
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sin

3.2.4 Rotational kinematics oJ the capsute (Link EC'E') about the

-fork qrm (tink C'OC)

Considering Fig. 3.2(b) again, it can be seen that

which can be rearr¿ulged to

y'= ABsinîz. (3-r r)

Substituting Eq. (3-Z¡ into (3-11) gives

J' = Bosinasin9r. (3- r 2)

It can be seen from Fig. 3.2(b) that the angular displacement B

of the x-y proJection of BOB' is given by

y'
AB

02

t*rß = !''AO (3- r 3)

Substituting Eqs. (S-tZ) and (3-4) into Eq. (S-lS) gives

tanB = tanasin0, (3- t +)

rlence, an angular displacement 0, of link A'rs, results in an

angular displacement of the capsule (link EC'E') about t]le fork arm

longitudinal axis (link C'OC), of p, where

É = a¡ctan(tan øsin 0r). (3- 15)

The angular velocity of link EC'E' is given by differentiating Eq.

(3-15) wrt time, that is,
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dp
dt

= larctan (tan øsin 0r).

Using the chain rule this becomes

dp
dt 1+ (tan asinîr)z dt

tanacos0, d0,

By letting

a)4
dp
dt' and recalling that @z= 49r

dt

the angular velocity of the capsule (link EC'E') about link C'OC

becomes

tan øcos
@q=

1¡(tan asin9,
@2t (3- r 6)

where úà is the angular velocity of the rotating link A'4.

Using the product, chain and quotient rules, and the identity

tan2 d, - (tan asin0r)2 + (tan acos0r)',

this becomes

The angular acceleration of link EC'E' about C'OC is given by

differentiating Eq. (S-16) wrt time, ie.,

da^ dl tan øcos g^ I
-_3 3 _l ______: ^ út). l.dt dtll+(tanasin0r)" " )

clo)a = tanøcosO, _ dr, _ o-dt I + (tan asin9r)" dt L

tan øsin 0, 1+ tan2 a(I+cos'gr) d0,
dt

Letting

[t + ltan asin?r)z
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u4 and recalling that @z= @

tlre angular acceleration, ao, of the capsule (link EC'E') about the

fork arm (link C'OC) becomes

tan øsin 0, 1+ tan2 a(l+cost 0r¡

: d'o
dt

tanacos0,
1+ (tan asin0r)2

d0^+ and az
dt dt

d4 ar- @3

[t + ltanasin0r)2 (3- l7)

3.2.5 Translqtionat kinematics oJ the geometric centre oJ the

mÍxing capsute (point C')

Referring again to Fig. 8.2(a), it can be seen that the x
component of the linear displacement of the geometric centre of

tl.e capsule, that is point C', denoted by.r.., is given by

^ x,cosò= " -oc''

which, upon rearranging becomes

x", : OC'cosõ. (3- r 8)

The x component of the linear velocity of point c' is obtained

by differentiating Eq. (S-18) u¡rt time, that is,

dx"' 
--oc'sinõdõ .dt dt

Letting

dx",

dt
dõ

@t = --,
dt

u", and recalling that
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the x component of the linear velocit¡r of the geometric centre of
the capsule (link EC'E') becomes

ü"' = -OC'ø, sin ô. (3- 1e)

considering Eq. (s-lg), it can be seen that oc,ats is the
tangential velocity of the point c' in the x-z plane, and that 2.,, is the
x component of this tangential velocit¡r.

The x component of the linear acceleration of point c' is
obtained by differentiating Eq. (g-tg) wrt time, ie.,

+=-tlor'r,sinô1.

Using the product and chain rules this becomes

+ = -o''l+sin ô + ú)3 cos t#]

Now, letting

du",

dt
and recalling that o)3 and a3 _ dr,dõ

uc

dt

the x component of the linear acceleration of the geomehic centre
of the capsule (point C') becomes

ù", = -OC'ø, sin õ - OC' alcosô. (3-2o)

Inspection of Eq. (3-2O) reveals that the first term on üre right
hand side of the equation, (oc'a3sinô), is the x component of the
tangential acceleration of point c'. The second term is the x
component of the normal acceleration of point C,.

dt
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ôsln

It can also be seen from Fig. 3.2(a) that the z component of Ûre

linear displacement of the geometric centre of the capsule,

denoted by t"., is given by

which upon rearrangement becomes

2",=OC'sinõ- (3-2 I )

Ttrc z component of the linear velocit5r of point c' is obtained

by differentiating Eq. (S-Zl) wrt time, that is,

d'"' 
-oc'"o"õdõ .dt dt

Letting

dz-'
W.=J-
"dt and recalling that e)3

dõ
dt

the z component of the linear velocity of the geometric centre of

the capsule (link EC'E') becomes

w",=OC'(D.cosô. (3-22)

Considering Eq. (3-ZZ¡, it can be seen that w., is t}ee z

component of the tangential velocit5r of point C' in the x-z plane.

The z component of the linear acceleration of point C' is
obtained by differentiating E,q. (3-ZZ) v¡rt time, ie.,

d*a- d 
f nn,^, ^,dt dtLuu 

*' 'os ô]'

2.,

OC,

Using the product and chain rules, this becomes
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dt
d*"'

Now, letting

w" and recalting that

ocl#"osô- ar, sin ,#l

d6
(l)o = 

-'dt and dt _ dr,
dt

the z component of the linear acceleration of the geometric centre

of the capsule (point C') becomes

ú", = oC' q^ cos ô - oC' al sin õ. (3-23)

Inspection of Eq. (3-23) reveals that the first term on ttre right

hand side of the equation, (OC'a3cosô'), is the z component of the

tangential acceleration of point C'. The second term is the z
component of the normal acceleration of point C'.

3.2.6 Ti:a,nsla,tional kínemqtics oJ the the mixing capsule end wo,lt

(poínt S)

In Fig. 3.3(b) the longitudinal axis of the capsule is coincident

with the link Ec'E', which remains parallel to link BOB'at all times.

s denotes a general point on the circumference of the capsule end

wall, and C'E'S forms a right angled triangle with, C'E' being equal

to the half internal length of the capsule and E's equal to the

internal radius of the capsule. It should be understood that whilst

the remainder of tl.is derivation pertains to tl.e linear motion of the

point S, it is in fact entirely general and describes the motion of

every point within the capsule volume. A complete explanatÍon of

tlris can be found in section 3.4.2 of tl.is chapter.
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From consideration of the capsule geometry in Fig. 3.8(a), it
can be seen that the point S has an angular orientation 0. on the

end wall relative to the defined zero position (base of the end wall).

It can be seen that

zL = E'Scos9c,

and

tffiVc -
z'"

C'8,.

Substituting for z', it can be seen ttrat

Vc = tar\

Similarþ, it can be seen that

lL = -E'Ssin9¿,

and

-rrlta'nþc=ffi.

Substituting for yi it can be seen that

E'S cos0,
C'E' )

(3-23.1)

p.=,*.( ryþ) (s-zs.2)

FYom Fig. 3.3(b) it can be seen that C'S has a proJection into

the x-z plane given by

cos(p * Ð=#.

Rearranged, this becomes
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Fig. 3.3(a) Capsule geometr5r and location of the point S on the

capsule end wall

Fig. 3.3(b) Kinematic diagram of the complete figure-eight

triturator mechanism. Isometric view with the drive

shaft (link A'A) displaced through a small angle 0, from

the zero position, as depicted in Fig. 3.2(a).
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x':C'Scos(p+p"). (3-24)

It can be seen that the x-z proJection r', has components i¡r the

x and z directions. The x component of the x-z proJection is given

by

t,f

sin(ô+ V)=?,

which, when rearranged gives

x"=x'sin(õ*V). (3-25)

Substituting Eq. (3-241 into Eq. (3-25), it can be seen that the

x component of the linear displacement of point S, which resulted

from rotation of link EC'E' about C', is given by x", where

x" = C'S cos(p + p")sin(ô + y4"). (3-26)

The x component of the total linear displacement of ttre point

s is the sum of the x component of the linear displacement of point

C', resulting from the rotation of C'OC about O (Eq. (3-I8)) and the

x component of the linear displacement of point S, resulting from

the rotation of link EC'E' about C' (Eq. (3-26)), that is

rs=xc,*x" (3-27)

Upon substituting Eqs. (3-18) and (3-26) into Eq. (3-27), the x
component of the total linear displacement of the point S becomes

xs = OC' cosô + CTcos(p + fl )sin(ô + W). (3-28)

The x component of the total linear velocit5r of point S is
obtained by differentiating Eq. (3-28) wrt time, ie.,
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+ : !¡OC' "orô 
+ C'.Scos(p + p" ) sin(ô + r¡" )].dt dt'

Using the product and chain rules and recalling that y, and pç are

constants, this becomes

*=-oc'sin u#*cTcos(B+B")cos(ô * rt,)#-cTsin(ô+ r¡")sin(B * p)#

dx"ut=Ë,

Letting

and recalling that a)3 and ,^=#dõ
dt

the x component of the total linear velocitSr of the point S becomes

üs=-oC'ørsin õ+C'Sarcos(p+B")cos(ô + V)-C'saosin(ô+ r¿")sin(p + P").(3-29)

The x component of the total linear acceleration of point S is

obtained by differentiating Eq. (3-29) \,wt time, that is,

# = frl-or' r. sin ô + C'S ø,rcos(p + p" ) cos(ô + V ) - C'S otosin(ô + r¡" ) sin(B + p )f.

Using the product and chain rules again this becomes

+ = -oc'stnõ+- oC'ar.ora$+ CTcos(p +p")dtdt"dt "orõd@'dt

-cTør["os(ô + r¿")s in(B + þ)ff+ cos(B +B")sin(ô . ,)#f
-C'Ssin(ô+ yr")sin(p * Ð+

-CTø.[cos(ô + yr")s in(p + P"r#+ cos(B + B")sin(ô * ,)#]

Letting
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us=
du,

dt
and recalling that o)3

dõ _ d@,
d,3

dao
:+

dt'dt
d4

dt

the x component of the total linear acceleration of the point s
becomes

ùs = -OC'ø, sin ô + C'S arcos(p + fl ) cos(ô + V ) - OC' a2, cos 6

-C'S al,sin(ô + yr" ) cos(B + P ") - C'S aosin( ô + ty 
") 

sin(þ + B ")
-C'Sa2osin(ô+ r¡")cos(p + B)-2C'So)rtlocos(ô+ yr")sin(p + p").

ur=4
dt

and recalling that ,, = ff

(3-30)

considering Fig. 3.3(b) again, it can be seen that c's has a
proJection onto the y axis given by

sin(p +p") = ä.

Rotation of point s about o produces no displacement of s in the y

direction, since link C'OC remains entirely in the x-z plane at all

times. lrence, the y component of the total linear displacement of

point S is that which results from the rotation of link EC'E' about

C'OC only, that is,

)s=-C'Ssin(B+þ"). (3-3 r )

The y component of the total linear velocity of point s is

obtained by differentiating Eq. (S-Sl) u¡rt time, that is,

+ =-$c,srin (þ + þ").dt dt

Letting

the y component of the total linear velocit¡r of the point S is
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vs = -C'So)4 cos(p + p,). (3-32)

The y component of the total linear accereration of s ts

obtained by differenüating Eq. (S-SZ) v¿rt time, ie.,

+=-(c'srocos(p + p").
dt dt

Using tlle product and chain rules, this becomes

# =-c'scos(p * P)+ + c's o,osin(p + p"¡!Ê-.

Letting

üs= and d4-

the y component of the total linear acceleration of t}.e point s, is
given by

is = -C'saccos(p + þ")+ C'Søfi,sin(p +p"). (3-33)

Eq. (3-z+) gives the projection of c's into the x-z plane. This

proJection has components in both the x artd z directions. Ttre x
component was previously considered. Th.e z component of the

projection x' (Eq. (3-241), is given by
,,,

cos(ô + V) x'

which, when rearranged becomes

z"=x'cos(õ+V). (3-34)

Substituting Eq. (3-24) for x', Eq. (3-S¿) becomes

dv,
dt

and recalling that ,o=#,

z" : C'S cos(p + p,)cos(ô + V). (3-3 5)
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Ttte z component of the total linear displacement of the point
S is the difference of the z component of the linear displacement of
point c', resulting from ttre rotation of c'oc about o (Eq. (s-zr¡¡,

and the z component of the linear displacement of point s,
resulting from the rotation of link EC'E' about c' (Eq. (B-35)), that
is

zs=zc,-2". (3-36)

Substituting Eqs. (3-Zt) and (S-S5) into Eq. (g-36), the z

component of the total linear displacement of the point s becomes

zs = OC' sin ô - C'S cos(p + fl ) cos(ô + y"). (3-37)

Tlr.e z component of the total linear velocit5r of point S is then
obtained by differentiating Eq. (B-SZ) u¡rt time, ie.,

# = filor' ,rnô - c's cos (B + B)cos(ô + r¡" )].

Using the product and chain rules this becomes

# = oC' cos õ ff+ C'S cos(p + p" ) sin(ô * V, )#+ C,S cos(ô + y4 ) sin(p * Ð #.
Letting

dz.
ws = -i,dt

and recalling that ,, = # and ,o=#,

the z component of the total linear velocity of the point s becomes

wE. - oc'arcosô + c'sotrcos(B +B")sin(ô + v)+ c'saocos(ô + y4)sin(p +8").(3-sg)

Tb'e z component of the total linear acceleration of point S is
obtained by differentiating Eq. (3-38) urrt time, that is
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#: ft[or'trcosô + C'sarcos(p +p")sin(ô + V)+ C'saocos(ô + rg")sin(p + p")].

Using the product and chain rules ttris becomes

# = oc' cos õ @ - oc' otr sin õ #+ c's cos(p + p" ) sin(ô * v, )#
+C'Srl.rl-sin(ô'+ yr")sin(p * P)#+ cos(p + p")cos(ô * ,)#)
+C'Scos(ô+ yr")sin(B * p)+
+c'sanl-sin(ô + y4.)sin(p * p)#+ cos(B + p")cos(ô * Ð#]

Letting

. dw.
ws = --*,

clt

dõand recalling that (D3 u3 _ dr,
and ø4 =+dt

tJr.e z component of the total linear acceleration of the point s
becomes

ùs = OC'a,. cosô + C'sarcos(B + B")sin(ô + V)- OC'alsinõ
+C'Sal,cos(ô+ y4)cos(p + þ")+C'saocos(ô + ry")sin(B+ B")
+C'Sal,cos(ô'+ yr")cos(B + þ")-2C'sø,rø.osin(ô+ r¿")sin(p + p"). (3-39)

3.3 Evah¡atlon of motlon madma

consideration of the kinematical derivation Just completed

reveals that any point within the capsule volume other than that
which is coincident with its geometric centre experiences three

dimensional oscillatory motion. Whilst one dimensional motion of
the capsule in the x direction has been acknowledged and

subJected to investigation in the past, the fact that the capsule also

dt
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reciprocates in the y and z directions, and the implications

followÍng from this on the mixing mechanics, has been largely

ignored.

oscillatory motions by definition experience maximum and

minimum values of displacement, velocity and acceleration.

Harcourt and Lautenschlager (lgzo), reported measuring the

amplitudes of motion of five different amalgamators. The

measurement described for each triturator was the total
displacement of a capsule end from one extreme position to the

other, as seen in plan view. This corresponds to a measurement

along the x axis of the rectilinear coordinate system adopted in this
investigation. It was identified in section B.I that Harcourt and

Lautenschlager (I97o) asserted that ttre motion of the capsule ends

as seen in plan view was simple harmonic. The equation of

displacement therefore adopted was that of a simple harmonic

oscillator. They also determined the maximum velocity of the

capsule end in the same direction for each of the fìve amalgamators.

The maximum velocity was evaluated by substituting a value of one

quarter the cycle period for time into the derivative of the
displacement equation. The velocity equation, like the
displacement equation from which it was derived, contained an

experimentally determined value of the amplitude of motion of the

triturator. This of course is undesirable since use of tl.e expression

requlres the experimental determination of the motion amplitude.

Lautenschlager et al. (1922) published a report expanding

upon the earlier work of Harcourt and Lautenschlager (lgzo).

Significantly, this report identified tJ'at the ratio of capsule length

to motion amplitude was an important parameter in determining
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the effectiveness of the trituration process. The report also
indicated that the velocity of the agglomerated mix was found to be
identical to that of the capsule end, until the commencement of
deceleration of the latter. At this point the mass was said to depart
from the capsule wall and continue moving with a constant velocity
towards the opposite end of the capsule. The mass was identified
as moving \Ãrith a velocity equal to the maximum velocit¡r achieved

by the capsule end, wtrich of course occurs when the acceleration
of the capsule end is zeto.

Darvell (r98ob) conducted trituration experiments using
different ratios of capsule internal length to motion amplitude. He
presented oçerimental evidence broadly consistent \Mith that of
Lautenschlager et al. (rgr2l, indicating that the outcome or
effectiveness of trituration was significantly influenced by the
magnitude of the capsule lengf,h to motion amplitude ratio. whilst
Darvell (l98ob) disputed the claims of Lautenschlager et aJ. (LgT2)

regarding what they considered to be an optimum value for the
ratio of capsule length to motion amplitude, the significant
consequence of his investigation (Darvell lggob) was that it
confirmed the influential role of the parameter (capsule length to
motion amplitude ratio) upon the outcome of trituration.

Whilst the important influence of the ratio of capsule length to
motion amplitude has now been established, it is evident that Ûre

so called amplitude of capsule motion has to date only been
determined by ex¡rerimental measurement, and not by kinematical
evaluation of the trituration mechanism. This is not unexpected,

since, as explained in section 3.1, the kinematics of the figure_
eight amalgamator have until now remained un-derived. In
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chapters 4 and 5 the important influence of the ratio of capsule
length to motion amplitude on trituration progression will be fully
elucidated. Additionally, the simultaneous influences of the
transverse motion of the capsule in the y artd z directions on the
promotion of ag€llomeration r¡¡ill be presented.

Proper evaluation of the mechanisms responsible for the
mixing of dental amalgam requires the knowledge of the
amplitudes of motion and the maximum velocities of the capsule,

and the following presents the derivation and evaluation of the
motion maxima from the equations of motion derived in section
3.2.

3.3.1 Amplif:.tdes oJ mation

It should be noted that the amplitude of a periodic motion is
generally defined as the maximum deviation of the motion
displacement from its mean position. The total displacement from
one mædmum to the other is generally defìned as the peak to peak
displacement. However, within the context of trituration,
investigators in the past have referred to the peak to peak
displacement as the amplitude of motion. Whilst this confusion of
terms is undesirable, I will conform with the current use of
terminologr and refer to the peak to peak displacement as the
amplitude of motion throughout this thesis.

within a cycle, the points of maximum deviation from the
mean position are evaluated by setting the velocity equation to zero

and determining the roots of the resulting oçression. considering
Fig. 3.2(a), the maximum displacement of the point E' in the x
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direction is obtained by setting V.c and þ, in Eq. (3-29), and Eq. (g_

29) itself to zero, ie.,

ur, = -OC'ar, sin õ + C'E'øtrcospcos õ - C'E'coosin ôsinp = e. (3-¿o)

substituting for ú)2, as determined from Eq. (3-g), i¡rto Eq. (s-

16) enables alo to be written in terms of a¡ as

(3-4 r )

Taking the tangent of ô, given by Eq. (3-g), and rea¡ranging gives

tanô = 1

tanøcos0r' (s-421

After substituting Eqs. (3-14), (B-+t) and (S-+Zl into Eq. (3_4O)

and rearranging, the equation becomes

-oC'tarf õ(t+tan2 B)+ C'E'cos ' a(t + t^' p)- (r * o", ô)tan
a)3 -0C'E'cosBtanz õ 1+tan p

Inspection of the numerator of the oçression in brackets
indicates that for OC,+0, C,E,*0, f_a<ô<l+a, _a1BSa, it
cannot be zero. Therefore, o\ must be zero, ie.,

@t=O'

Setting Eq. (3-g) to zero implies that

tan ø sin 0r@, = O.

since ø and úh are non-zero constants, then the expression is only

satisfìed if
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+
sin0r=Q

0z=0,îc. (3-+s)

Flence, the point E' is at its ma:dmum displacement in t.l.e x
direction from the mean position when 0., rs equal to tl.e values

$iven by Eq. (3-43). These values of. 0, are of course consistent urith

tlrose expected from inspection of Fig. 3.7(a).

The amplitude of motion of point E' in the x direcüon,

denoted by Xr, is given by,

x",=[t",]r,=o -1r",]r,=* (s-+4,)

where lr"'fr"=o, lr*fr,=* indicates that the expressions within the

brackets are evaluated at g, values of o and fi respectively.

Substituting Eq. (3-28) into Eq. (3-++l gives

X r. = [OC'cos õ + C' E' cosp sin ôJr, * - [Oc'cos ô + C, E, cos þrin ô]r,=",

using Eqs. (3-8) and (3-r5) to evaluate ô and p, the equation

reduces to

X 
", 

= OC'(cos(fi - a) - cos(f * ø)). (3-45)

It can be seen from Eq. (3-45) that the x component of the

amplitude of motion of any point within the capsule volume is
independent of its longitudinal position urithin the capsule, that is
c'E', and dependent only on oc', its radial distance from the origin,

and d, the fìxed angle of offset of link BOB'.

The maximum displacement of point E' in the y direction is
obtained by setting yc and þ, in Eq. (S-SZ), and Eq. (S-SZ) itself to
zefo, ie.,
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rø,= -C'E'@ocosp =g (3-46)

FYom ttris it can be seen that either o)4 is zero or cosp is zero. If cosp

is zero, then this implies that þ=i,T. However, inspection of Eq.

(3-15) reveals that this is not possible, since tanS=.,o. From

physical reasoning it can also be seen that this condition (cosp=g¡,

is impossible since the bounds of þ æe such that -ø < p <a, and ø is

a constant, equal to 8.18o. Therefore øa must be zero. setting Eq.

(3-16) to zero yields

e)2tanøcos 0, - 0.

Since tanø and ejz are non-zero, the expression is only satisfied if

:+
cos0, =g

0r=t,T' (3-+z¡

The amplitude of motion of the point E' in the y direction,
denoted by Y",, is given by

Y", = ly *f ,, =, - lt 
",1 

r,=y .

Substituting Eq. (3-31) and evaluating it at the values of g, shown

gives

Ys' = 2C'E'sin d (3-48)

Inspection of Eq. (3-48) indicates that the y component of the

amplitude of motion of any point on the longitudinal axis of the
capsule is independent of its radial position from the origin o, and
dependent only on its longitudinal position within the capsule
volume, that is C'E', and ø the fixed angle of offset.
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The maximum displacement of point E' ln tf:.e z direction is
obtained by settin9 vc aurtd þ" in Eq. (B-sg) and Eq. (3-3g) rtsetf to

zeto, ie.,

w E, = OC' torcos ô + C' E' o)rcosp sin õ + C' E' ot ocos ô sinB = Q. (3-4s)

'wlren c'E' is zero, that is the point coincident with the geometric

centre of the capsule is being considered, then Eq. (s-¿g) reduces

to

OC'arcosô = 0.

If cosô is zero, then

õ=i,3f.

since f-a<ô< l+a, it can be seen that ô=f is not physically
possible. Substituting ô=4: into Eq. (3-g), results tn Lr=t. If ar, is

zero, then setting Eq. (3-g) to zero yields

sin0r-Q
+ 0r=0,7t.

Therefore, if c'E' is zeÍo, then the points of maximum
displacement correspond to 0, being

0r.=O,l' (3-50)

For the general case when c'E' is not zero, Eq. (s-¿g) can be

rearranged to

oC'tan3 ô(t + tan' Þ)+ C'n'cosp tano ð(1+
o)3

tan3 l+tan p
wr' p)+ (r + tan'ô)

= Q. (3-51)
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It can be seen from Fig. 3.7(c) that curves a and b,

coresponding to C'E' being equal to o and T.T5 mm respectively,

each have a root between o and æ. when C'E' equals zero, tt has Just
been shown that the root, 0r=l, can be determined analytically.

When C'E' equals 7.75mm, by inspection of Fig. 3.2(c) again, it can

be seen that tlre root occurs at a g, value between 2 and 3 rads.

Inspection of Eq. (3-g) indicates that aà is not zero in this range of

ez. Hence, the expression in brackets in Eq. (s-sl) must be zero.

This root cannot be determined analyticaily and must be

determined numerically using a technique such as the Newton-

Raphson (Kreyszig 1979), or secant methods.

For values of C'E' such that O<C'E'<C,8,*, where C'E'* is a

limiting value, it can be shown that Eq. (g-49) will have a root
between i and ¡r, which occurs when the expression in brackets in

Eq. (3-5r) is zero. Inspection of Fig. s.8(c) indicates that this
limitingvalue can be found by substituting |z=n, þ"=0 and yr =g

into Eq. (3-39) and setting it to zero, ie.

ù e, = IOC' arcos ô + C' E' ürcosB sin õ - OC' otlsin ô + C, E, otlcos ô cosp

+C' E' d, ocos ô sin B + C' E' a],cos ô cosp - 2C' E' torøo sin ô sin B]r, _" = 0 .

Evaluating õ, þ, ú)r, cyq, dt and øo ãt 0r- n, and denoting the

limiting value as C'E'* gives

c'E'* = -oC' cos(f + ø¡ sln d cos d 
=' sin øcosøsin(f + d)- tan2 øcos(i+ a). (3-521

It can be seen from Eq. (3-52) that c'E'+ is dependent on the

length of the fork arm oc', and the fìxed angle of offset ø. that is, it
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is a function of the triturator geometry only. For the silamat
triturator, Eq. (3-52) evaluates to

C'E'* = 10.14mm

When C'E'>C'E'*, such as curves c and d in Ffg. B.Z(c), the
oçression in brackets in Eq. (3-51) is non zero for all values of gr,

hence, cr¿ must be zero at the root. upon setting Eq. (g-g) to zero

sin0r-Q
+ 0z=O, rtr.

The roots of Eq. (3-49) pertaining to the evaluation of the
amplitude of motion in the z direction a.re as follows:

0r=0'l
=Or 0r,,

=0, re

for C'E'=0
for 0 <C'E'<C'E'*
for C'E'> C'E'*

Z u, = ft 
",f ,, =*. r,, + - f, ",f ",=0.

(3-53)

where 0r,, is a numerically determined root of Eq. (B-4g)

The amplitude of motion of the point E' in tt..e z direction,
denoted by Z, is given by

(3-54)

Substituting Eq. (3-37) into Eq. (3-52) gives

2", -foc'sinô- C'E'cosþcorôJr,=,,,r,, ¡-foc,rinõ-C,E,cospcosô]r,=0. (3_55)

Inspection of Eq. (3-5s) reveals that the z component of the
amplitude of motion of any point on the longitudinal axis of the
capsule other than that which is coincident with its geometric

centre, is dependent on its radial position from the origin oC,, its
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longitudinal position within the capsule volume, ûrat is c'E', and ø,

the fixed angle of offset of link BOB'.

The roots of Eqs. (g-4O), (9-46) and (B-49) and their
corresponding mædmum displacements are evaluated for a number

of values of C'E' and presented in Table 8.3.

3.3.2 Velocitg maxímø

within a trituration cycle, the position at which the capsule

velocit5r in a given direction reaches a maximum conesponds with
that point at which the acceleration in that direction is zeÍo.

considering Fig. 3.2(al, the maximum velocity of the point E' in the
x direction is obtained by setting v/. and þ, in Eq. (s-3o) and Eq. (s-

30) itself to zero, ie.

ùe,= -OC'ø, sin õ +C'E'arcospcosô -OC'co2rcosô- C'E'allsinôcosp

-C' E' ü osin ô sin B - C' E' af,sin ô cosB - 2C, E' arco. cos ô sinB

-0. (3-56)

when considering the geometric centre of the capsule, that is
C'E'=O, tllen Eq. (S-S0) reduces to

-OC' arsin ô - OC' o$,cosð = 0. (3-571

When 0r=1,+, it can be seen from Eq. (S-fO) that û¡=0, and

from Eq. (3-s), that cosô=0. Flence, from inspection of Eq. (3-52¡,

it can be seen that the roots are

A _tt 3frvZ - 2, 2' (3-58)
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when c'E' is zero it can be seen that Eq. (s-29) reduces to that
of Eq. (3-rg). The maximum linear velocity in the x direction
reached by the geometric centre of the capsule (point c') is
obtained by substituting Iz=l,f into Eq. (B-f g), that is

uc,,^"* = f-OC' olrrin ôlr, 
=r, + .

Substituting Eq. (3-9) for o4 gives

uc,,^.* = -OC' e)ztan d,,

= OC'a)ztanø,,

when

when

0z= I
0r=T'

(3-59a)
(3-5eb)

From Eqs.(3-59a) and (g-5gb) it can be seen that the
maximum linear velocitjr of the capsule geometric centre in the x
direction is a function of the fork arm length oc', the constant
rotational speed of the triturator drive shaft a)r, arrd. the fìxed angle

of offset a.

considering the general case when c'E' is not zero, inspection

of Eq. (3-56) reveals that the total linear acceleration in the x
direction is not zero at 1r=i,T. In fact, the roots of Eq. (s-56)

cannot be determined analytically, and must therefore be evaluated

numerically using a technique such as the Newton-Raphson

method. The maximum x component of the linear velocit¡r of the

point E' is then obtained by substituting the roots of Eq. (3-56) into
Eq. (3-29), that is

uE,,^,* = f-OC' corsin ô + C' E' o) rcosp cos õ - C, E' ol osin ô sin p], 
2 =02,1, 0 ¿,¿ t (3-60)

where 9r, artd 0r.,, arre the numerically determined roots of Eq. (3-

56).
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The roots of Eq. (3-56), for a number of different values of c,E,
(longitudinal position within capsule) have been calculated and are
presented in Table 3.4. The x component of the corresponding

maximum linear velocity of the point E', as determined from Eq.
(3-60), are also shown.

The maximum velocity of the point E' in the y direction is
obtained by setting W arrd þ" in Eq. (B-BB) and Eq. (S-3S) itself to
zeÍo, ie.

úe,= -C'E'aocosp + C'E'a2osinp - 0 (3-6 r )

when 0r=0,t¡, it can be seen from Eq. (s-r7) that da=0, and from
Eq. (3-r4) sinp=6. Inspection of Eq. (3-or) reveals that the roots

0z=0, fi. (3-62)

The maximum linear velocity in the y direction of tl.e poi¡t E'
is obtained by substituting into Eq. (B-32) as follows

v u, = f-C' E' ao cos pf 
,,_o, n.

are

Substituting Eq. (3-16) for øto into this gives

VE,,** - -C'E'ú)rtand,, when 0z=0

= C'E'e)ztanq,, when 0z= lc.

(3-63a)
(3-63b)

It can now be seen tl.at the maximum linear velocity in the y
direction of a general capsule point E' is dependent only on the
longitudinal location (C'E'¡ of the point within the capsule, the
rotational speed of the triturator o¡, and t]le fixed angle of offset a.
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considering now the z direction, the ma:dmum velocity of the
point E' occurs when tle linear acceleration in that direction is
zeÍo. That is, when W a¡,d þ, tn Eq.(3-39) and Eq. (3-Sg) itself are

set to zero, ie.

ù E, = OC' a.cos ô + C' E' a'cos B sin ô - OC' colsin ô + C, E' al,cos ô cos B
+C' E' a ocos ô sin B + C' E' azo cos ô cos B - 2C' E, o)rtD osin ð sin p

-0. (3-64)

when considering the geometric centre of the capsule, that is
C'E'=O, Eq. (3-64) reduces to

OC'arcosô- OC'al,sinô = 0. (3-65)

Eq. (3-os), unlike the analogous Eq. (3-sz) pertaining to the x
direction, cannot be solved analytically. It is therefore fruitless to
consider the geometric centre of the capsule as a simpler,
particular case of Eq. (3-64). The roots of Eq. (s-64) must be

evaluated numerically, using for example the Newton-Raphson

technique.

when O<c'Et<c'E'*, it can be seen from Fig. s.g(c) that Eq.
(3-64) has four roots, denoted by 0r,*r,0r,*r,0r,_r, an'd 0r,*o between O

and 2n. when c'E'> c'E'*, there are only 2 roots, denoted as 0r,_,

and 0r,*r. The maximum z component of the linear velocitjr of the

point E' is then obtained by substituting the zeros of Eq. (3-64) into
Eq. (3-38), ie.

wE,,^,*=loc'ørcosô + C'E'o)rcospsin õ +C'E'ø.ocosôsinB] 
02=o2.6,07a.0.*t.'z.s ¡(g_66)

where 0r.*, to 0r,*o aÍe the numerically determined roots of Eq. (s-

641. These roots and their corresponding maximum z direction
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velocity components have been evaluated for a number of different
values of C'E' and are presented in Table J.4.

3.4 S'rnrnnlf and dlscr¡sslon of results

3.4.1 Summøry oJ the deriued equatlons

In Section 3.2 the kinematical equations describing the linear
displacement, velocity and acceleration of a general point within
the volume of a capsule mounted in a figure-eight triturator were
derived. A summar5r of these equations is presented in Table 3. r.

It can be seen that the equations of linear displacement, velocit¡r
and acceleration of the general point s, are all functions of the
lengths, angular displacements, velocities and accelerations of the
links of the mechanism, as depicted in Figs. 3.2(a),8.2(b) 3.S(a)

and 3.3(b). A summary of the derived equations of angular
displacement, velocity and acceleration of the various links of the
mechanism is presented in Table 5.2.

In Section 3.3 the equations describing the linear amplitudes
of displacement, and the maximum linear velocities of the point E,

within the capsule were derived. These equations and their
numerical evaluation for various values of c'E' (the longitudinal
location of the point E' within the capsule) are summarized in
Tables 3.3 and 3.4.
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Table 3.1 summary of the derived equations of motion of a
general point s within the volume of a capsule mounted

in a figure-eight triturator.



Kinematical
Direction Derived equation

Equation

number

displacement

Linear
x

v
z

xs = OC' cos ô + C'Scos(p + fl )sin(ô + V")

]s=-C'Ssin(p+p.)

zs=OC'sinô-C'Scos(p+ p")cos(ô + V")

(3-28)

(3-3r)

(3-37)

Linear

velocþ

x

v

z

us = -OC'ø, sin õ + C'Sørcos(p +p")cos(ô + V")
-C'Saosin(ô+ y")sin(p + p")

vs=-C'S(Docos(p+p")

,,es = OC' o)tcos ô + C'sarcos(B +p")sin(ô + V")

))sin(p ++ô+C'S cos(

(3-2e)

(3-32)

(3-38)

Linear

acceleration

x

v
z

ùs = -OC'ø, sin õ + C'S arcos(p + p")cos(ô + V")

-OC'ø2rcosô- C'Sofi,sin(ô + ry")cos(p+ p")

-C'S aosin(ô + ry 
")sin(p 

+ p.)

-C'S al,sin(ô + y 
") 

cos(B + B")

-2C'Sarao cos(ô + ry")sn(þ + B")

is: -C'Sao cos(p + þ")+C'Sa2osin(p +B")

ws = OC' dtcos ô + C'sarcos(p +p")sin(ô + V")

-OC'al sin õ + C'5a.2 cos(ô + y")cos(p + B")
+C'S ø-ocos(ô + y 

") 
sin($ + B")

+C'S øl,cos(ô + ry")cos(p + p")

)T2C a) sm +ô Sln +( )

(3-30)

(3-33)

(3-3e)
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Table 3.2 Summary of the derived equations of angular
displacement, velocity and acceleration of each ltnk of
the figure-eight triturator mechanism, as depicted in
Figs. 3.2(a), 3.2(b), B.B(a) and 3.3(b).



Kinematical

quanEty

Link

description

Link

identifi

cation

Link

num

ber

Derived equation or description
Equation

number

Angula¡

displacement

Drive shaft

Coupl. shaft

Fork arm

Capsule
long'axis

General
capsule
point

A'A

BOB'

c'oc

EC'E'

C'S

2

3

4

e2 theindependentva¡iable

ø = 8.180 frxed angle of offset

A = 1- arctan(tan acoslr)
2

É = a¡ctan(tan øsin gr)

0c = Angula¡ orientation
of general point S

-_ _r( E'S cos g" )vc=ân lÊ)
p" =,*'( E'Ssin0,

C,E'

(3-8)

(3-15)

(3-23.1)

(3-23.2)

Angular

velocity

Drive shaft

Fork arm

Capsule

A'A

c'oc

EC'E'

2

3

4

@z = 4500 rpm, triturator speed

tanøsin
@l=

1+ (tan acosîr)'
tanacos0,

(D2

@q=
1+ (tan øsin )'

Q)z

(3-e)

(3-16)

Angola¡

acceleration

Drive shaft

Fork arm

Capsule

A'A

C'OC

EC'E'

2

3

4

dz = 0, constant triturator speed

tan asin 0^d,=-4d,-" 1+ (tan øcos 0r)' '

+0)I
t¿ur dcos I + tan2 ø(l + sin2 gr)

[t + ltan ucos0r)2

tan øsin 0, 1+ tan2 a(l + cos' 0r)
-atl

1+ (tanøsin0r)'

(3-10)

(3-t7)
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Table 3.3 Summar5r of:

(a) Derived equations of linear amplttudes of

displacement of the point E' on the longitudinal

axis of a capsule mounted in a figure-eight

triturator.

(b) The cycle positions at which tl-e displacement

ma¡dma occur (0, root values).

(c) Numerical evaluation of the equations given, for

four different values of C'E'.



Dircc

üon
(a)

Derived equation

Equati

on

numb

er

c'E'

(mm)

(b)

Analytical

r@ts

(rad)

(b)

Numerical

roots (rad)

(c)

Amplit

ude of
motion

(mm)

x Xs,= oC'(cos(fr- a)-cos(f * ø)) (3-4s)

0.0

7.75

10.55

18.0

0z= 0

0z= fi
20.49

v Yr, = 2C'E'sin d (3-48)

0.0

7.75

10.55

18.0

0r= I
0r= t

0

2.205

3.002

5.722

z zr, =loc'sinõ

-C' E' cos p"or ôlr, =,,,r.,,;

-[oc'sin õ - C' E' cosBcos ô]r,_o

(3-s3)
0.0

7.75

10.55

18.0

0r= I
0z=0

0z= 0

0z= rE

0z= O

or,, =2,412

o.733

2.247

3.002

5.t22
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Table 3.4 Summar5r of:

(a) Derived equations of ma¡dmum linear velocitSr of

the point E' on the longitudinal a:ris of a capsule

mounted in a figure-eight triturator.

(b) The cycle positions at which the the velocity

maxima occur (0, root values).

(c) Numerical evaluation of the equations given, for

four different values of C'E'.



Dfuec

uon

(a)

Derived equation
c'E'

(mm)

(b)

Analytica

I roots

(rad)

(b)

Numerical roots

(rad)

(c)

lvlaximu

mlinea¡

velocity

(m/s)

x uE,,** -f-oc'a. sinð

+C'E'ú)rcosBcosô

-C' E' o) osin ôsinP] o2=01¡. o4¿

(3-60)

0.0

7.75

10.55

18.0

0r= I
0r=T

02,u, =L,57ll
0z,nz= 4.7121

Qz,n =1.5712
Or,nz= 4.712O

9z.ut = 1. 57 15

02.,r= 4.7I17

-4.8771

4.8771

-4.8772

4.8772

-4.8772

4.8772

-4.8773

4.8773

v vE,.-", - -C'E e)ztana,

- C'E'o)rtarrd,,

0z=0

0z= fr

(3-63a)

(3-63b)

0.0

7.75

10.55

18.0

0z= 0

0z= lc

0

14.s2s
I o.szs
(4JLs

t o.rtt

l-t.zte
I r.zu

z wE,,^,* =loc'corcosõ
+C'E'o)rcospsin ô

+C' E' a) ocos ô sin P] o2=02-s, o2.,2

(3-66)

0.0

7.75

10.55

18.0

02,*t = 0.7931

02,*z=2.3485

02.*t=3.9347

02.*o = 5.4901

0r,-, =Læ27
02,-z=2.7380

02.*t = 3.5452

02.*¿ = 5.2829

02,*t = 1'0548

02,*z = 5.2284

02,-, = 1.1656

02,*z= 5.1172

0.345

-0.345

0.345

-0.345

0.75r

-0.046

0.046

-0.751

0.91l

-0.911

1.358

-1.358
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3.4.2 GeneraLíty oJ the deriued equations

The equations derived and summarized in Table 3.1 are

entirely general and apply to every point within the volume of a
moving capsule mounted in a figure-eight amalgamator. The point
S as depicted in Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.S(b) is on the inner
circumference of a capsule end wall. Whilst tl.is enables easier
physical interpretation of the derivation, it does not diminish the
generalit5r of the derived equations. Inspection of the equations in
Table 3.1 reveals that the magnitudes of c'S, y, and p¿ can be

arbitrarily chosen and substituted into the expressions. Hence, the
kinematics of any point within the capsule volume is described by
selecting the appropriate combinations of c's, ry, arrd, pç, defining
tl.e point of interest. Further, the equations are able to describe

the motion of a capsule in other figure-eight triturators through the
substitution of approprÍate oc' and ø values, pertaining to the
particular triturator in question.

3.4.3 PhysicøI interpretqtion oJ equations

A close scrutiny of the terms constituting the equations of
linear acceleration of the point E' in the x, y and z directions is
enlightening for two reasons. Firstly, it provides substantial insight
into the different types of acceleration experienced by the moving
capsule. This has important implications for the design of mixing
capsules and triturator mechanisms, since these accelerations are

the cause of all dynamic or inertial self loading experienced by
triturating capsules and devices. This point should not be
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dismissed lightly since there are numerous cases of failed fork arms

and capsules reported in the literature. The potential health and

safety hazards associated with this type of failure caused the

American Dental Association's Council on Dental Materials and

Devices to recommend that triturators be equipped with protecttve

covers, enabling the machine to be activated only when the cover is

closed (Eames 1972). secondly, it provides a method for checking

the intuitive correctness of the derived equations.

upon inspection of Eqs. (3-3o) and (S-sg), it can be seen that the

physical interpretation of some of the terms is not immediately

apparent. It is easier to interpret the linear acceleration equations

describing the motion of tl.e point E' by considering them in the

context of relative accelerations. Consider for the purposes of
ocplanation only, that link Ec'E' in Fig. 5.2(al consists of two links
superimposed upon each other. Let abcd, representing the ftrst of
these two links, be a flat plate rigidly connected to tink B (c'oc) at
the point c', as shown in Fig. 3.4. l.et E 4c'E,i. representing the

second link, be sJrnonJ¡mous with the earlier described (section

3.2.3) link EC'E1. The important difference between abcd and

E4c'E; is that abcd does not rotate about c'oc, as does Eoc,Ei in a
manner identical to that described for EC'E' in section 3.2.3. The

fìctitious point E! is that point on the arc FF', drawn on abcd which

is coincident with the point Ei on E4C,E4 at all times.

An acceleration analysis of the point Ei in the x direction can

be made by adding relative accelerations as follows:

ù"i=ù"írù"i,",, 
( g_6. l
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Fig. 3.4 Kinematic diagram of the mechanism of the fìgure-eight

triturator. Isometric view with link EC'E' consisting of

link abcd rigidly corurected to C'OC and rotating about O
only, and link E4C'E;; rotating upon abcd about the

point C'.
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where ùzi is tl-e total linear acceleration of the point E;, and is
synonymous with the earlier derived ù8,. uzí is the linear

acceleration in the x direction of the fÏctitious point Ei Just
defìned. It has both normal and tangential components. ù"i,ri is

the linear acceleration of E; in the x direction relative to the

fìctitious point E!. In the general case it can be shown (Martin

1969) that ù"i,r; has, in addition to tangential and normal

acceleration components, a Coriolis component equal in magnitude
to 2ur,,",ar. Therefore, Eq. (3-67) written in full becomes

ù"i = ùL: + uþ + ùLi,"; + ùEi,r: +2u"i,uio)r, (3-68)

where the t and n superscripts indicate tangential and normal
components respectively, artd u",,u, is the x component of t]le linear

velocit5r of the point Ei relative to the fìctitious point E!.

Considering Fig. 3.5 and using the definitions of tangential and

normal acceleration, the following alternative acceleration analysis

of the point E' can be made. It should be noted that the kinematic

equations of motion of the point E' are obtained by simply
substituting c'E' for c's, and settir.g w and p" equal to zero, in the

equations summarized in Table 3.I. Similar substitutions are

assumed in the following analysis when referring to any of the

intermediate equations which were presented earlier, but are not

summarized in Table 3.1.

Recalling from E,q. (3-z+) that c'E' has a proJection in tt'e x-z
plane given by x'=c'E'cosþ, the x component of the tangential

acceleration of the point E! is given by

(oc')' +(C?'cos þ)' orsin(ô-e)
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Fig. 3.5 Portion of the kinematic diagram of the figure-eight

triturator. x-z proJection view with tangential and

normal acceleration vectors of point E' shown.
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using the trigonometric identity for the sine of negative angles,

tl-is becomes

(oc')'+(c?'cos þ)' orsin(e- ô). (3-6e)

Now it can be shown that oçression (3-69) is equal to the fìrst

two terms of Eq. (3-30), that is

4C' arsin ô + C' E' arcosp cos ô = (oc')' + (C' E' cos þ)' orsin(e - ô)

Inspection of this equation reveals that it constitutes a

trigonometric identity (Baumeister et al. 1978). EqualitJr between

the left and right hand sides is therefore assured by virtue of the

identity definition. From Fig. 3.5 it can also be seen that the x
component of the normal acceleration of the point E' is given by

(oc')' + (C'E'cosþ)' ,?cos(ô - e). (3- 70)

Using tl.e trigonometric identity for the cosine of negative angles,

it can be shown that expression (3-7o) is equal to the third and

fourth terms of Eq. (3-3O), ie.

-OC'alcosô - C'E'al,sin ôcosp = (oc')' + (c'E'cosþ)' ,?cos(e - ô),

since this equation also constitutes a trigonometric identity.

It can be similarly shown that the fifth and sixth terms of Eq.

(3-3O) are the x components of the tangential and normal
acceleration of the point E; relative to the coincident point E!

respectively. Considering the seventh term of Eq. (3-SO),

2C'E'o4a. cos ôsinp,
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it can be shown that c'E'øocosôsinp is the x component of the
tangential velocit5r of the point Ei relative to the coincident point
Ei ie.

uøi 
t øi = C' E' o)ocos ôsinB

It can therefore be seen that the seventh term is, by defìruüon
the coriolis component of the linear acceleration of the point Ei
relative to the coincident point Ei, in the x direction.

Through this alternative acceleration analysis of the triturator
mechanism, physical signifïcance and correctness of each of the
terms in Eq. (3-3o) has been established. consideration of Eq. (s_

33) reveals that the first term is the y component of the tangential
acceleration of tl.e point E; relative to the coincident point E!.
The second term is the y component of the normal acceleration of
E! relative to E!. since link 3 rotates about the y axis only, there
are no normal or tangential components of the point E! in the y
direction. In other words, the first and second terms of the
general equation (Eq. (3-68)) are zero. Similarly the Coriolis
component of the acceleration of E; relative to Eá in the y
direction is zero. An analysis of Eq. (3-sg) akin to that conducted
on Eq. (3-3o), reveals the physical signifìcance of the terms to be
identical to those identified in the x direction, and similarly
confìrms their correctness.

Analysis of Eqs. (S-BO), (3-BS) and (g_99) has enabled the
physical nature of the t54res of acceleration experienced by the
triturator capsule to be established, and simultaneously provided an
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intuitive verification of the correctness of the terms constituting
tl.e equations.

3.4.4 Simple harmoníc motion

A particle moving with rectilinear translaüon is defïned as

experiencing simple harmonic motion if the acceleration of the
particle is proportional to its displacement from the mean position,

and is of opposite sign. Inspection of Eqs. (B-go) and (s-2g)

reveals that the x component of the linear acceleration of the point
E' is not proportional to the x component of the linear
displacement of E'. Therefore, by definition the motion of the
capsule end walls, and indeed every other point within the capsule,

including the geometric centre, is not that of a simple harmonic
oscillator as asserted by Harcourt and Lautenschlager (rg7o). By
comparing Eqs. (3-33) with (B-31) and (B-89) urith (3_gZ) it can

also be seen that the y and z components of motion of the capsule
are similarly not simple harmonic.

If the point E' is chosen to coincide with the end wall of the
capsule as described in the report by Harcourt and Lautenschtager
(1970), it can be shown that the difference between the x
component of linear velocitjr of E' according to Eq. (3-2g) and the
simple harmonic expression adopted in the said investigation is
trivially small. However, it w'ill become apparent in chapter 4 that
the deficiency of the simple harmonic approximation of the motion
is its rnability to correctly predict the motion of particulate phases

within the capsule in the most general case. That is, one

dimensional simple harmonic motion is unable to correctly predict



the likelihood of commencement of collisions between the mix

constituents and the capsule end walls as ttre length to amplitude

ratio changes. Conversely, through the analysis presented in

Section 4.5 (which is based on the equations summarized in Table

3.1), it wilt be shown that the likelihood of commencement of end

wall collisions between the mix constituents and the capsule end

walls can be predicted, for virtually any trituration conditions.

3.4.5 Grøphical summarA oi ttrc deriued equatíans oJ motion: Linear

disptacement, uelocity and occeleration oJ the point E'

Figs. S.6(a), 3.6(b) and 3.6(c) present the x, y and z

displacements of the point E' as depicted in Fi$s. 3.2(a) and 3.3(b).

That is, Eqs. (3-28), (3-3f) and and (3-37) are plotted as functions

of 0r, for 0, in the range O to 2r tad.

Figs. 3.7(a), 3.7(b) and 3.7(c) present the x, y and z

components of the linear velocity of the point E' as a functiort' of 02,

and Figs. 3.8(a), 3.S(b) and S.8(c) present the x, y and z

components of the linear acceleration of E'. Each plot in figs 3.6(a)

to 3.8(c) contains three or four curves labelled a to d. Each of the

labelled curves corresponds to a different value of C'E' being

substituted into the equation plotted.

The curve a in each plot corresponds to C'E' being equal to

zeÍo. That is, E' is coincident with the geometric centre of the

capsule. Curves b, c and d correspond to C'E' being equal to 7.75,

10.55 and 18.Omm respectively. That is, the point E' is chosen to

be coincident with the intersection of an end wall and the

longitudinal axis of capsules of internal lengths being equal to 15.5,
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zL.L and 36.Omm respectively. It can be seen that Fi$s. 3.6(b),

3.7(b) and 3.8(b) do not present a curve labelled a. This is due to

the geometric cent¡e of the capsule not possessing motion in the y

direction. This can be verified by substituting C'E'=O into Eqs. (3-

3I), (3-32) and (3-33). FYom inspection it appears that Figs. 3.7(a)

and 3.8(a) have only one curye each. However, this is not the case,

the four cq¡1/es are present but their differences are so slight that

they cannot be individually distinguished. For this reason the a' b' c

and d labelling was left absent from each plot. For all curves in Fi$s.

S.6(a) to 3.8(c), OC' was set equal to 72.Ornm, the measured length

of the standard Silamat triturator fork arm.

It can be seen from 3.8(a) that the peak acceleration in the x

direction of the point E' is approximately 23OOm/ sz . That is,

portions of the capsule and the supporting fork arms are

experiencing an acceleration 23O times that of the acceleration due

to gravity! As pointed out in section 3.4.3, this has important

implications for the design of capsules and trituratin$ devices.
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Fig. 3.6(a)

a C'E'=Omm, E'
capsule.

Plot of the x component of tlle linear displacement of the point
E' (Eq. (3-28)) within the volume of a õapsule mounted in a
Silamat figure-eight triturator. The equation is plotted for four
different values of C'E' (as depicted in Figs. 3.2(al & 3.3(b))
such that:

is coincident with the geometric centre of the

b. C'E'=7.75mm, E' is coincident with the intersection of the end wall
and longitudinal axis of a l5.5mm internal length capsule.

c. C'E'=IO.55mm, E' is coincident \Ãdth the intersection of the end
wall and longitudinal axis of a 2l.lmm internal length capsule (equal
to the internal length of an SDlldisposable capsule).

d. C'E'=l8.Omm, E' is coincident urith the intersection of the end wall
and longitudinal axis of a 36.Omm internal length capsule.

Fig. 3.6(b) Plot of the y component of the linear displacement of the point
E' (Eq. (3-31)) within the volume of a capsule mounted in a
Silamat lgure-eight triturator. The equation is plotted for
three different values of C'E' (as depicted in Figs. 3.2(a) &
3.3(b)). See Fig. 3.6(a) caption for a description of the location
of E' in each case.

Fig. 3.6(c) Plot of tlrle z component of the linear displacement of the point
E' (Eq. (3-37)) within the volume of a capsule mounted in a
Silamat figure-eight triturator. The equation is plotted for four
different values of C'E' (as depicted in Figs. 3.2(a) & 3.3(b)).
See Fig. 3.6(a) caption for a description of the location of E' in
each case.

I Southern Dental Industrles Ltd., Bayswater, Vlc., 3f 53.
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Fig. 3.7(a) PIot of the x component of the linear velocit¡r of the point E'
(Eq. (3-29)) within the volume of a capsule mounted in a
Silamat figure-eight triturator. The equation is plotted for four
different values of C'E' (as depicted in Figs. 3.2(a) & 3.3(b))
such that:

a, C'E'=Omm, E' is coincident with the geometric centre of the
capsule.

b. C'E'--7.75mm, E' is coincident \Mith the intersection of the end wall
and longitudinal axis of a l5.5mm internal length capsule.

c. C'E'=IO.55mm, E' is coincident with the intersection of the end
wall and longitudinal axis of a 2L.1mm internal length capsule (equal
to the internal length of an SDI disposable capsule).

d. C'E'=l8.Omm, E' is coincident urith the intersection of the end wall
and longitudinal axis of a 36.Omm internal length capsule.

Fig. 3.7(b) Plot of the y component of the linear velocity of the point E'
(Eq. (3-32)) within the volume of a capsule mounted in a
Silamat figure-eight triturator. The equation is plotted for
three different values of C'E' (as depicted in Figs. 3.2(a) &
3.3(b)). See Fig. 3.6(a) caption for a description of the location
of E' in each case.

Fig. 3.7(c) Plot of the z component of the linear velocity of the point E'
(Eq. (3-38)) within the volume of a capsule mounted in a
Silamat figure-eight triturator. The equation is plotted for four
different values of C'E' (as depicted in Figs. 3.2(a) & 3.3(b)).
See Fig. 3.6(a) caption for a description of the location of E' in
each case.
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Fig. 3.8(a) Plot of the x component of the linear acceleration of the point
E' (Eq. (3-3O)) within t-Le volume of a capsule mounted in a
Silamat figure-eight triturator. The equation is plotted for four
different values of C'E' (as depicted in Figs. 3.2(a) & 3.3(b))
such that:

a C'E'=Omm, E' is coincident with the geometric centre of the
capsule.

b. C'E'=7.75mm, E' is coincident with the intersection of the end wall
and longitudinal axis of a l5.5mm internal length capsule.

c. C'E'=lO.55mm, E' is coincident with the intersection of the end
wall and longitudinal axis of a 2l.1mm internal length capsule (equal
to the internal length of an SDI disposable capsule).

d. C'E'=l8.Omm, E' is coincident \Ãrith the intersection of the end wall
and longitudinal axis of a 36.Omm internal length capsule.

Fig. 3.8(b) Plot of the y component of the linear acceleration of the point
E' (Eq. (3-33)) within the volume of a capsule mounted in a
Silamat figure-eight triturator. The equation is plotted for
three different values of C'E' (as depicted in Figs. 3.2(a) &
3.3(b)). See Fig. 3.6(a) caption for a description of the location
of E' in each case.

Fig. 3.8(c) Plot of the z component of tlle linear acceleration of the point
E' (Eq. (3-39)) within the volume of a capsule mounted in a
Silamat figure-eight triturator. The equation is plotted for four
different values of C'E' (as depicted in Figs. 3.2(a) & 3.3(b)).
See Fig. 3.6(a) caption for a description of the location of E' in
each case.
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Chapter 4

MOTION OF' Mf,K CONSTITTTENTS WITHIN A CAPSULE MOUNTED

IN AN OPER.AÎING ''FTG[JRE-EIGHT'' ÎRIÎURATOR

4.1 Int¡oductlon

A proper understanding of t]le trituration process depends on a

knowledge of the motion of particulate and agglomerated mix

constituents within the capsule. Motion of the capsule contents in

turn depends upon and is dictated by the motion of the capsule itself.

Harcourt and Lautenschlager (lg7O) investigated the motion of

an agglomerated or balled amalgam within a transparent capsule

using a home movie camera and stroboscopic lighting. They

concluded that the motion of the balled mix could be described in

terms of s5mchronous inelastic collision events occurring between

the mix and each end wall of the capsule once per half cycle. Darvell

(f98ob) attempted to describe the motion of particulate mix

constituents within the capsule ln a purely descriptive and qualitative

manner. It is difficult to objectively criticize Darvell's treatment of

the subJect owing to the convoluted and sometimes contradictory

nature of the report. Whilst Darvell recognized that Lautenschtager

et al. (1972) had investigated the motion of agglomerated amalgams,

and that this was substantially different to his investigation of the

motion of amalgam constituents in the finely divided state, he still

dismissed the previous findings as doubtful and unlikely. Darvell

appears to have overlooked the possibility that the mechanisms

which govern the motion of fìnely divided mix constituents and those
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which govern the motion of agglomerated amalgam may be

substantially differe nt.

It is evident that previous investigators have not considered the

possibility of there being an additional mechanism to that of impact

events occurring between capsule boundaries and mix constituents,

which may influence, and in some circumstances, possibly govern

the motion of mix constituents within the capsule. It has not been

previously recognized that a closed and sealed mixing capsule

mounted in an operating triturator constitutes an accelerating fluid-

dynamic field. Any solid and liquid phases within the fluid field will

experience the forces of pressure and skin friction drag. It should

be noted that the word fluid is used to describe the gaseous phase

present in the capsule, that is, the air, and this should be

distinguished from the liquid phase present which is of course

mercury. Whilst Darvell (f 98Ob) briefly acknowledged the possibitity

of mix constituents experiencing fluid drag forces, it has not been

previously recognized that this mechanism may in some

circumstances actually dictate the motion of fine particulate material

within the capsule field.

4.2 Ftrst order approldmatlons

The extent to which fluid drag forces may influence the motion

of mix constituents within an oscillating capsule can be estimated

through an evaluation of the velocit5r relaxation time associated with

each of the phases present in the mix. It is evident that solid and

liquid phases moving within the capsule fluid do not necessarily

move with the same velocit¡r as the fluid. The velocity difference
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between the moving solid and liquid phases and the capsule fluid is
referred to as the slip velocit5r. As a consequence of the slip velocit5r

the particulate phases ex¡rerience a drag force which at all times

tends to reduce the magnitude of the slip. The velocity of particles

within a fluid moving at constant velocity for example oçonentially
approaches the fluid velocit5r. The relaxation time is a convenient

measure of tl.e tendency of the particulate phases to approach the

fluid velocitSr. That is, it provides a method for determining the

extent to which the motion of the solid and liquid phases is
influenced by the capsule fluid. The velocity relaxation time is
defìned as q, where

8¡t (4-r)

and po is the density of the particles (liquid or solid), D is the

diameter of the particles and p is the dynamic viscosity of the

capsule fluid.

The Silamat triturator operates at 75 l7z and therefore has a half
period, being the time required to oscillate from one extreme

position to the other, equal to G.667xto-3 seconds. comparison of
the half period ìMith the relaxation time of spherical alloy particles of
diameters ranging from I to Sopm reveals some important findings.

Examination of the data in Table 4.1 reveals that ternary alloy
particles having diameters equal to lSpm or less have relaxation

times comparable to or substantially less than the half period of the

triturator. This implies that fluid drag forces e:rçerienced by these

particles can be expected to signifìcantly influence tl-e motion of the

particles within a period of time as

úx"
I
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Table 4.1 Relaxation times of spherical alloy particles with
diameters ranging from I to 5O¡rm. Ttre relaxation ttmes

were calculated using Eq. (4-t).

Table 4.2 Relaxation times for spherical mercury droplets of two

different diameters.

Table 4.3. Relaxation time for an agglomerated two spilr amalgam

rntx



Particle
diameter (pm)

Relaxation
time, Í, (sec)

I
5
to
r5
20
50

o.027xto-3
o.686XtO-3
2.746XLO-3

6.l78XlO-3
ro.982X10-3
68.639X10-3

Droplet
diameter (mm)

Droplet mass
(gm)

Relaxation
time, 4 (sec)

3.98
o.5

o.45
o.ooo89

646.6
10.4

Mix diameter
(mm)

Mix mass (€m) Relaxation
time, î" (sec)

5 r.05 r306
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short as the duration of one half of one cycle. It can also be seen that

SOpm diameter particles for example have a relaxation time

approximately ten times greater than the half period of the

triturator. The significance of these fìndings will become apparent

in section 4.5. It should be noted that the density of a typical Silver-

Tin-Copper ternary dental alloy was estimated from the relative

\Ã/eight proportions of the three elements present, and was

calculated to be 98oo kglm3. The d¡mamic viscosity of the capsule

fluid (air at 2OoC) was taken to be l.983XfO-5 Pa.s (Holman, 19Z6).

Considering liquid mercury, a spherical drop weighing O.45gm

(typical two spill quantity), has a diameter equal to 3.98mm. Upon

interaction with the capsule inner boundaries some mercury tends to

disintegrate and divide into smaller droplets. Examination of the

data in Table 4.2 reveals that complete two spill mercury drops, and

smaller droplets down to O.5mm in diameter for example have

relaxation times five and three orders of magnitude greater than tl.e

half period of the capsule respectively. It is therefore expected that

the motion of mercury droplets would be little ínfluenced by the fluid

drag forces present within a moving mixing capsule.

A typical agglomerated two spill amalgam mix has a diameter

approximately equal to 5mm. The density of the mix, estimated

from the relative weight proportions of mercury and alloy powder is

calculated to be ll,O95 kglms. It can be seen from Table 4.3 that

the agglomerated mix has a relaxation time more than five orders of

magnitude greater than the half period of the moving capsule, and is

therefore not expected to be influenced by the fluid drag forces

developed as it moves through the capsule fluid.
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4.9 Mech¡nlsms governtng the moüon of soud and ltqutd phases

wlthln a mlxl-€ capsule mounted ln a¡ operattng "flgure-et$t"
t¡ltr¡¡ator.

Considering the results of section 4.2, it is expected that the

kinematics of small solid alloy particles, particularly those less than
l Spm in diameter, would be signifìcantly influenced by viscous drag

forces resulting from the motion of the particles relative to the

capsule fluid. Conversely, it is ex¡rected that the motion of liquid
mercury droplets and agglomerated amalgam mix would be little
influenced by viscous drag effects. considering this and the

predominate reciprocating motion of the capsule in the x direction
(see Chapter 3), it seems likely that the motion of particulate (liquid

and solid) and agglomerated mix constituents within the moving

capsule can be attributed to two fundamentally different mechanisms.

The first is motion resulting from fluid-dynamic drag, which is
dependent on the slip velocity between the particulate phases and

the capsule fluid, and will be referred to as "fluid drag tnduced

motion". It is expected that the motion of only the most finely
divided fractions of the mix will be dominated by this mechanism.

The second is induced motion which can be directly attributed to

impact events occurring between the mix constituents and the

capsule inner boundaries, and will be referred to as "impact induced

motion". It is oçected that particulate solid and liquid phases in
addition to agglomerated mix material would experÍence motion

resulting from this mechanism. It is also recognized that frictional
forces between mlx constituents ln contact with the capsule inner
walls, acting to accelerate or decelerate the constituents, constitutes
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a third motion inducing mechanism. However, the mechanism is
limited to directly influencing only those particles which are in
contact with the capsule boundaries and its contribution to the net

motion of the constituents is therefore considered to be small
compared to the other two mechanisms discussed.

It is evident that past investigators have attempted to explain
the motion of mix constituents at all stages during the mixing cycle

in terms of a single mechanism. considering the striking change in
the state of the constituents, initially separate solid and liquid phases

rapidly bindÍng to form an agglomerate, and the accompanying

changes in the physical properties of the mix, it is unlikely and

would be surprising if a single mechanism adequately described t¡.e

motion of the mix at all stages during trituratÍon. Harcourt and
Lautenschlager (f97O) indicated that the motion of an a€€llomerated

amalgam pellet within the capsule could be described in terms of
completely inelastic collisions of the mix with the capsule end walls.

Considering that the aglgllomerate is liquid bound and therefore

exceptionally plastic in nature, their postulation appears entirely
plausible. However, as suggested by Darvell (lggob) it is unlikely
that finely divided particulate powder would interact with the

capsule inner boundaries in a completely inelastic manner. It is

therefore evident that an adequate description of each stage of the

trituratÍon process requires an understanding of both elastic and

inelastic collision events, and the constituent motions resulting from

each.

4.4 Impact lnduced mlx motlon
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shortly after the commencement of mixing in a correctly
proportioned trituration system, it is proposed that the motion of all
mix constituents (agglomerated and unagglomerated) other than the
most finely divided fractions, is principally governed by collision
events occurring between the constituents and the capsule inner
boundaries- Whilst the alloy from which solid fìnely divided powder

is formed is not perfectly unyielding, that is, it has a fìnite modulus
of elasticit5r, its elastic modulus is substantfally greater than that of
liquid mercury and freshly agglomerated amalgam. It is therefore
reasonable to suggest that the alloy particles upon collision with the
capsule end walls may interact in a manner which is almost entirely
elastic. conversely, owing to the "prastic" nature of liquÍd merctrry
and freshly agglomerated amalgam, it is expected that collision
events occurring between the materials and the capsule inner walls
would be largely inelastic: In the following two sections the
s¡rnchronous motion of mix constituents moving as a result of elastic

and inelastic collisions with the end walls of the capsule are derived.

4.4-1 Synchronous one dtmensional motion oJ mix constituents
resulting Jrom elastíc colltsion euents

consider the x motion only of a particle p within the mixing
capsule moving towards and colliding with the end wall E', as shown
in Fi$. 4.I. With the assumption that the particle collides with the
capsule end wall in an elastic manner, then both kinetic energr and
momentum must be conserved. conservation of kinetic energr
implies

T^ou\, + |m,u?", = |mou?oz + i^"ú, 
@_2)
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic of particle P within the mixing capsule

moving in the positive x direction towards end wall E'



- x direction + x direction

E'
uE'E Po+
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where,

rnp = mass of solid alloy particle

rlr" = mass of mlxing capsule
uo¡ = v€locity of alloy particle prior to its collision

with the capsule end wall
il", = velocity of capsule end wall prior to its colllsion

with the alloy particle
uo2=yelocity of alloy particle after its collision

\¡/ith the capsule end wall
u"r=velocity of capsule end wall after its collision

with the alloy particle.

Similarly, the law of conservation of momentum implies

ffi\ilr, + mpcL = fnollp2* nt"ll"2t

which can be rearranged to

m u^- uor)+ mcrcr
P

U"2
mc

Substituting this equation for u", into Eq. (4-2) gives

|mou?ot = Lrmoulz* ï*("^- urr)' + 
^o(ro, - uor)u"r.

Now for m"))no, the second term on the right hand side of the

above equation tends towards zero, and the equation reduces to

tto2=2lta-upt. (4_3)

Inspection of Eq. ( -3) reveals that the fìnal velocit¡r of an alloy

particle (after collision) will be equal to the initial velocity (prior to
collision) if one of two conditions prevail. That is, if u"t=HpL then

upz=up1 . This situation is physically impossible since the particle and

capsule initial velocities are equal, and the two therefore do not
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approach each other. The alternative possibility is 4, = 0, that is, ttre
capsule is stationary at the point of collision resulting in uo2=-upt.

The initial velocity of a particle Just prior to a collision with E' for

example is (assuming the absence of viscous drag forces) equal to its
fìnal velociþr Just after the preceding collision with end wall E. The

condition uo2=-upr implies that the particle will continue to

reciprocate, colliding with with each end wall at the extreme

positions. This condition is therefore not possible since ttrere is no

point at which the particle is imparted with kinetic energ]¡ to

commence the sSrnchronous process. It is therefore apparent that a
particle moving synchronously within a reciprocating capsule,

colliding elastically with each capsule end wall, will have unequal

velocit¡r magnitudes in each of the two flight directions.

Consider again the particle P moving in the positive x direction

towards the capsule end wall E', as shown in Fig. 4.1. Assume the
particle collides elastically with E'at a pofnt such that u4>2ur,,

where uE. is the velocit¡r of E' at the point of collision and is also

positive in direction. Following the collision, the particle will
rebound from E', moving in the negative x direction towards E (the

left hand capsule end wall) with a velocit5r given by Eq. (4-S). At the

point of collision with E' the the x displacement of the particle is

equal to the x displacement of E', and is therefore given by Eq. (s-

28) as

xp,r =lru,fr,=r,., = [oc'cos 6 + C'E'cosBsin õ)r"=r,r, (4-41

where, V"=O, þ"=0 and the expression in brackets is evaluated at

0r=0r'. 0r., is the value o¡ 0z at the point of impact of the alloy

particle w'ith E'. If it is assumed that the particle moves away from E'
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towards E with a constant velocity (valid for comparatively large

particles, but not so for very small particles, see section 4.5), then
the displacement of tl.e particle after time N,-,, has elapsed is given

by xo, where

xp = Ípr +luorf,Lt,-,, (4- 5)

and Ât -,r, is the flight time of the particle when moving from E' to E.

The particle will maintain s5mchronism with the capsule if its free

flight velocity in the positive and negative x directions remains

unchanged during each cycle. Inspection of Eq. (a-3) and Fig. s.Ta

reveals that s¡rnchronism will be maintained if

Lt,-o - n+zle'''l.
Q)z

when the particle reaches E, the opposite capsule end wall,

tllen its displacement is equal to that of E and

Xo- x" =O.

Substituting Eq. (4-5) into this equation gives

(n +zle,.,l)
-xe=0(Ð2 (4-6)

The displacement of E is readily obtained by setting V"=0, þ"=0
and substituting -CE' for CE' Ín Eq. (B-Zg), that is

xe = OC'cosô - C?'cospsin ô. (4-7)

xpt *lrrrf,

Substituting Eqs. (4-3), (4-4) and (4-T) into Eq. (a-6) gives
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where 0r,, is the value of 0, at the point of impact of the alloy particle

with E. considering Eq. (4-s) and Fig. S.Ta again, it is evident that
the alloy particle will maintain synchronous motion within the

capsule when

0z.o = r+ler,,l, (4-8)

and substituting Eq. (4-S) into the above equation gives

[oC,cosô+C,E,cosþ,inô1,,=,t,+(z|u",],_[,,J)ry

-[OC'cosô - C' E' cos prin ôlr,=r.,, = 0,

[oC,cosô+C,E,cosB,inôì,,=,.,+(z|u",],_,,,¡,¡W

-[OC'cosð' - C'E'cospsin ôlr,=o*¡r.,1 = 0.

Conducting a similar analysis of the collision event occurring
between the particle and the capsule end wall E gives

IOC' cos õ - C'E' co.sp sin õ)r,=**1r,.,1*lu^f ,ry
-[OC'cosô + C'E'cosprin ôlr,_"., = 0. (4_ l O)

Eqs. (4-9) and (4-tO) are two equations in two unknown", [ro,],

and 0r,,. Eq. (4-fO) can be rearranged to

l'orf, =
[OC'cos ô + C' E' cos prir ôJr, =r., -IOC' cos õ - C'E' cosp sin ð]oz=

(4-e)

IE-

ú)2

and by definiüon

(4- I r)
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fu"rf,=fu",f,=l-OC'ørsinô+ C'E'o)rcospcosô- C'E'cùosinôsinp]r, 
=e^,. (4_L2)

Substituting Eqs. (4-ll), and (4-12) and Eqs. (S-9) and (3-16)

for c4 and úoo, into Eq. (4-g) gives

[Oc'cos ô + C' E' cos þrin ôlr,=r., .(rl-""'ffi ,. A

+c'E' Yo"ino' .-cosocosô -c'E'1+(tan acosîr)"
=oz,

tan dcos
sin ôsin

1+(tan asin?,

[OC'cos ô + C' E' cos þsin ô]o,--o.t [oc'cos õ - C'E'cosP sin ô]",

fi-

þt + zle r.,l)- [oC' cos ð' - C' E' cos Bsin ôJ r, =,,*¡r., I = 0. ( 4 - t B )

whilst Eq. (a-rS) is a function in one unknown variable or:,.ly, 0r.,,

it cannot be rearranged to be explicit in the unknown. using the
Newton-Raphson numerical root finding technique, tl.e value of 0, at
which the particle strikes E' (0r,r) when experiencing s¡mchronous

elastic collisions within the reciprocating capsule can be found. The
value of 02 at which the particle strikes E, (0r,o) can then be found by

substitutin| 02., into Eq. (4-B). The values of fuor), and [u",], can be

obtained by substituting 0r,, into Eqs. (4-rl) and (4-12) respectively,

and the values lrrrf, and [ø",]r, can be determined by substituting [u"r]/

"n¿ [u",], into Eq. (4-3) arrd 0r,, into Eq. (4-z). Numerical evaluation

of these quantities for four different values of C'E' are presented in
Table 4.4.

Inspection of the data in Table 4.4 reveals that the magnitude of
the velocities of the particle in the positive x {a",]r) and negauve x

ll"rrf,¡ directions approach each other as the capsule length to

motion amplitude ratio increases. Similarly, it can be seen that the
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Table 4.4 Calculated cycle angular positions and particle and

capsule end wall velocities associated with s5mchronous

harmonic elastic impact collisions occurring between

amalgam alloy particles and the capsule end walls.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(e)

Capsule internal length to motion amplitude ratio

Cycle_ position at which particle impacts with
capsule end wall E'

Cycle position at which particle impacts with
capsule end wall E

Velocity of particle Just prior to impact with E',
(equal to the velocity of the particle Just after
impact with E)

Velocity of capsule end wall E' at point of particle
impact

Velocity oj particle just after impact with E', (equal
to the velocity of the particle just prior to impact
with E)

Velocity of capsule end wall E at point of particle
impact



c'E'
(mm)

(a)

l/-X",
ratio

(b)

0r.,,

(rad)

(c)

0r.,,
(rad)

(d)

luorl,
(m/s)

(e)

fu"rf,
(m/s)

(f)

lu,,),
(m/s)

(e)

lu"rl,,
(m/s)

7.75

r o.55

r3.o

r3.5

o.756

r.o3

L.27

L.32

-o.944

-o.689

-o.366

o

4.086

3.83r

3.506

3.L42

10.3 r8

9.823

8.767

7.O82

3.874

2.995

r.649

o

-2.570

-3.833

-5.469

-7.O82

3.944

3.O93

1.731

o
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magnitude of the velocity of rebound of the particle from ø' (fror.f,l

decreases as the length to amplitude ratio decreases. That is, the
impact induced motion of the particle becomes more unsJrrnmetrical

as the length to amplitude ratio diminishes. It is evident Ûrat
synchronous harmonic collision events occurring between the
particle and the capsule end walls cannot be sustained beyond a
capsule length to motion amplitude ratio of approximately l.27_1.s.
It is likely ttrat subharmonic motion could be established, however, it
is ex¡rected that this would be associated with substantially increased
trituration times and it is therefore considered to be unimportant. It
should also be noted that the order of selectfon of tl.e capsule ends
E' and E for the elastic collision analysis was arbitrary, and as such
the unsSrmmetrical nature of the particle velocit5r response could be æ

radians out of phase with the actual data presented in Table 4.4.

4-4.2 synchronous one dimensiona.L motion of mix constituents
resulting Jrom inelo;stic coll¿sion euents

consider a newly agglomerated amalgam portion A in contact
with the capsule end wall E moving in the positive x direction as

shown in Fig. 4.2. In the absence of any adhesional force e:dsting
between the agglomerate and the capsule end wall E, the
agglomerate will depart from E at the instant the capsule reaches
maximum velocity in the positive x direction (ie. when the x
component of acceleration of E becomes zero). At the point of
departure, the x displacement of the agglomerate is equal to the x
displacement of end wall E, and can be calculated by substituting the
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Fig. 4.2 Amalgam aggllomerate in contact with capsule end wall E,

moving with the capsule in the positive x direction



- x direction

-+ 

+ x directlon

x

E E'

z
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appropriate value of 0, (depends on value of c'E') into Eq. (4-z¡. That
is, the departure displacement of the agglomerate is given by

tpl=[oC'cosô -C'E'cosprinôlr,=r,r,, ( 4_14)

where the expression in brackets is evaluated at 0r=02,, and 0r,r, is

the appropriate root of Eq. (s-56) listed in Table 3.4, column (b) for
various value of C'E'. Neglectlng the effects of viscous fluid drag (the

validity of which be shown in section 4.sl the agglomerate is
assumed to depart from the decelerating capsule end wall and travel
urith a constant velocity towards E'. Following departure from E the
displacement of the agglomerate will be given by

rp= xp,t +urM,
(4- r 5)

where üo is the velocity of the agglomerate at the point of its
departure from E and is given by

uo =lu")r,=r"n,-

The x component of the velocity of end wall E, uE, can be

determined by setting V"=0, þ"=O and substituting -C'E'for C'E'in
Eq. (S-Zg), and øo therefore becomes

uo -f-OC'ø, sinô - C'E'e)rcosBcosô + C'E'e)osinBsin õ)r,=r_,. (4_ f 6)

The time elapsed between departure of ttre agslomerate from E and
its collision with E' is

6¡ - 
0rl, - or.o, 

,
ú)2
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where 0r,,, is the value of 02 at the point of impact of the aggllomerate

with E'. substitution of this equation and Eqs. (4-t4), and (4-16)

into Eq. (4-f5) gives

x o = lOC' cos ô - C' E' cos p sh õlr"=r",, +

(4-t7)

At the instant the agglomerate impacts with E', its x displacement

and that of E' will be equal, that is,

f'r'f",=r.^ - Ío =0. (4- r g)

Substitution of Eqs. (3-28) and (4-17) into Eq. (4-tB) gives

[Oc'cos ô + C' E' cos Brir ôlr, =r.,, -fOC' cos õ - C' E' cosp sin õfr=r,n -

|_oC,a,sinô-C,E,o),cospcosô+C,E,Q)osinpsinõf,=,,n(ry)

I-OC' arsin ô - C' E' o)rcosp cos ô + C' E' o) osin B sin ô]r, _r*
or., - or.o,

= 0.(4- I9)
Q)2

Eq. (¿-19) is a function of one unknown variable, gr.r,, and its

roots were determined using the Newton-Raphson numerical

technique. In the second half of the cycle the agglomerate departs

from E' (moving in the negative x direction) at 0r= 0r,or, where 0r.o, is

given in Table 3.4 column (b) for a number of values of c'E'. From

symmetry it can be seen that 0r.,r, the point at which the

agglomerate impacts with E is æ radians out of phase with 0r,,r, that

0r,,r= f * 0r,r,

The velocity of tl.e end walls E and E' at the points of impact

with the agglomerate are denoted by ui and u'u, can be determined by

IS
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evaluating Eqs. (4-f 6) and (g-29) at 0r= 0r.,, arrd 0r= 0r.,, respectively.

These and t]e values of 0r,or, 0r,or, 0r,,r, and 0r,,, for three values of

C'E' can be found in Table 4.5.

Comparison of the data in columns (d) and (h), Table 4.5 and

columns (c) and (b), Table 4.4 respecüvely, reveals that a slgntflcant

phase difference between the elastic and inelastic impact points

occurring between the mix constituents and the capsule end walls

exists. For example, when c'E'=7.25mm, a parücle colliding in an

elastic manner urith the capsule end walls would be expected to do
so wittr E' at 0z=4.944 rad, that is, when tJre capsule is still moving

in the positive x direction towards its extreme right hand position.

Mercury and ,other agglomerated mix constituents of a "plastic"

nature on the other hand would be expected to collide in an inelastic
manner with E' at 0z=o.683 rad, when the capsule is past its extreme

right hand position and moving tn the negative x direction. It is
reasonable to anticipate that the phase lag of the inelastic relative to

the elastic collision events may help to promote the intimate contact

required, for trituration, between the unagglomerated particulate

mix material and the mercury and aggilomerated portions.

Previously an approximate simple harmonic one dimensional

inelastic collision model was developed and used to determine a so

called optimum capsule length to motion amplitude ratio of n/ 2
(Lautenschlager et al., 1972). using the same criterion, a similar
derivation considering ttre x dimension of the actual capsule motion,

derived in chapter 3, resulted in an "optimum" length to amplitude

ratio equal to l.6ot. whilst this compares well with the previously

determined ratio, which was based on stmple harmonic capsule

motion, it is not considered in any
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Table 4.5 Calculated cycle angular positions and particle and

capsule end wall velocities associated with s¡mchronous

harmonic inelastic impact collisions occurring between

"plastic" mix constituents and the capsule end walls.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Capsule internal length to motion amplitude ratio

Cycle position at which constituent departs from
capsule end wall E

Departure velocit5r of constituent from capsule end
wall E

(d) Cycle position at which constituent impacts with
capsule end wall E

(e) Impact velocit5r of constituent with capsule end
wall E

(f) Cycle position at which constituent departs from
capsule end wall E'

(g) Departure velocity of constituent from capsule end
wall E'

(h) Cycle position at which constituent impacts with
capsule end wall E'

(i) Impact velocity of constituent with capsule end
wall E'



End wall E End wall E'

c'E'
(mm)

(a)

l/ X*
(b)

0r.o,

(rad)

(c)
üpt

(m/s)

(d)
0r.,,

(rad)

(e)

uE
(m/s)

(f)

0r,o,
(rad)

(e)

upz

(m/s)

(h)
0r,,,

(rad)

(i)

uE'

(m/s)

7.75 o.757 -1.571 4.877 3.824 2.984 r.57r -4.877 o.683 -2.984

ro.55 1.O30 -L.57L 4.877 4.r34 3.999 1.57r -4.877 o.992 -3.999

r8.o r.757 -L.57L 4.877 4.843 4.U4 r.572 -4.877 r.722 -4.844
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detail here since it will be shown in the next section to be ¿u1

irrelevant and rnisleading quantity.

4.6 Flutd d¡ag lnduced rnlx motlon

The notion that particulate movement within a moving capsule

may in some circumstances be attributable to viscous fluid drag has

not been previously considered. In a brief comment (Darvell, rgSob)

it was suggested that the alloy particles within the capsule

experience a deceleration due to the viscosity of the air present

withln the capsule. However, Darvell appears to have overlooked the

fact that the same mechanism will also lead to acceleration of the

particles in a subsequent phase of the cycle. As a consequence of

this omission he was lead to the conclusion that ttre mix constituents

remain essentially stationary in space during trituration. As will be

discussed in Section 5.1, the experimental evidence which Darvell

used to support this conclusion was invalid, as it can be shown to

derive from the inadequacies of the experimental technique used in

his investigation.

Particulate mix constituents within the capsule fluid moving

\Ã/ith a velocity different to that of the fluid experience a drag force.

As a result, the particulate velocity approaches the fluid velocity at an

instantaneous rate which depends on the instantaneous velocit5r

difference. That is, the drag force exerted on the particles is a

function of the relative or slip velocity between the fluid and

particles. When the magnitude of the velocity of the capsule fluid is
greater than and in the same direction as the particulate mlx

velocit¡r, the slip tends to accelerate the particles. Conversely, when
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the magnitude of tl.e velocity of ttre capsule fluid is less tJlan and in
the same direction as the particulate velocit5r, or when the direction

of the fluid velocitSr is opposite to that of the particles, the slip tends

to decelerate the particles. It therefore follows that the
reciprocating capsule motion could induce a corresponding

oscillatory motion of its particulate contents through the action of
viscous drag alone. It was shown in section 4.2, through the

calculation of velocity relaxation times for various particle sizes that
particles with diameters of lSpm or less, in a Silamat triturator, are

likely to be signifìcantly influenced by the viscous drag action. The

following will therefore be devoted to the derivation and solution of

the differential equations of motion governing viscous drag induced

mix motion.

4.5.1 Deriuation oÍ tlrc diÍferential equations oJ mation

The x, y and z components of the linear velocity of any fluid
point within the capsule were derived in chapter S and are given by

Eqs. (3-29), (3-SZ) and (3-38) respectively. These equations are in
parametric form, c's, V", and þ" being the parametric variables.

whilst this form is convenient for many purposes, it is inappropriate

for the derivation of Newton's second law, and the equations must be

rearranged into rectilinear form. The x, y and z components of the

linear displacement of any fluid point within the capsule were also

derived in Chapter 3, and in addition to the equations for the three

velocity components, are repeated here for convenience.

x = OC' cosð + C'Scos(B + fl )sin(ô + r¿") (3-28)

)=-C'Ssin(þ+þ") (3-3 I )
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z = OC' sinð' - C'S cos (p + þ")cos(ô + r¡r" ) (3-37)

u= -OC'(D. sinô +C'Sotrcos(B +B")cos(ô + V")

-C'Saosin(p +p")sin(ô + V") (3-2e)

v = -C'Sa¿cos(p +B") (3-32)

w = OC'@ccosô + C'sarcos(B +p")sin(ô + V")
+C'S aosin(p + p, )cos(ô + V") (3-38)

It should be noted that the subscript S has been omitted from all six

equations since it is understood that the equations are general and
valid for all values of C'S, ry", artd p".

Eq. (3-ZA) can be rearranged to

C'Scos(p +fl)sin(ô + V)= x-OC'cosõ

and Eq. (3-37) can be rearranged to

C'Scos(B + B")cos(ô + V) = OC' sin õ - z

Squaring and adding both of these equations gives

C'Scos(B + þ.)= (OC'sinõ - t)'+ (¡ - oC'cosõ)2 . (4-20)

Eq. (g-Zg) can be further rearranged to

which upon substitution of E;q. @-2O) becomes

.,- , x-OC'cosõ
srn(o+ v")= cs"o(B+pJ'

sin/ô+ gr.\ - x-OC'cosõ
' t c' 

{1oc"in õ - r)'+ (r - oC'cosõ)2

Substituting Eqs. (3-37) and (4-21) into Eq. (3-Zg) gives

(4-2r)
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Substituting Eqs. (3-28) and (4-24) into Eq. (S-Sg) gives

- OC'sinõ - z
cos(o + v") = cs co(p + pJ '

w = a).x - ,. Y(oc'sinõ - t)J {{1oc"in õ-,)' +(r- oc'cos6)2

x- OC'cosõu= -(Df * a)a,

(oc'sin õ - ,)' +(¡-OC'cosô)2

Substituting Eq. (4-2Ol into Eq. (3-32) gives

v = -a)¿, (oc'snï - z +(r- OC'cosõ)z.

Eq. (3-37) can also be further rearr€ulged to

(4-22)

(4-23)

(4-24)

x - rr(0r)Ír(0,
(r.,G)oc' - ,)'+ (r - f,G)f,(0)oc')2

(4-26)

(4-27)

(4-25)

upon substltution of Eqs.(3-g) and (s-16) for ar, and a)4

respectively, Eqs. (4-22), (4-23) and (4-25) can be rewritten in a

more convenient form as

u= @z -Í,@)l: (0r)z + fr@)fo@,)

v = -fr(9r)fo(9r)@, (rr@r)oc' - r)'+ (* - fr(or)fr(e)oc')2

and

w fr( 0 r) Ír' ( 0 r) x - lr@ ) fo(
(9r)oc'- z

(¡¡er¡oc' - ,)'+ (r - fr@r)Ír(e)oc)2

where

(4-28)
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fr(e) = tanasiîe2,

$(e)= tandcoso,
I

f'(flr) =
+ Ê@r)

and

The x, y and z linear velocity components of any fluid particle

within the capsule are ttrerefore given in rectilinear form by Eqs. (4-

261, @-271 and (4-28) respectively.

consider spherical alloy particles of diameter D and density p,

moving within the fluid of a capsule of infinite length and diameter,

mounted in a figure-eight triturator. Moving the boundaries of the

capsule to infinit¡r removes from the derivation the complications

associated with boundar5i impacts, and does not in any u¡ay diminish

the relevance of the derivation or its solution. Let the velocit¡r

components of the particles in the x, y and z directions be denoted

by i, i and å respectively. The x, y and z components of the linear

velocity of the particles relative to the capsule fluid are given by

x direction: u-x

y direction: v-y

z direction: w-z

Applyrng Newton's law in the x direction, the equation of motion

becomes
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where p is t]le air pressure within the capsule and C, is the drag

coefficient. The first term on tJ:e right hand side of the equation is
stokes drag, and the second, third and forth terms are the pressure,

carried mass and Basset forces respectively. The three latter terms

are insignificant since the fluid to particle density ratio,

fu -1.22x lo{
pP

is less than lO-3, and the dimensionless number

* oD' p o# =, 
" 

ï p"(u - x)1, - il+ nD' - I nD' ** i *' o,Ê

+|D2^fffi],',"t'V0r,

,, = 
#,r(Re,)

where Re, is the Reynolds number based on diameter and ¡lneD) is a
function of Reynolds number. Substituting for ¿t' the equation

(f Opm particle)

is greater than 6 (see Rudinger, lgSo). These terms can therefore

be neglected and the equation reduces to

ff =c,**r"- i)lu- *1.

The drag coefficient can be conveniently written as

becomes

dx (u -i)/(Re
dt Í,

o')
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where 4 is the relaxation time given by Eq. (4-t). Using a similar
technique the equations of motion in the y artd z directions are
derived to be

dy_ v-y (Re )
dt Í"

and

dà, _(w- 2)l(Fre') _ o
òtdt tv

where the Reynolds number is given by

Re, =
p (u- i)'+ (u - y)2 + (w - z)2

p

and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Assuming stokes drag
applies, ttren /(Rer)=1. substituting I for /(Rer), Eqs. (4-26), (4-27)

and (4-28) for u, v arrd, w, and ,râ and ofrft 
^, # ^O #, *"

equations of motion become

#=fr"t-t'*,¡f,z1o,¡z

+fr(0r)fo@r) x - fr(Qr)f'(O, dx

(f,@,)oc'- r)' + (r - f,(0)f,(e)oc)2 d0,

d'y
de: -fr(9r)fo(0r)@, (¡,1e,¡oc'- r)' +(r- fr@)fr(0,)oc')2 -

(4-2e)

¿vf
*r)

(4-30)

and
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d2z

de ff,{e)rl @;,
1

@zÍ"

-lr(0r)fo(0r)

+f2(e)f4(e2)

(Or)oc'- z3 dz

(r,@r)oc'- r)' + (r - frp)f,(e)oc,)2 d0,

(4-3 r)

Equations (4-29), (4-gO) and (4_gl) constitute a system of
coupled, non-linear, non-autonomous, second order ordinary
differential equations, which, through an appropriate variable
substitution can be reduced to a coupled first order system. It is
however convenient to first change the notation denoting the three
rectilinear space coordinates from x, y and z to !t, lz and lz
respectively. Now by letting

jq = j^,

ls = j'z

and

the system of three coupled second order equations reduces to t¡e
following coupled fìrst order system in six equations
j\=lq
jlz = js
j't = le
.li
t, = ;;L- î, ( o,) f,' ( o,)i,,

Jø = jìt

-Jc

_8
a|

- fr(9r)f'(O,
(îr@r)oc'- !,)' + (y, - Ír(0r)fr(0r)Oc')'

Ijtt
@zT,

-fr(e)fo(0r)@, (¡rqer¡oc' - yr)' +(y, - fr(0)fr(0r)OC')2 -y,
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I
!o lf,G)r,'@,)y,@zr"

I
al

(4-32)

The system of equations, referred to as sfmply Eqs. (4-521, are

not autonomous and nonlinear and therefore, finding an analytical

solution to the system would be an immensely difficult and

protracted task. It is therefore considered appropriate that a
suitable numerical technique should be adopted to solve the system.

4.5.2 Numerica-L soluttons oJ the equations of motion q.nd

interpretation oJ tlrc results

The solutions of Eqs. (4-32) associated with two different initial
conditions are of particular importance and warrant considerable

investigation. A Fort¡an program (see Appendix l) incorporating tl.e

IMSL routines rvPRKl and rvPAGr, which use the Runge-Kutta and

Adams or Gear methods respectively, was written and used to
numerically solve the system of Eqs. (4-32) with two different initial
conditions.

Consider a random selection of particles at rest within the

capsule at the commencement of trituration. It is likely that some

will be located at either end wall, some in close proximity to either,

and others scattered along the base of the capsule, to its center

diametral plane. Those against or in very close proximity to either

end wall are likely to experience end wall collisions upon

rnusl MATTI/LIBRARY, IMSL, Inc. Houston, Texas, zzO42-3O2O
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commencement of trituration, and their motion is therefore likely to

be governed subsequently (depending on the length to amplitude

ratio) by these interactions (see section 4.4.L1. However, that
portion of the particulate mass which is located further away from

the end walls and nearer to or at the center diametral plane, may not

experience end wall collisions, and their subsequent motions

therefore governed by viscous drag forces. A solution of Eqs. (4-321

with an initial condition describing particles initially at rest, located

on the base and at the center diametral plane of the capsule, is of

critical importance since it describes those particles which are least

likely to experience an end wall collision upon the commencement

of trituration. The appropriate initial condition describing this

situation is given by

9zp:l'57122 rad

Jr(9r.) = 0.00 m

tr(9,)= 0.00 m

tr(9z) = 0.06745 m

to(0r,ù=0.00 m/s
tr(9r.)=0.00 m/s
lu(9r,) = 0.00 m./ s.

(4-33)

Figs. 4.4(a)-(f), +.5(a)-(Ð and 4.6(a)-(f) present in graphical form

the solution of the initial value problem defined by Eqs. (4-32) and

(4-33). The continuous lines in Figs. a.a@)-(Ð are the x components

of displacement as a function of 0, (angular displacement of link AA,

triturator drive shaft) of particles with diameters from I to 5o¡rm.

The continuous lines in Figs. +.5(a)-(Ð and 4.6(a)-(Ð are the y and z

components of displacement of the particles. A second abscissa
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exists on each plot showing the elapsed trituration time in seconds.

The upper and lower periodic broken lines in Figs. +.4(al-{fri' are the
displacements of ttre fixed points s,, md s,, respectively (see Fig.

4.3) on the end walls of a capsule with an internal length equal to

36.omm (ie., c'E'=I8.omm). The upper and lower periodic broken

lines in Figs. +.5(a)-(0 and 4.6(a)-(0 are the y and z displacements of
the points srr, srz, s,r md s,, respectively on the clrcumference of a
capsule with an internal diameter equal to 9.lmm. The points srr

and srz are not fixed on the capsule boundar5r (as are .s , and s,r),

rather they are the for-ward and rear intersection points of the lines

ab and cd and a y-z plane, the x co-ordinate of which is equal to tlre
current x displacement of the particle. The points s,, and s,, are

similarly not fixed on the capsule boundar5r, rather they are Ûre

upper and lower intersection points of the lines ef and gh and a y-z

plane, the x co-ordinate of which is equal to the current x
displacement of the particle. In ottrer words, these points represent

the maximum possible transverse ly and z directions) displacements

that the particle could possess at that particular x location, due to

the boundary limitations imposed by the diameter of the capsule.

A number of points regarding the general characteristics of the

motion of particles of different diameters are worthy of note. In t1.e

x and y directions there is a sustained periodic response, the

frequency of which is equal to t-l.at of the capsule fluid. The initial
amplitude of the sustained periodic response increases with
decreasing particle diameter, and in the x direction, approaches the

fluid amplitude as the particle diameter diminishes. Referring back

to the derivation of the differential equations of motion (Section

4.5.1), it u¡ill be recalled that the particle diameter is present within
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Fig. 4.3 Identification of the capsule boundary points S,r, S,z, Syr,

Syz, S,1 and S 
' 

the periodic motions of which are plotted

in Figs. 4.4(a)-(Ð, ¿.5(a)-(Ð and 4.6(a)-(f).
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Fig.  . (a) x component of displacement of lpm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=7 7 .29).

Upper broken line: x displacement of capsule
boundary point

Lower broken line: x displacement of capsule
boundarSr point

Fig. 4.4(b) x component of displacement of 5pm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=3.O9).

Upper broken line: x displacement of capsule
boundary point

Lower broken line: x displacement of capsule
boundary point

Fig. 4.4(c) x component of displacement of l0pm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=O .7 7) .

Upper broken line: x displacement of capsule
boundary point

Lower broken line: x displacement of capsule
boundary point
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Fig. 4.4(d) x component of displacement of 15pm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=O.34).

Upper broken line: x displacement of capsule
boundary point S,,

I-ower broken line: x displacement of capsule
boundarSr point S,,

Fig. 4.4(e) x component of displacement of 2opm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=O. I g).

Upper broken line: x displacement of capsule
boundar5r point S,,

Lower broken line: x displacement of capsule
boundary point S,,

Fig. 4.4(Ð x component of displacement of SOpm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=O.03).

Upper broken line: x displacement of capsule
boundary point S,,

Lower broken line: x displacement of capsule
boundar5r point S,,
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Fig. 4.5(a) y component of displacement of l¡rm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=7 7 .291.

Upper broken line: y displacement of capsule
bounda4r point Srr

l,ower broken line: y displacement of capsule
boundary point Srz

Fig. 4.5[b) y component of displacement of 5 p m diameter

particles (Damping coefficient=3. 09).

Upper broken line: y displacement of capsule
boundar¡r point Srr

Lower broken line: y displacement of capsule
boundaqr point Srz

Fig. 4.5(c) y component of displacement of l0pm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=O .7 7) .

Upper broken line: y displacement of capsule
boundary point Srr

l,ower broken line: y displacement of capsule
boundaqr point Srz
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Fig. 4.5(d) y component of displacement of lSpm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=O.34).

Upper broken line: y displacement of capsule
boundary point Srr

l.ower broken line: y displacement of capsule
boundary point Srz

Fig. 4.5(e) y component of displacement of 2opm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=O. l9).

Upper broken line: y displacement of capsule
boundary point Srr

Lower broken line: y displacement of capsule
boundary point Srz

Fig. 4.5(Ð y component of displacement of SOpm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=O.O3).

Upper broken line: y displacement of capsule
boundaqr point Srr

Lower broken line: y displacement of capsule
bounda4r point Srz
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Fig. 4.6(a) z component of displacement of lpm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=7 7 .29).

Upper broken line: z displacement of capsule
boundary point S,,

l.ower broken line: z displacement of capsule
boundaqr point S,,

Fig. 4.6(b) z component of displacement of 5pm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=3.09).

Upper broken line: z displacement of capsule
boundary point S,,

Lower broken line: z displacement of capsule
boundaqr point S,,

Fig. 4.6(c) z component of displacement of lOpm diameter

particles (Damping coeffìcient=O.7 71.

Upper broken line: z displacement of capsule
boundaqr point S,,

Lower broken line: z displacement of capsule
boundary point S,,
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Fig. ¿.6(d) z component of displacement of l5prn diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=O.34).

Upper broken line: z displacement of capsule
boundary point S,,

Lower broken line: z displacement of capsule
boundary point S,,

Fig. 4.6(e) z component of displacement of 20pm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=O. lg).

Upper broken line: z displacement of capsule
boundary point S,,

Lower broken line: z displacement of capsule
boundaqr point S,,

Fig. 4.6(Ð z component of displacement of SOpm diameter particles

(Damping coefficient=O.03).

Upper broken line: z displacement of capsule
boundary point S,,

Lower broken line: z displacement of capsule
boundary point S,,
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the equations in the form of a constant denoted as the relaxation
time. From inspection of E,qs. 4-29, 4-so and 4-Bl it can be seen

that the coefficient of the first derivative in each is the non-
1

dimensional param eter ,¡. By analogr with vibrating mechanical

systems, it can be seen that this coeffìcient is a non-dimensional
form of the damping constant and will be referred to as simply tJre

damping coefficfent. It can be seen that the damping coefficient is
proportional the inverse square of the particle diameter and the
inverse of tl.e angular velocity of tl.e triturator. That is, halving the
particle diameter is equivalent to quartering the triturator frequency,

either of which would result in a four fold increase in the damping
coefficÍent. Therefore, whilst it is correct to suggest that the initial
amplitude of the sustained response in the x and y directions
increases as the parlicle diameter decreases, it is more general, and
of greater use to realize that the initial amplitude increases with
damping coefficient. This is an important finding since it implies
that early commencement of collisions involving the capsule end
walls and fine powders requires progressively smaller length to
amplitude ratios and or increased triturator speeds.

The periodic motion of particles in tlle x and y directions also

exhibits a phase shift relative to the fluid motion, which from
inspection of the data in Table 4.6 appears to increase with the
inverse of the damping coefficient. That is, the phase lag denoted by
yr is given by

tnvt = @2Í" (4-34)
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Table 4.6 Phase shifts of the sustained x and y oscillations of

various particles relative to the x and y oscillations of the

capsule, determined from the numerical solutions of the

differential equations of motion. Also presented is the

evaluation of tan-t(@rr,) for each particle diameter.



Particle diameter
(pm)

Numerically
determined phase

shift
(rad)

tan-'(art")

(rad)

t o.oo8 o.or3

5 o.308 o.3r3

10 o.908 o.9r3

r5 r.258 r.240

20 1.418 r.380

50 r.568 r.540
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and has a maximum value of g which occurs as either @2 or 4 tend

towards infinity, and conversely, a minimum as either tends to zero.

This is intuitively expected since those particles with larger

diameters have greater mass and inertia, and would therefore be

associated with gireater lags. It can be seen tllat the amplitude of the

sustai¡red periodic response increases exponentially with time. This

is an important characteristic, resulting from the complicated three

dimensional motion of the capsule fluid, and contrasts dramatically

with the constant amplitude sustained periodic response which

would result from a one dimensional simple harmonic capsule

motion.

Superimposed upon the sustained periodic response is a

particle drift response. It is difficult to determine the precise

characteristics of the drift response from the numerical solutions,

and an analytical solution of the equations of motion would be an

invaluable help. From Figs. a. (a)-(c) and (Ð and Figs. +.5(a)-(c) and

(f) it can be seen that the drift response is minor and appears to be

non-oscillatory, or of extremely long initial period otherwise. It
I

should be noted that the damping coefficient ( @ir"l is signifìcantly

greater tllan * (reciprocal of one half of one capsule angular period)

for those cases plotted in Figs. a.a(a)-(c) and a.5(a)-(c), and is
significantly less than I for those shown in Figs. 4.4(Ð and a.5(f). On

the other hand, the damping coefficient for those cases in Figs.

4.4(d) and (e) and 4.5(d) and (e) approaches +,and the drift

response appears to be unstable and oscillatory with increasing

period and exponentially increasing amplitude. The cause of this is
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not immediately obvious but can probably be attributed to the fact

that the system is not autonomous and is highly nonlinear.

The particle motion in the z dtrection rs dominated by an

exponential growth which has a harmonic component superimposed

upon it. It is evident from Figs. 4.6(a)-(d) that those particles

associated with a damping coefftcient greater than j have a "rising"

exponential growth whilst those associated with damping
coefficients less than + (Figs. 4.6(e) and (f)), have a "falling"

exponential growth. This implies that in the former case the

centripetal forces (resulting from the periodic rotation of the fork

arm about the y axis) exerted upon those particles are sufficiently
great to overcome gravity and cause the particles to rise permanently

into the upper hemicylinder of the capsule. Conversely, in the latter

case the particles are less influenced by the centripetal forces, and

gravitational force causes them to remain pennanently in the lower

hemicylinder of tl.e capsule.

In SectÍon 4.4 one dimensional models were developed which

may predict the motion of mix constituents as a result of elastic and

inelastic collision events occurring between them and the capsule

end walls. However, the models do not oçlain how the sSrnchronous

collisions commence and are certainly unable to predict the

likelihood of commencement of such interactions. whilst the

commencement of end wall impacts is perhaps intuitively obvious for

those particles which are either in direct contact with, or in very

close proximity to, an oncoming capsule end wall, it is not at all clear

how the remainder of the mix particles, distributed along the

capsule internal length, move into contact with an end wall and

commence sSrnchronous impact interactions. It is now possible from
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inspection and interpretation of the solutions of the viscous fluid
drag equations of motion to predict the conditions necessary for the

commencement of particle interactions with tl-e capsule end walls

and hence the trituraüon process.

Inspection of Figs. ¿.5(a)-(f) reveals that the amplitude of the

sustained periodic response of the particles ln the y directfon

increases exponentially with time for all values of the damping

coefficient. When the damping coefficient is significantly greater
(Fig. 4.5(0) or less (Fig.4.5(a)-(c)) than *,the associated particles

have a motion in the y direction which is dominated by the sustained

periodic response. It is the exponential increase in the amplitude of

this response which increases the y amplitude of motion of the

particles to the point at which they collide with and become

contained by the capsule side walls. Beyond tlris, the y amplitude of

motion of the particles cannot be further i¡rcreased by the flufd drag

mechanism within the capsule. It should be noted that whilst a drift
response is evident for these damping coefficlents, it does not

dominate the overall particle response. Conversely, inspection of

Ðigs. 4.5(d) and (e) reveals that the y motion of particles associated

with damping coefficients approaching + is dominated by the

oscillatory drift response. Hence, for this narrow range of damping
coefficient (close to +), it is the exponential increase in the

amplitude of the drift which increases the y amplitude of motion of

the particles to the point at which they collide with and become

contained by the capsule side walls. Table 4.7 column (a) shows the

time in seconds after the commencement of trituration at which the

transverse y amplitude of motion of particles of varlous diameters can

increase no further due to side wall containment.
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Table 4.7 Transverse containment of particles of various diameters

(a) Elapsed time after the commencement of
trituration at which transverse y containment of
tl.e particles occurs

(b) Elapsed time after the commencement of
trituration at which transverse z containment of
the particles occurs

(c) x amplitude of motion of the particles at the point
of complete transverse containment (y and z
directions)

(d) An indication of whether or not the x amplitude of
motion of the particles at the time of total
transverse containment had increased sufficiently
to commence end wall collisions with capsules of
the following internal lengths:

(l)
(3)

EE'=36mm (2) EE'=l5.5mm
EE =2l.lmm



Particle
dia-

meter
(mm)

Damping
coeff-
icient

(a)

(sec)

(b)

(sec)

(c)

(mm) (r)

(d)

(2) (3)

I

5

ro

r5

20

50

77.29

3.09

o.77

o.34

o. r9

o.03

5.6

o.25-
o.3

o.25-
o.3

o.3-o.4

o.3-
o.55

r.06

2.LO

o. ro

o. 055

o.2L

o

o

28

L2

T2

9

3

6

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Marginal

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Inspection of Figs. a.6(a)-(f) reveals that the exponential growth

factor dominates the z response at all damping coefficients
presented. Those particles associated with damping coefficients
greater than + are raised until they collide with and become

contained by the upper cylindrical watl of the capsule. On the other
hand, those associated \¡¡ith damping coeflicients less tllan ] remain

contained by the lower capsule cylindrical wall, as they were at the

commencement of trituration. Table 4.7 column (b) shows the time
elapsed after the start of trituration at which tl-e transverse z motion
of particles of various diameters can increase no further due to side

wall containment.

Following containment of the motion of the particles in both the
y and z transverse directions, the y and z displacements of the

particles are clearly unable to increase any further. Considering this
and the coupled nature of the differential equations of motion (Eqs.

4-32)'t, it is clear that once contained in the transverse directions,

the amplitude of particles in the x direction will be unable to
increase further. It can therefore be seen that those particles
associated with damping coefficients greater than + would be

expected to oscillate with an x amplitude which depends upon its
associated damping coefficient, a y amplitude equal to the diameter

of the capsule and remain permanently in contact with the surface of
the upper hemicylinder of the capsule. That is, they would trace out
a figure-eight pattern on the surface of the upper hemicylinder,

avoiding collisions with the end walls of a 36mm internal length

capsule. Those particles associated with dampfng coefficient less

than I would be expected to move similarly, tracing out a figure-

eight pattern on the surface of the lower hemicylinder of the capsule.
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These are important finding since they reveal the coupled

relationship which exists between the internal length and diameter

of the capsule, the particle size distribution of the alloy powder and

the angular velocity of the triturator. The significance of transverse

containment and its dependence upon these variables has un¡l now

been unrecognued. It can now be seen that the prediction of

successful trituration is a far more complex issue than previously

realized, and depends not only upon the important parameter of
length to amplitude ratio, but also upon the capsule diameter, the

particle size distribution and tÌe triturator angular velocity. When

the trituration system is such that transverse containment occurs

prior to the onset of end wall collisions, the motion of the particles

is such that significant classification results. In addition to the

separation of those with damping coefficients less than and greater

than ] into the lower and upper hemicylinders respectively, the

particle x amplitudes within each hemicylinder increases with
increasing damping coefficient. In other words, rather than the

particles being ideally randomized during the trituration process,

which would be expected to promote homogeneous mixing, they are

highly classified. whilst some amalgamation of particles with
mercury in tl is situation may slowly occur, the triturated material is

likely to be very inhomogeneous.

In the light of all this it is hardly surprising that conflicting

results and considerable ambiguity regarding the determination of a
so called optimum length to amplitude ratio has persisted in the

literature. Further to this, from their published photograph it is

clear that the capsule was located very as5rmmetrically relailve to link
oc' in the experiments conducted by Lautenschlager et al. (Lgr2).
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This would have had an effect similar to shortening the overall length

of the capsule and therefore promoting particle contact with that
end of the capsule which was in close proximit5r to the point c' (Fig.

3.3), prior to the onset of transverse containment. This is the most

likely orçlanation for the successful trituration reported durtng that
investigation when using a length to amplitude raüo equal to 1.6.

It is evident that the viscous drag analysis predicts the total

absence of collision events occurring between all particles in the size

range t to 5op m (77.2gt 1 
> 0.03) and the end walls of a 36mm

@zt"

internal length capsule (see Table 4.2, column (d)(l)). The
displacement of the two points s,, md s,, on the ends of capsules of

other internal lengths has been omitted from Figs. 4.4(a)-(f) for
clarity. However, by means of a simple translation of the curues for S,,

and S,r towards the 0, axÍs, other capsule internal lengths are readily

investigated. columns (d)(2) and (d)(3) in Table 4.T record whether

or not the x amplitude of the six particle sizes considered is
sufficiently great to enable them to collide with the end walls of

2l.lmm and l5.5mm internal length capsules prior to t¡ansverse

containment. It is evident that the lpm particles do not interact

with tJle end walls of either of the two shorter capsules, and that the

5pm particles similarly do not collide with the ends of the 2l.lmm
capsule, but possÍbly do so wittr the l5.5mm one. It can be seen that
all the remaining particle sizes investigated experience end wall

collisions before transverse containment in both of the shorter

capsules. Most dental amalgam alloys currently used have a particle

size distribution in the range 5 to 5o¡rm, and the complete
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distributions are therefore expected to experience end wall
collisions in the shortest capsule prior to transverse containment.

Through careful inspection of Figs. a.a(a)-(Ð, ¿.5(a)-(0 and

4.6(a)-(0, estimates of the critical (or maximum) length to amplitude

ratios that would be ex¡lected to effectively triturate l, 5, lo, 15, 20

and SOpm diameter particles can be obtained; these are presented tn

Table 4.8. It is evident that those particles which have damping
coefficients approaching + have the largest critical length to
amplitude ratio of approximately L.37: this defines an upper timiting
ratio which should not be exceeded wlth a figure-eight type of
trituration device. It can be seen that this ratio corresponds closely

to I.3. tl.e ratio at which harmonic s5rnchronism is predicted by the

one dimensional inviscid inelastic Ímpact model to be lost. For

particles in this narrow range of damping coefficient, it is the
exponential increase in the amplitude of the drift response in the x
direction which enables them to interact with the end walls of
comparatively long capsules. Furthermore, it can be seen that the

critical length to amplitude ratio drops off sharply for particles with
damping coefficients significantly greater than *, and declines slowly

for those u¡ith damping coefficients less than |. It is reasonable to

suggest that this slow decline in the critical length to amplitude ratio

would in fact be an as5rmptotic approach to one. This relates to the

fact that the viscous drag induced displacements in the x, y and z

directions of particles with very small damping coefficients (ie.,

diameters greater than Sopm) declines asymptotically to zero,

requiring that the capsule end wall traverse half the length of the

capsule to make contact with a centrally located particle.
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Table 4.8 Critical (maximum) length to amplitude ratios which

would result in the establishment of collisions of l, 5, lO,

15, 20 and SO¡rm particles with the capsule end walls

prior to transverse containment



Damping coefficient

I
@zt'

Particle diameter
(pm)

Critical (mæ<imum)

length to amplitude
ratio

77.29 t o.48

3.09 5 o.93

o.77 ro L.O2

o.34 r5 L.37

o.19 20 L.27

o.03 50 t.22
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Althougþ particles in the size range l-5pm have comparatively large

initial x amplitudes of motion, their associated phase shifts relative

to the capsule are small (see Table 4.6), and hence they do not

collide u¡ith the capsule ends prior to transverse containment, unless

the length to amplitude ratio is less than l. The very large damping

coefficlent associated urith parücles in this slze range could be

reduced by increasing the angular velocity of the triturator a)2, to

compensate for reduced particle diameter. However, recalling tllat
the damping coefficient is proportional to the l¡rverse of the angular

velocit5r and the inverse square of the particle diameter, it is evident

that a four fold increase in angular velocity is required to make a 5pm

particle behave like, or have the same motion response within the

capsule as a lOpm particle at tl.e smaller angular velocit5r. That is, to
make 5¡rm particles wittrin a capsule driven by a Silamat amalgamator

respond as the ro¡rm particles do in Figs. 4.4(cl, a.5(c) and 4.6(c),

the triturator angular velocity would have to be increased from

4Soorpm to lSooorpml similarly, tfre velocity would have to be

increased by two orders of magnitude to 45oooorpm to make the

lpm particles respond in a manner akin to the lopm particles. It is
therefore evident that rapid and effective trituration of very fine

powder distributions would be more easily realized by employing

smaller length to amplitude ratios, rather than faster triturator
speeds. It is however recognized that broad distributions containing

small fractions of the ultra fine components would in all likelihood

triturate effectively through rapid incorporation of the fines tnto the

agglomerating mass as it grew and progressively obstructed most of

the longÍtudinal free flight path of the fine particles.
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It is also evident that the "fìgure-eigþt" tSpe of amatgamator has

the advantage of being able to increase the x amplitude of motion of

all particle sizes with time, unlike a simple linear reciprocating type

which would not possess t-l.is desirable characteristic.

Following the commencement of collision events of the particles

with the capsule end walls, it is reasonable to suggest that the

subsequent motion of the particles may be primarily governed by the

impact interactions. An assumption associated with the elastic

collision derivation in Section 4.4 was that the particle free flight
velocit5r between capsule ends was constant and uninfluenced by

viscous fluid drag. The extent to which the velocity of the particles

is effected by fluid drag whilst in free flight can now be checked by

solving Eqs. (4-321 with an initial condition which describes the

particle at the point of rebound from the capsule end wall E'.

Consider a particle which has Just collided with and is rebounding

from the end wall of a capsule which has an internal half length

c'E'=7.75mm. From Table 4.4 columns (b) and (Ð, it can be seen

that the impact point is at 0r,,=4.944rads, and the rebound velocity

is [øor], =-2.570m/s. The particles free flight flrerefore commences at

0z=2nn-0.9M=5.34 rads (n=l for first cycle),

and the initial x, y and z positions are obtained by substituting V"=o,
þ"=0 and 0r=5.34 into Eqs. (3-28), (3-31) and (3-37). since the

elastic impact model is one dimensional, the initial velocity of the

particle in the y and z directions are set equal to zero, and the

appropriate initial condition becomes
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0zs=5.34 rad

lt(Ot.)=0.OL372 m

Jr(9r,ò = 0.00089 m

t'(Or,) = 0.07110 m

to(9r,ù=-2.570mls
tr(O,ù=0.00 m/s
tr(Or,ù=0.00 m/s.

(4-34)

Fig. 4.7 presents in graphical form the velocity solution of the

initial value problem defined by Eqs. (4-32) and (4-S4) for various
particle diameters in the range lo to 5opm. Referring to Table 4.4

column (c) it can be seen that the predicted cycle position at which
the particle impacts with the end wall E is ïz.a =4.0g6rad. The

expected angular impact point is therefore equal to
2n+4.O86=10.37rad, and the free flight period of the particle is from
0z=5.34 rad to 0z=10.37 rad. Inspection of curves a to d reveals that
whilst the velocity of Sopm particles is only srightly reduced during
free flight from E' to E, the velocity of those with diameters equal to
2opm and less are signifìcantly diminished during this period. The

velocity of a ropm particle for example reduces by ggo/o from

2.57Orn/s to approximately -O. lmls.

Given that the motion of amalgam alloy powder may be well
approximated by elastic collision events, it is evident that the

synchronous impact points derived and presented in Table 4.4

columns (b) and (c) are likely to be good predictions for the coarser

particle fractions, but unlikely to satisfactorily predict the impact
points for the fìner fractions. Moreover, it is evident that the
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Fig. 4.7 The effect of viscous fluid drag on the x component of

the velocity of alloy particles of various diameters whilst

in free flight flight from end wall E' to end wall E
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particles in the distribution are likely to arrive at and impact wittl
the end walls over a considerable time interval, corresponding to the

maximum and minimum particle diameters i¡r the distribution. The

data in Table 4.4 r¡¡ay therefore be expected to adequately predict

the sJmchronous cyclic impact points for the powder leading the

moving distribution, but not the trailing finer fractions.

Precise prediction of the cyclic impact points of the finer
portions of the distribution requires a complicated iterative
procedure involving the simultaneous solution of the elastic collision

equation (Eq. (4-13)) and the initial value problem defined by Eqs.

(4-32) and ( -34). The solution is further complicated by the fact

tlrat tJle initial condition, Eqs. (4-34), cannot be explicitly stated as it
was previously, and must be continuously altered within the iterative

procedure. Whilst a solution of this kind would yield further detailed

information regarding the expected precise cyclic impact points for

different particle sizes, it is not expected to significantly augment

the broad understanding of the collision mechanisms already gained,

and therefore has not been pursued.

4.6 Opttmun capsule lengür to motlon amplltude ratlo

The theoretical evidence now suggests that there is unlikely to
be a single optimum length to amplitude ratio for the trituration of

an amalgam alloy which consists of a distribution of particle
diameters. It has been shown that as the damping coeffìcient is
increased (particle diameter reduced), there must be an

accompanying reduction in the length to amplitude ratio to ensure

the commencement of end wall collisions. comparing the data in
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Tables 4.4 and 4.5 it is also evident that phase differences between

the s¡mchronous impact points of elastic and inelastic collision

events exist over the complete r¿rnge of length to amplitude ratios

considered. Both of these findings reinforce the limitations of tl.e
concept of an optimum length to amplitude ratio, and it is suggested

that it would be more appropriate to consider a length to amplitude

ratio band, within which successful trituration would be expected.

Amalgam alloy powders are not mono-sized, but rather consist of

a distribution of particle sizes. It is evident (from Table 4.8) that the

critical length to amplitude ratio for the distribution, as indicated by

viscous fluid drag analysis, is dictated by those particles with the
largest damping coefficient (greater than ]), since they have the

smallest critical length to amplitude ratio. Choosing a length to
amplitude ratio equal to this critical value for the dist¡ibution would

be e>çected to result in the shortest possible agglomeration (balling

time, since at this ratio the entire distribution experiences end wall

collisions prior to transverse containment. Whilst ratios less than

the critical value for the distribution are unlikely to further reduce

the balling time, it is anticipated that the balling time would increase

with length to amplitude ratio for ratios greater than the critical for

the distribution and less tl:an the upper limiting value of L.BT. Those

fractions of the distribution containing particles with critical length

to amplitude ratios less than the actual ratio used would not

experience end wall collisions, and would probably rely upon in flight
interactions for progressive incorporation into the enlarging

agglomerate.

considering these flndings and the upper ratio limit imposed by

the one dimensional inviscid elastic impact model, it is evident that
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a value of approximately 1.3 defìnes a generalized upper limit of the

acceptable length to amplitude ratio band for the trituration (using a

figure-eight mechanism) of powders which have a broad distribution
of damping coefficients spanning | (ie., ln the range T7-o.o3l.

However, it must be recoglaized that the upper limit is critically
dependent upon the powder distribution, and a powder which has a
distribution of damping coefficients entirely greater than + and

spanning 77-0.77 for example, would have an upper limit of the

acceptable length to amplitude ratio band of 1.o2, rather than 1.3.

Referring to Table 4.4 column (e), it can be seen that as the

length to amplitude ratio is reduced the rebound velocity in the

negative x direction of particles experiencing elastic collisions with
E' diminishes. The relative velocit5r of the subsequent head on

collision which might be e:rçected to occur between the on-coming

mercury and the rebounding particles is therefore decreasing,

reducin$ the likelihood of incorporation of the particle during tl.e
collision. rü/hilst the effect would probably slow the rate of
agglomeration, its unlikely to totally prevent it, and would therefore

not result in Lrnsuccessful trituration. There appears to be no effect

which would dictate a lower limit of the acceptable length to

amplitude ratio band other than physical containment. That is, when

the length to amplitude ratio is reduced to approximately o.2, it is

likely that the mix constituents would be almost physically

constrained between the capsule end walls in most trituration
systems, and therefore unable to move relative to each other. Hence,

provided a length to amplitude ratio was chosen such that it lay

between approximately O.2 and the calculated maximum acceptable
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upper limit for the system (1.3 for broad distributions of damping
coefficients spanning *), successful trituration would be expected.

4.7 Sunmary of results

The establishment of collisions between capsule end walls and

finely divided mix constituents is a complex issue dependent upon

the response of tJle particles to viscous fluid drag forces, and various

geometric and kinematic attributes of the trituration system. An

inappropriate combination of the damping coefficient, capsule

internal diameter and tl.e length to amplitude ratio rvill result in
transverse containment prior to the commencement of end wall
collisions. Significant particle classification is then expected to

result, and any amalgam products formed are therefore likely to be

inhomogeneous. conversely, an appropriate combination of the

variables, and the exponentially increasing nature of the x amplitude

of the particle motion (due to triturator spatial motion) results in
end wall collisions shortly after the commencement of trituration.
Following this, it is reasonable to expect that the subsequent motion

of the larger fractions of the powder distribution would be dictated

by near elastic end wall collisions, the s5mchronism of which is little
effected by viscous fluid drag between impacts. The subsequent

motion of finer fractions on the other hand remains significantly

effected by fluid drag following the onset of end wall collisions, and

the precise prediction of synchronous elastic collision points within
a cycle is severely complicated by this fact. It has also been shown

that harmonÍc s¡mchronism of elastic end wall collisions cannot be

sustained for a length to amplitude ratio greater than approximately

L.27-1.3. It is likely that sub-harmonic s5mchronism of these events
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could be generated with length to amplitudes greater than this, but
in view of the increase in trituration time that would necessarily

accompany this, it is not considered to be relevant.

Liquid mercury and agglomerated portions of amalgam are

associated with very small damping coefficients, and are therefore

insignificantly influenced by the action of viscous fluid drag. In
addition to this they are physically "plastic" in nature and would

therefore be ex¡rected to interact with the capsule end walls in an

almost totally inelastic manner. Their motion is therefore e:rçected

to be dictated by synchronous inelastic lmpact collision events. The

s¡rnchronous impact points for a number of length to amplitude ratios

are given in Table 4.5.

It is now apparent that an optimum length to amplitude ratio

determined from consideration of synchronous inelastic collision
events is irrelevant and misleading. The one dimensional inelastic
(and elastic) models are unable to take €uly account of the conditions

necessary for the commencement of end wall collisions and are

therefore an inappropriate basis for the determination of such a
parameter. Moreover, it is evident that effective and successful

trituration is likely over a range of length to amplitude ratios: the

upper limit of which is determined by the response of the mix
constituents to viscous drag effects. For powders with broad
distributions of damping coefficients spanning *, an upper limit of

approximately 1.3 is apparent. However, the acceptable upper limit
is critically dependent upon the powder distribution, and those

powders with damping coefficient distributions which are entirely
greater than I have upper limits which are less than 1.3, and must

be determined accordingly. It can be seen that this correlates well
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with the findings of Darvell (rg8ob), whose experimentar data

indicated that the balling time increased dramatically as the length

to amplitude ratio increased beyond approximately 1.3.

There appears to be no elastic or inelastic collision effect, or

viscous drag response which would dictate a lower limit, and it is

therefore likely that a length to amplitude ratio which resulted in
physical constraint of the constituents would constitute such a limit.
Provided a ratio between these two limfts was chosen, successful

trituration would be expected. Additionally, as the length to
amplitude ratio used increases relative to the calculated critical
length to amplitude ratio for the distribution, the agglomeration time

would be erçected to increase accordingly.
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Chapter 5

DIRECT OBSERVATION OF' lHE TRITT'R.ATION PROCESS

5.f lntroductlon

Numerous previous attempts to directly observe the motions of an

oscillating mixing capsule and or the mix constituents within have

revealed only limited insight into the mechanisms responsible for the

progression of trituration. Lautenschlager et al. (f969) used a 35mm

reflex camera and stroboscopic lighting to investigate the motion of a
wig-L-Bug capsule in five different amalgamators. However, as the

capsule was not transparent, it appears that no attempt was made to
study the motion of the mix constituents within. In an investigation of

the effect of mix mass on balling time conducted by Nagai et al. (tgzo), a

transparent capsule was used to enable the state of the amalgam mix to
be obserwed at various trituration times. Although the paper is not clear

on this point, it would seem that the observations of the contents were

made when the capsule was stationarSr.

In the earliest report on the d¡mamic observations of the trituration
process (Lautenschlager et al. I9T2), the motion of a ball of amalgam

within a transparent plastic capsule mounted in five different
amalgamators was studied. The motion was recorded with a domestic

movie camera operating at 24 frames per second and the capsule and its

contents were illuminated with a stroboscope.

More recently Darvell (1980b) attempted to record the details of the

motions of the contents of a transparent glass capsule while it was being

oscillated in a slightly modified Silamat amalgamator operating at a
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frequency of 75 Hz. Again, illumination was provided by a stroboscope

but here the process was recorded with a portable video recorder.

Although it was stated that the frame rate of the video recording was SO

frames per second, in the maJorit¡r of domestic video recorders available

at that time, each image frame \Ã/as composed of two successive, and

interleaved, line scans of the fìeld of view. It would therefore seem likely
that each frame of the video recording was generated over a time interval

of \/2átlt sec., during which time interwal, of course, the capsule would
have undergone three complete oscillations!

Further to this, Darwell indicated that the strobe frequency was

chosen so that the "apparent" triturator frequency was approximately

O.íHz, that is, the apparent period of oscillatlon was set at approximately

two seconds. This period corresponds almost exactly to the "balling

time" found earlier by Nagai et al. (rgzo), and by Darvell (lggob), so that
the entire balling process would have occurred in a single "apparent"

cycle. During this time the capsule would have executed l5O complete

oscillations and its contents would have undergone 3OO impacts with the

capsule ends. The sampling rate used in Darvell's observations of the

motion of the capsule contents was therefore inadequate to enable

conclusions to be drawn about the precise nature of the process taking
place. Hence, although a number of previous attempts to record the

trituration process have been made, it is evident that the mechanlsms

responsible for trituration, particularly during the early stages, are still
poorly understood. In order that the detailed motion of the capsule

contents be recorded during each oscillation, it was clear that an

observation sampling rate much higher than that used by Darveu (f ggob)

was required.
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The motion of mix constituents within transparent glass capsules
was ttrerefore recorded using high speed motion picture cinematography.

Complete details of the experimental technique and the mixing capsules

used are presented in Section 2.4. The following presents a detailed
analysis of the motions of the mix constituents and the progiress of
trituration as observed within three different internal length capsules.

6.2 Results

5.2.1 Capsule internal length (EE') equal to j S.Smm, (tength to

amplitude rotto (EE/X; equaL to O.7S)

Before trituration had commenced the liquid mercury and the
amalgam alloy powder were uncombined, w.ith the powder being
distributed along the entire lower internal surface of the capsule and the
mercury lpng on it, usually as a single globule, the position of which was
dependent on the inclination of tl.e capsule. A frame-by-frame anaþsis of
the movie film showed clearly that once the capsule began to oscillate the
motion of the two separate components were signifìcanfly different.

During the first 30-45 oscillations the powdei did not move as a
homogeneous mass but rather as a cloud of separate particles whose

arrival at the capsule ends was distributed over a significant time interval
of approximately 2.9 x lO-3 seconds. From an examination of the relative
motion of the powder and the capsule itself, it can be seen that the
leading par[icles in t]re cloud collided with, and rebounded from, one of
the (left hand, for example) capsule ends while moving in the same
direction as the capsule (i.e. phase leading the capsule oscillation)
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whereas the motion of that proportion of the powder making up a "tail" to

the cloud lagged noticeably behind it (see Fig. 5.r). conversely, the

leading powder particles were seen to approach and collide with the

other (right hand) end wall whilst moving in a direction opposite to t]1at

of the capsule. The cycle position at which the leading powder \Ãzas

observed to impact urith each of the capsule end walls is presented in
Table 5.1 columns (a) and (b).

During the early stages of trituration (less than 45 cycles), none of

the liquid mercury arrived at the capsule end in phase \¡rith the capsule.

All the liquid mercury under-went a reciprocating motion which lagged

appreciably behind that of the leading powder (see Fig. 5.1) and the

capsule itself, and the cycle position at which the leading drops were

observed to collide with the capsule end walls are shown in Table 5.1,

column (c). The liquid mercury was fragmented, and generally observed

to be moving as a distribution consisting of one large drop and numerous

smaller elongated droplets, ranging in size from approximately 2.o x
O.8mm to 4.O x 2.Omm (proJected dimensions).

An examination of the film showed that the leading powder

rebounded from the capsule ends and on their return journey, these

particles collided with the still-oncoming liquid mercury (see Fig. 5.2).

This event, referred to here as the "incorporating collision event",

appears to constitute an important mechanism for introducing powder

parLicles into the liquid during the agglomeration stage of trituration, and

it appears to be the principle mechanism through whfch nuclei of

agglomerate rapidly form. The formingi nuclei could be seen as an

enlarging cloud at the rear of the alloy particle cloud, maintaining

essentially the same s5mchronous cycle as the liquid mercury (see Fig.

5.3). The incorporating collision events continued for approximately 60-
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Fig. 5.1

Fig. 5.2

Leading powder (LP) approaching (see FI and F2), and at the

point of impact (see F3) with the left hand capsule end wall

(E). The distribution of the powder as a "cloud" and the

associated lagging "tail" (T) can be observed. Additionally, the

lagging motion of the mercury (M) relative to the leading

powder can be seen. The capsule is moving from right to left

during this sequence of frames. EE'/X'.-O.75.

In the plan view (seen via the mirror in the top half of the

frame) the leading mercury drops (LM) are clearly seen to be

just contacting the right hand capsule end wall (E'). In the

elevation view (direct view of capsule in the lower half of the

frame) alloy powder (LP) can be seen advancing towards the

left hand capsule end (E), following a previous rebound from

the right hand end (E'). The capsule is moving from right to

left at this instant. EE'/)G,=1.03.
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Fig. 5.3

Fig. 5.4

The forming nuclei can be seen as the cloud (N) at the rear of

the alloy particle cloud, adJacent to the left hand end of the

capsule. This is most easily seen in the direct elevation view

(lower half of frame). The nuclei cloud is moving towards the

right hand end of the capsule, which has Just commenced

right to left movement at this instant. EE'I)G,=O.75.

The plane of the pancake (P) is seen to be almost horizontal

(see F3) as it contacts the right hand end of the capsule. It
rotated to this position during free flight (see F2) from the

left hand capsule end, at which point the pancake plane.was

vertical (see Fl) . FZ is ten frames after Fl, and F3 is three

frames after F*Z. Er_' /X",= 1.O3.
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70 cycles, at which point the remnants of the cloud of powder particles

could no longer be detected on the film so that the powder appeared to
have been almost completely tncorporated into liqufd. The contents of
the capsule then consisted of a cloud of nuclei of liquid/solid mixture
ranging ln size from o.8mm to l.8mm, which were tmpacüng with and

departing from the capsule end walls at the cycle positions shown in
Table 5.1, columns (c) and (d).

With further trituration the agglomeration of the smaller nuclei into

a larger mass proceeded rapidly. This appeared to be a result of the fact

that their motion lagged behind that of the capsule so that they tended to
pile up against the material lyrng on the oncoming end wall on each

reversal of the direction of the capsule motion. Moreover, as tlre size of
the agglomerated mass began to increase, interaction between the
remaining particle cloud and the coalescing nuclei became more

pronounced, since the latter occupied a greater proportion of the cross

sectional area of the capsule.

By about the f65th cycle (2.2 secs.), an essentially single plastic

pellet of material, the shape of which could best be described as a
"pancake", had formed. This pellet was tossed from one end of the

capsule to the other in a s)mchronous cycle which had a phase lag
(relative to the capsule) essentially equal to that of the former nuclei. On

impacting \üith the ends of the capsule, the pellet did not rebound but
underwent severe plastic deformation as it conformed to the shape of the

capsule end. Following impact with the on-coming accelerating capsule

end, the agglomerate did not depart and commence free flight towards
the opposite end until the capsule was at the cycle position (nnl + 2.5

rads (see Table 5.1, column (d)), at which time the capsule was clearly
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decelerating. This process 'was repeated, without significant
modification, until observations were terminated 6 seconds later.

As explained in Section 2.4, the two ends of each capsule used in the

present investigation were not identical since one end of the commercial

S.D.I. disposable capsules, which were used as a design model for them,

contained a protruding tapered tongue to facilitate perforation of a thin
membrane separating the powder and the mercury. The presence of this

tapered tongue at one end had effects on the motion of the contents of
the capsule during trituration. Since these 'were more clearly defined

with a slightly longer capsule, they will be describe in Section 5.2.2,

below.

5.2.2 Capsule internq.t Length (EE ) equaL to 2 j. tmm, (tength to
amp\ttud,e rqtio (EE / XË) equøl to j.OS)

An increase in the capsule length to 2l.lmm, without a change in
the amplitude of oscillation, had the effect of significantly slowing down

the rate of interaction between the powder and the liquid mercury.

Here, little evidence of nuclei formation could be detected O.4 seconds

after the commencement of trituration, up to which time the capsule

contents still consisted of essentially free powder and droplets of varying

size of liquid mercury, as separate components. The cycle position at
which the leading powderwas observed to collide with each capsule end
wall were asJnnmetric relative to ttre mean position, ïr=i rad, as they

were with the shorter capsule, and are shown in Table b.l, columns (a)

and (b).

After approximately 6T cycles, i.e. o.g seconds of trituration,
individual small nuclei O.8mm in diameter could be detected as a cloud
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whose motion trailed behind the cloud of powder particles. As in the

previous case, the size of the individual nucleÍ of liquid/solid mixture
increased as agglomeration occurred until after 232 oscillations (3. f
seconds) a single pellet had formed. This was then tossed back and forth
in the capsule until trituration was discontinued. The cycle positions at
which the pellet was observed to impact with and depart from the

capsule end walls are shown in Table 5.1, columns (c) and (d).

The influence on the motion of the capsule contents of the
protruding tapered tongue could be clearly detected. During the early

stages of powder/mercury interaction eg. after O.5 seconds of t¡ituration,
the path taken by the small nuclei and the remaining uncombined

mercury was not s5rmmetrical in tl.e two directions of movement of the

capsule. When leaving the end of the capsule which contained the tongue

they tended to move preferentially along the inner side wall of the

capsule adJacent to it, diminishing the the effectiveness of the
incorporating collision event. This preferred traJectory of the nuclei and

free mercury was not observed at the other (symmetrical) end of t¡.e
capsule where, in general, they adopted trajectories which 'were much

more uniformly distributed over the cross-section of the capsule. This

enabled them to again experience "incorporating collision events" with
further unagglomerated powder in the manner described earlier.

Following the formation of a single pellet the second influence of the

tapered tongue became evident. An examination of the film frame by
frame showed that during its flight from the end of the capsule

containing the tongue, the plane of the pancake did not remain vertical
but instead, it rotated through an angle which varied between i and n

rads (see Fig. 5.4). This process would clearly accelerate the rate of
homogenization of the agglomerated mass since it served to redist¡ibute
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Table 5.1 Observed phase relationships between the periodic motions

of ttre constituents relative to the motion of ttre capsule.

(a) Position at which leading powder was observed to
impact with the left hand capsule end wall.

(b) Position at which leading powder was observed to
impact with the right hand capsule end wall.

(c) Position at which leading mercury droplets, nuclei and
agglomerate were observed to collide with each capsule
end wall.

(d) Position at which leading mercury droplets, nuclei and
agglomerate were observed to depart from each capsule
end wall.



Capsule
internal
length
(mm)

Iængth
amplitu

ratio

to
de

(a)

(rad)

n=1,3,7,...

(b)

(rad)

n=O,2.4,...

(c)

(rad)

n=O, I,2,...

(d)

(rad)

n=O, I,2,...

r5.5 o.75 nr-O.9 næ+O.1 nn+O.7 nn+2.5

2t.l r.o3 nn-L.2 næ+O.2 næ+ I. I nn+2.5
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material within the pancake each time it occurred. It is interesting to
note that reorientation of this kind could not be detected when the pellet

was proJected from the opposite end which is rotationally s5rmmetrical

about the long axis of the capsule.

For the remainder of the period of observation the agglomerated

mass maintained this simple reciprocating motion, in phase with the

former nuclei and with periodic reorientation on departure from one end

of the capsule.

5.2.3 CapsuLe internal length (EE ) equa\ to S6.Omm, (tength to

amplitude ratio (EË/XË) equal to t.T6)

With this substantial increase in capsule length, very dramatic
changes to the motion of ttre contents of the capsule were recorded on

the film. In contrast to the behaviour observed in the shorter capsules,

after one second of trituration (75 cycles), the mercury could be seen to

be still moving as a distribution of elongated droplets ranging in size from

O.8xO.4 to 3.2xl.2mm (projected dimensions) well to the rear of Ûre

cloud of powder particles and no evidence could be detected, at this
stage, of interaction having occurred between the two (see Fig. s.5).

Certainly no incorporating collision events of the kind observed with the

shorter capsules could be seen.

Moreover, whereas in ttre shorter capsules the particle cloud, the
liquid mercury and subsequently, the nuclei of agglomerate, followed

almost linear traJectories from one end of the capsule to the other, with
this further increase in length, the "fìgure-eight" oscillator motion of the
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Fig. 5.5

Fig. 5.6

The capsule contents are seen as a cloud of particles and

nLrmerous droplets of mercury (IvtO¡. No evidence on nuclei

formation could be detected at tÌis point. EE'IXE.=1.76.

The capsule contents are seen as a cloud of nuclei occupying

the entire cross section of the capsule. Whilst no free

mercury could be detected at this point, a small portion of

powder (P) can be seen in the otherwise clear area to the left

of the nuclei cloud, moving \Ä¡ith the capsule from right to
left. EE'l)Ç,=I.76.
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trituration machine became very significant in that the contents were

now projected against the side walls rather than directly to the opposite

end: as a consequence, they followed helical paths distributed around t¡le

i¡rner cylindrical surface of tlle capsule.

After 3.5 seconds of trituration, individual nuclei of agglomerate

could be detected, indicating that some interaction between the powder

and liquid mercury had occurred, albeit comparaüvely slowly. The

number of these particles increased with increasing trituration time until
eventually (after approximately 7 seconds) they constituted almost the

entire contents of the capsule (see Fig. 5.6). However, even at this point

a small portion of very fine powder was observed to be moving almost in
phase with, and along the surface of the upper hemicylinder of the

capsule.

An important finding was that whilst tl:e powder, liquid and nuclei

were observed to be moving in the manner Just described, it could be

seen that only the extreme ends of the complete cloud of constituents

were actually impacting \¡¡ith either capsule end wall. The maJority of the

cloud, forming the central region, stopped short of interacting with
either end during each half cycle. In other words, the amptitude of
motion of the bulk of the constituent cloud appeared to be such that only

a small proportion actually collided with either of the capsule ends. As a

consequence, the "incorporating collision event" did not occur, and small

nuclei appeared to be forming slowly as a result of the limited interaction

of the powder particles with the mercury whilst traversing the helical

trajectories in contact with the capsule inner cylindrical wall. A further

consequence was that the bulk of the small nuclei of egglomerate which

formed were not involved in collisions with either the end walls or with
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each other so that there was no opportunity for them to interact to form
a pellet of the kind observed urith the shorter capsules. Even after g.5

seconds of trituratton, the separate nuclei could still be observed on the

film and in a number of subsequent experiments a single mass of
agglomerate had not formed after Bo seconds of trituration.

5.3 Dlscusslon, and conparlson of obsen¡ed constltuent motlons wlth
theoretlcal predlctlons

It has been observed that the length of the capsule, or more

precisely, the ratio of the length of the capsule to the amplitude of
oscillation, has a very important influence on trituration. If this ratio is

too large (eg. 3=1.7e¡ successful trituration, as indicated by thexE'

production of a single aggilomerated plastic mass of amalgam, will not
occur even after very greatly extended trituration'times. Instead, large

numbers of small individual nuclei of amalgam are produced. These

individual nuclei can first be detected after approximately 2GO cycles and

they are present in large numbers after 525 cycles when only a very small

proportion of very fìne powder particles can be detected. However, with
a length to amplitude ratio of O.73, which is lower than that used u¡ith

most commercial capsules, a single mass of aggtomerate could be

observed to have formed after only 165 cycles.

TWo separate mechanisms are involved in the achievement of an

agglomerated mass of this lcind and their nature can be clearly observed

in the high speed motion picture fìlms. The fìrst, which occurred during
the first 30-60 cycles of operation involved interaction between the
powder particles and droplets of mercury. This process, described here
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as the "incorporating collision event" arose from the development of a
phase difference between the cyclical motion of the powder particles and
the liquid, brought about by their different collision characteristics with
the end walls of the capsule. This led to the occurrence of head-on

collisions between them which facilitated the rapid incorporation of
powder into the liquid and it resulted in the formation of individual small
nuclei of the liquid/solid mixture.

These small nuclei increased in size as a result of in-flight collisions
with other powder particles (layering), but perhaps of greater importance

is a second mechanism of agglomeration which was observed to result
from the lagging cyclic motion of tl.e nuclei relative to the capsule. Near

each extremity of the oscillation the nuclei piled up against the end wall
of the capsule where, under the force of the impact, they agglomerated

\Mith one another (coalescence) to form a larger, and eventually single,

plastic masis of agglomerate which was then tossed repeatedly from one

end of the capsule to the other as trituration proceeded.

One end of the capsules used in tl.e present investigation contained

a tapered tongue similar to that found in their commercial equivalents.

This ton$ue introduced an asymmetr5r into the motion of the contents of
the capsule which could be readily observed with a length to amplitude
ratio of l.O3 (close to that used with commercial capsules). It also had an

effect on the motion of the pellet by causing it to rotate slightly in flight
so that it was subJected to a "kneading" process each time it collided with
the opposite end of the capsule. This would seem to be important for the
production of a homogeneous ball of amalgam since in the clinical
situation, it would be likely to occur over a period of some 4-5 seconds,

i.e. 3oo-375 times, during the later stages of trituration.
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Whilst some discrepancies exist between the obsen¡ed s5mchronous

harmonic impact points (Table 5. l, columns (a) and (b)) and those
predicted by the one dimensional elastic colliston model (Table 4.4,
columns (b) and (c)), the appro>dmation appears to adequately describe

the observed alloy particle motions, provided the trituration system ts
correctly proportioned. It should be noted that the reciprocating
particle cloud is observed to arrive at and collide with each capsule end
wall over a finite period of time, which is contrary to the single arrival
time for all particles predicted by the one dimensional elastic colltsion
model. However, this observed effect is consistent with the theoretical
erçectations presented in Fig. 4.7, from which it can be concluded that
the particle cloud is etçected to arrive at each capsule end over a finite
period' due to the effect of viscous fluid drag acting upon each particle
during flight from one capsule end to the other. Moreover, it is likely
that t]le particles are observed to move in the form of a distributed cloud,
rather than a close packed group, as a direct result of the viscous fluid
drag and its particle diameter dependence.

It was shown in Section 4.4.L that synchronous harmonic
interactions between the particles and the capsule end walls would not
be expected beyond a length to amplitude ratio of approximately 1.3,

although sub-harmonic interactions may be possible. From observations

of the parlicle motions when using a length to amplitude ratio of 1.76, it
is apparent that sub-harmonic interactions do not occur, and
furthermore, the motion of the bulk of the particle cloud is such that lt
reciprocates slmchronously within the capsule avoiding interactions with
the end walls, and therefore cannot be attributed to elastic collision
events. Describing the particle motions in terms of elastic collision
events is therefore limited to those systems which are correc¡y
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proportioned, beyond this, the obsen¡ed motions cannot be attributed to
end wall interactions and cannot be approximated by such events
occurring in an elastic manner. Importantly, it should be realized that
the elastic collision model is unable to characterize those attributes
which in combination define an appropriately proportioned trituration
system. The single exception to this is the predicted acceptable upper
limit of the length to amplitude ratio of I.27-L 3, beyond which harmonic
synchronism cannot theoretically be maintained. In trituration
ex¡reriments conducted by Darveil (f 98Ob), it was shown ttrat the time
required for balling increased dramatically as the length to amplitude
ratio increased beyond approximately 1.3. It therefore appears that this
theoretical prediction of an upper acceptable length to amplitude ratio is
corroborated by previous experimental investigation.

It is interesting to note that a balling time of 2.2 seconds was

observed when using a length to amplitude ratio of O.75, and that this was

signifìcantly less than the 3.1 seconds observed when using a ratio of
1.O3. This is consistent with a conclusion drawn in Section 4.6, which
suggested that smaller ratios may result in shorter balling times, since a
greater proportion of the powder distribution would experience end wall
collisions prior to transverse containment. Whilst this effect may be

partially responsible for the decreased balling time at the shorter ratio, it
cannot be inferred that it it wholly responsible, since it was also

identified on the high speed recordings that the tapered tongue on one

of the capsule end walls clearly diminished the effectiveness of the
incorporating collision event at the larger ratio.

The motion of the particles within the largest internal length
capsule investigated (length to amplitude ratio equal to r.T6) were

observed to be radically different to those within the two shorter
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capsules, and for tl.e bulk of the particles, certainly could not be
attributed to end wall interactions. The mechanisms governing the
particle motions were difficult to determine from observation alone, and
interpretation was made easier when the recordings \f,/ere considered tn
conjunction with the theoretical expectations presented in Section 4.5.
The bulk of the particles were observed to be reciprocating in helical
traJectories in contact with the inner cylindrical wall of the capsule,
avoiding end wall collisions. From the results presented in Section 4.5, it
is evident that this is the oçected outcome when using this combination
of capsule internal length and diameter, triturator speed and particle size

distribution. The phase and maximum amplitude achieved by the
particles at the onset of transverse containment, relative to the phase and
amplitude of the capsule end walls, were such that collisions between
them were prevented. The observed reciprocating particle motions are
therefore consistent with and are attributed to t}le mechanism of viscous
fluid drag, and not primarily dictated by end wall interactions, as is
observed when using smaller length to amplitude ratios. It should be
pointed out that in none of the observations of the trituration process

made here, were the contents of the capsule found to be stationar5i in
space, as proposed by Darvell (lg80b) and it now seems clear that his
conclusions were a consequence of the inadequacies of his observational
techniques.

The mercury, nuclei and agglomerated amalgam pellet are more
"plastic" in character than the alloy particles, and as a result they interact
with the capsule end walls in a different manner. From the observed
interactions of these constituents and a comparison of the observed
cyclic interaction points (Table 5.1, columns (c) and (d)) with those
presented in Table 4.5, columns (b), (d), (0 and (h), it is evident that the
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collision events and subsequent constituent motions are adequately
approximated by a one dimensional inelastic impact model.

An obvious discrepancy exists between the observed cyclic departure
point of the amalgam pellet and that which is used in the inelastic model.

The assumption used when developing the inelastic model (section

4.4-21 was that the pellet departed from a capsule end wall and
commenced free flight towards the other, when tJre capsule had reached

its maximum velocityr (zero acceleration) during a cycle. However, it can
be seen from the high speed recordings of the two shorter capsules that
the capsule is clearly decelerating at the point of departure, and this can
be confìrmed by checking the capsule end wall acceleration curves in Fig.
3.8(a) at the observed departure points for g, presented in Table 5.I
column (d). This of course indicates that upon impact with the capsule
end walls the pellet actually adheres to it, and by substitutirr{ 02=).grads.,

v"=þ" =0 and c's=c'E'=ro.smm into Eq. (s-so), and recalling that the

mass of a two spill amalgam is typically lgm, the force required to
overcome adhesion between the pellet and each of the capsule end walls
at the point of departure is calculated to be approximately l.gN.

5.4 Summary

During the nucleating period of trituration in a correctly
proportioned system (generally less than one second for a Silamat) the
alloy particles, which are distributed as a cloud, are observed to impact
with and rebound from the capsule end walls in a s5rnchronous manner
over a finite time interval. It is evident that the observed particle
motions result from impacts occurring between the particles and the
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capsule end walls, and that such

approximated as elastic collisions.

interactions are adequately

Whilst the end wall interactions have been identified as the primary
cause of partfcle motion, lt is also evident from the observed formation of
a particle cloud, and the theoretical treatment presented in Section 4.5,
that the mechanism of viscous fluld drag significantly tnfluences the
particle kinematics during free flight (particularly the finer fractions),
and furtherrnore, that the fluid drag mechanism is responsible for the
particles being distributed as a cloud during free flight between capsule
ends.

During the early stages of trituration initialty separate liquid and
solid constituents pro$ressively form small nuclei, which are observed to
move as a cloud at the rear of the particle distribution. The liquid
mercury is generally observed to move as a distribution, consisting of a
large drop and numerous smaller elongated droplets. The liquid mercury
and nuclei are observed to interact with the capsule end walls in a
s5mchronous manner, with a phase lag relative to the alloy particles.
Additionally, they generally do not rebound from the capsule end walls,
rather they remain in contact until the capsule is in the decelerating
phase of the subsequent half cycle. It appears that the observed cyclic
impact points of the liquid and nuclei constituents are reasonably well
predicted by those of one dimensional inelastic s5mchronous collision
events. indicating that such an approximation adequately describes the
mechanisms responsible for the motion of these constituents.

As a result of the different impact mechanisms extribited by the alloy
particles and the liquid mercury, a phase difference between the
s5mchronous motions of each is generated. The phase lag in turn results
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in what has been called "incorporating collision events", which appear to
be the primary mechanism through which rapid nucleation occurs.
Whilst some growth of the nuclei can probabty be attributed to layering by
head on collisions occurring between un-nucleated particles and the
nuclei cloud, observation suggests that substantial agglomeration of the
nuclei occurs by coalescence as ttre nuclei collide and pile up against t1.e

on-coming end wall durÍng each half cycle of trituration.

After approximately 165 cycles, with a length to amplitude ratio of
O.75, and 232 cycles with a ratio of 1.O3, a single agglomerate of amalgam

forms. The batled agglomerate is observed to move s5mchronously within
the capsule, deforming substantially and remaining in contact with each

on-coming end wall following impact. Whilst there are differences
between the observed and predicted cyclic departure points, which
results from the adhesion of tl.e agglomerate to the end walls following
impact, it appears that one dimensional s5rnchronous inelastic collision
events adequately model the motion and interactions of a ball of amalgam

within the capsule.

It was evident with a length to amplitude ratio of t.OS that the
existence of a tapered tongue on one of the capsule end walls influenced
the trituration process during both the nucleating and homogenizing

stages of amalgamation. It appeared to promote preferential motion of
the finely divided constituents along the capsule side wall adJacent to it
during early trituration, and caused in-flight reorientation of the balled
amalgam during the latter stages.

Contrary to all of this, in a poorly proportioned trituration system
such as the combination of a 36mm internal length capsule in a Silamat
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amalgamator (Y:r.761, failure to produce a single peuet of amalgam

even after 30 seconds of trituration is observed. Whilst it is considered

that the absence of incorporating collision events is the primar5r cause of
this. it is difficult from observation alone to identi$r exacily why the
constituent kinematics and interactions with the capsule are so radically
different to those observed when using the two shorter capsules.
However, when considering the high speed recordings in conJunction
with the theoretical fluid drag results presented in Section 4.5, it is
evident tJlat collision events between the particles and the capsule end
walls are not expected. The observed reciprocating particle motions are
therefore attributed to the mechanism of viscous fluid drag, and not
primarily dictated by end wall interactions, as is observed when using
smaller length to amplitude ratios.

Following eight seconds of trituration (with EE
1.761, which is the

XE'

recommended trituration time for LoJic amalgam in a Silamat, the mix
constituents were observed to consist of an unagglomerated distribution
of nuclei' which, according to the theoretical treatment presented in
Section 4.5, are likely to be inhomogeneous as a result of substantial
particle classification. In a number of subsequent experiments the
capsule was found to contain an unagglomerated distribution of nuclei
even after 30 seconds of trituration.
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Chapter 6

TRITURAÎION KINEIICS, AND AMALGAM HOMOGENEIÎY AI\TD

MECITANICAL PROPERTIES

6. f Inhoductlon

Dental amalgam is produced by mi:dng a fìnely divided solid alloy
constituent with a liquld component, mercury, to form a single plastic

mass of mixture. It is evident that freshly mixed dental amalgam must
possess a state or level of uniformity which is determined by the physical

and mechanical properties of the two constituents, and by the mixing
process itself. Whilst many previous investigations have revealed the
influence of trituration upon ttre properties of hardened amalgam (Brown

1990, Brackett et al. 1987, Ekstrand and Holland 1985, Osborne et al.

1968, osborne and Gale Lgr4, osborne et al. lgzr, overberger et al.

1964, Pearson and Atkinson lgBS), and it is evident that the
homogeneity of dental amalgam is often inferred from measurements of
these properties, there appears to be no reported attempts to directly
measure the homogeneity of freshly mixed amalgam.

There is unfortunately no universal theory or set of laws governing

the phenomenon of mixing, and it is therefore not possible to sÍmply
treat trituration of dental amalgam as a particular case of mixing and

assess it according to a governing set of laws and equations. It is
reasonable to suggest however that measurement of its homogeneity

would be worthy of pursuit, since it would provide a means through
which mechanical properties of hardened amalgams, such as dimensional

change and compressive strength for example, could be directly
correlated with the homogeneit5r of the mixed amalgam. Additionally, it
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u¡ould provide a direct method for assessing the effectiveness of different
trituration systems, and a means for determining the influence of some of
the many trituration variables upon the kinetics of formation of a

clinically acceptable restorative mass.

Properly prepared amalgam is a reactive liquid-solid material which
hardens from an initially "plastic" deformable mass to a comparatively
rigid, solid condition in approximately three to four minutes following
trituration. In contrast to many other types of mixtures the period

available after mixing, during which numerous small samples could be

withdrawn for homogeneity investigations, is prohibitively short. An
adequate method for measuring the as-mixed homogeneity of fresh
amalgam is therefore not intuitively obvious. Furthermore, the
conceptually simple process of trituration has associated \¡¡ith it a very
large number of process variables, which would require an impossibly

large number of experiments to determine the independent effect of
each upon the kinetics of trituration. In the following section the
different stages of trituration and the mechanisms and independent
variables associated with each will be discussed. In addition, the
technique of dimensional analysis will be applied to the variables, in
order that t'l.ey may be reduced in number to a smaller set of non-
dimensional parameters.

In Section 6.3 discussion and development of techniques for direct
measurement of amalgam homogeneity are presented. Using one of the

techniques, experimentally determined amargam mixing rates are
presented for various trituration conditions, including a geometrically

modified capsule. In Section 6.4 the effect of incorporating a geometric

capsule modification upon the mechanical properties of several
commercial amalgams is presented.
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6.2 lrlturatlon processes, system varlables and assoclated, non_
dlrnenslOnal gfoups

It was established in Chapter 5 that the early stages of trituration are

characterved by a nucleation process in which small nuclei of liquid-solid
mixture form, and subsequently enlarge and agglomerate by layering and

coalescing to form a single plastic mass of amalgam.

Whilst the kinematic and dynamic mechanisms which promote the
progressive formation of nuclei and "gglomerate have been established in
Chapters 4 and 5, the physical d5mamics responsible for transforming
initially separate liquid and solid phases into an intimate liquid-solid
mixture have not yet been considered. The processes of nucleation and
agglomeration essentially involve the progressive replacement of solid-
fluid (recalling that the capsule gaseous phase is referred to as a fluid)
interfaces with solid-liquid (mercury) interfaces, and a subsequent
binding of the formed "mixed" products. Bringing the solid and liquid
constituents into intimate contact, and changing the interfaces from
solid-fluid to solid-liquid requires eners¡, which must be imparted to the
constituents by the mixing system (triturator and sealed fluid filled
capsule). Upon considering the process of trituration, it is evident that
the mix is initially completely inhomogeneous (complete separation
between the phases), and during the course of trituration, it becomes

progressively more homogeneous as the constituents become more
uniformly and intimately combined. Although it appears that no previous

attempt has been made, it is conceivably possible to at least measure this
progressive homogeneity improvement using a mixing index of some

form.
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According to the Rumph (1962) model, a mixture of liquid and solid
constituents (such as alloy powder and mercury), can be adequately
described as being in one of four possible states, depending on the liquid
content of the mixture. In the broader context of particle size
enlargement, this type of agglomerate bonding is referred to as ,,mobile

liquid bonding", and the four defìned states, being pendular, funicular,
capillary and liquid enveloped particles are shown diagrammatically tn
Fig. 6.r. According to Capes (1980), the liquid content of an egglomerate

which is in the capillar5r state can be derived from

w-
ep,+(l- e)p" (6- t)

where

lI¡ = weight fraction of liquid,
e = void fraction of agglomerate,

P, = liquid density

and
p" = solid particle densitSr.

Experimental evidence (Capes fggO) suggests that for average
particle diameters less than 3Opm, Eq. (O-l) can be reduced to

W_
l+1.

(6-zl

however, the accuracy of Eq. (6-z) is considered to be poor as a
result of the large number of factors which effect the value of W.
substituting for p, and p" (see Section 4.2), Eq. (6-z) evaluates to
W=O.418' which correlates remarkably well with O.4Sl, being the actual

I

P"

Pt
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Fig. 6. r Diagrammatic representation of the four defined states of a
liquid solid mixture.

A Pendular state

Funicular state

Capillary state

Liquid enveloped particles state

B

c

D
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mass fraction of mercury used with a normal set, two spill commercial
Lo¡ict amalgam.

It is reasonable to suggest that an adequately proportioned amalgam
would be one in which the internal pore structure of the agglomerate was

Just saturated \Ãrith liquid mercury, since this would ensure tl.at the total
surface area of all particles in the agglomerate was directly involved in
the dissolution and precipitation binding reaction. This would mi¡rimlze
the risk of residual porosiV and maximize the bonding between residual
particles and the precipitating solid matrix. It therefore follows that an
optimally proportioned amalgam is likely to be one which is in the
capillary state, and the predicted liquid weight fraction of o.4lg, given by
Eq' (6-z), is possibly the theoretical minimum mercury fractjon which
could be ex¡rected to yield such a capillarSr state amalgam.

Whilst it is tl.e strength of hardened amalgams which is of greatest
clinical importance, knowledge of the mechanisms responsible for the
strength of "wet" or triturating amalgams is also important, sincé it is
likely that substantial deformation and subsequent redistribution of
particles would be required to properly homogenize the material during
the mixing cycle. A fully hardened dental amalgam possess mechanical
strength as a result of the residual alloy particles being bound in a matrix
of solid reaction products. However, a triturating amalgam agglomerate
has had little time to react, and would therefore contain a very small
fraction of reaction products, yet it clearþ possess suffìcient mechanical
strength to enable it to endure repeated impacts with the capsule end
walls' during which time it is observed to deform substantially and not
disintegrate (see chapter 5). It is recognized (capes rggo) that the

I Southern Dental Industrtes, Bayswater Vlc
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tensile strength of a liquid bound agglomerate is derived from the
interfacial tension at the liquid surface and the pressure deficiency
created within t]le liquid due to tJle curvature of its surface (see Fig. 6.r).
For an ag!$lomerate in the capillary state however, the contribution of
interfacial tension at the surface to its total tensile strength is small, and
its strength is largely derived from the pressure deficiency within t1.e
liquid.

considering these interfacial and agglomerate binding mechanisms,
and the detailed investigations of the processes of nucleation and
agglomeration (Chapters 4 and 5), it seems reasonable to suggest that for
a given triturator and capsule design, the amalgam homogeneity (mixing
index, I) at any instant during mixing would depend upon the duration of
mixing, and a number of other independent system variabres, such that

¡ = ¡(t,tn,p¡¡g,p",oxr,0,e)2,As,Vp), (6_3)

where

r = t¡ituration duration (sec),

Prr= liqufd (mercury) density (kg/m"),
p" = alloy particle density (kg/m"),
6Hr= liquid (mercury) surface tension (N/m),
I = contâct angle (rad),

@z = triturator angular frequency (rad/sec),

A, = sp€cifìc surface of alloy powder (m-r),
Vr = liquid to solid volume ratio
and
In=Iength to amplitude parameter.

It will be recalled from chapters 4 and 5 that viscous fluid effects
significantly influence the kinematics of the finely divided powder
particles, but not those of the liquid or agglomerated constituents.
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consideration of the detailed investigations presented in those chapters
indicates that the overall influence of viscous fluid (Reynolds number)
effects upon the kinetics of mixing can probably be incorporated through
the definition of a single length to amplitude parameter. Ttris parameter
is defined to be the ratio of the critfcal length to amplitude ratio of ttre
distribution, which is a function of the minimum partlcle si2e and the
capsule and triturator characteristics (see Chapter 4 for details of critical
length to amplitude ratio), to the actual lengfih to amplitude used, and is
denoted as La. From a consideration of the definition of the critical
length to amplitude ratio of the distribution, it is postulated that the rate
of mixing during the initial nucleation and agglomeration phase of
trituration is likely to increase with La for La values not exceeding one,
and is unlikely to increase further with La values greater one. It will be
shown in Section 6.3 that the mixing index I, is a non-dimensional
parameter, as is the length to amplitude parameter, the contact angle
and the liquid to solid volume ratio.

Inspection of Eq. (6-3) reveals that appro>dmately los experiments
would have to be conducted in order that the effect of each of the
independent variables upon the mixing index could be adequately
assessed' and this is excluding further variability and experimentation
which could be introduced by changes in the triturator and capsule
geometric design! It is possible however, using the technique of
dimensional analysis to reduce t]re system of dimensional variables to a
smaller set of non-dimensional parameters. Letting pns, ú)2 and As be the
repeating variables, the following set of non-dimensional or ,,7tr,, groups

can be obtained.
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frt: f ,

Ie, = LA,

frt= 0,

1t4 =V¡,

n s = t p1,': A: -- V tl#][+]' [;]"
=Ð IEs = tQ)z= e2,

IEe = P"Porrr:A:

+ 1t"= P"

P,,
and

7t, = AnrP"r,r:A:

+ E'l
colpn,

The reciprocal of n., is very similar to the weber number, which is a
conventionally used non-dimensional group. It is therefore sensible and
legitimate to redefine n, as its reciprocal, that is

7t7
orrAl

Eq. (6-3) can now be rewritten as a function of non-dimensional
parameters, that is

n, = f (r,nr,7t4,IE5,rE6,r[.r),

or

r=r(e,,u,r*0,h,#)
(6-+)

Inspection of Eq. (6-a) reveals that approximately tgo experiments
would still be required to properly evaluate the independent effect of
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each of the non-dimensional groups upon the mixing index, rendering a

rigorous general experimental investigation quite impossible.

The process of homogenning agglomerated dental amalgam requires

the redistribution of constituents within the mass. It is postulated that
this redistribution may be induced through gross shearing of the mass

and through repositioning of individual constituents, caused by inertial
forces resulting from the synchronous collisions of the mass with the
capsule end walls. ,{s is the case for nucleating and "gglomerating mix
constituents, it is clear that the homogeneity (mixing index, I) of an
aÉglomerated pellet at any instant would be difficult to predict, and for a
constant capsule and triturator geometric design, would depend on a
large number of system variables, such that

¡ = ¡(t,I-a,p^,o)2,M^,llor,V*), (6_5)

where

p-= aq$lomerated mix density (kg/ms),
M 

^ = agglomerated mix mass (kg),

ltr, = liquid viscosity (Pa.s),

and I, t, La, úà and vp have been previously defined. using the technique
of dimensional analysis again, and lettin1 coz, p^ artd M^ be the repeating

variables, Eq. (6-5) can be reduced to

r=t(e,,u,r-,+F)
(6-o¡

Inspection of Eq. (6-6) reveals that approximately lO+ experiments

would have to be conducted in order that the effect of each of the
independent parameters upon the mixing index could be properly

assessed. Changing the capsule or triturator geometric design would
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introduce further variation which would require further experimentation,

again rendering a rigorous investigation quite impossible.

From observation of the high speed photographic investigation
(presented in Chapter 5), the latter stages of trituration (post balling)
were able to be characterized by the impact of the pellet with the capsule

end walls, and its subsequent deformation. No evidence of gross

aggilomerate shearing, resulting in division of the mass into numerous

smaller portions, and their subsequent recombination into a different
configuration was detected. It was therefore clear that any modification

to the capsule internal geomet4r which may result in pellet shearing of
tl.is nature, may influence the homogenizing rate of tl-e amalgam. It was

considered tl.at experiments of this kind may help to more clearly define

the mechanisms responsible for homogenizing amalgam during the

triturating process.

In the following section the mixing index (I) is defined, and two

experimental techniques which were developed for measuring amalgam

homogeneity are discussed. Following this, the influences upon the
mixing index of the first two non-dimensional groups in Eqs. (6-4) and
(6-6) are presented. Additionally, the effect upon mixing of a modified

capsule geometry, which was expected to significantly influence the

amalgam homogenizing rate, is presented.

6.3 amaþam homogenetty and t¡ltr¡¡atlon klnetlcs

6.3.1 Techniques Jo, measuri.ng amatgam homogeneitg and. the
inuestigation oJ a suítable mixing index
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Whilst the notion of amalgam homogeneity is conceptually simple,
since its probably sufficient to indicate tl.at a homogeneous amalgam is
one which has a uniform distribution of solid and liquid constituents
throughout the assembly, it appears that there are no reported previous
attempts to measure this attribute. The reactive nature of freshly mixed
"wet" amalgam poses particular problems, and little time is available after
the finish of trituration during which experiments designed to determine
the homogeneity of the amalgam can be conducted.

The first technique considered involved the determination of the
number of particles per unit volume of sample (numerical density), from
flat polished planes prepared on freshly made amalgam. The variance of
the numerical density determined at numerous randomly chosen
locations on the plane of polish, that is

o-
n (6-z¡

where

Nu, = observed numerical density of the ith sample,

Ny = arithmetic mean number of particles in n sampleg

is considered to be a direct indicator of the uniformit5r of the
distribution of the alloy particles throughout the assembly (DeHoff and
Rhines f968).

Fleshly prepared amalgam is however very diffìcutt to polish, owing
to the pore space between the particles being liquid filled. Furthermore,
conducting the e>çeriments on hardened amalgam is inappropriate since
the reaction between the mercury and the alloy particles is essentially
complete, severely complicating the determination of the original

I I("n -P,)',
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dimensions of the particles. It is however possible to halt the reaction
between the mercury and alloy particles by quenching the prepared mass
to sub-zero temperatures (Schoenfeld and Greener fg68). A technique
was developed through which freshly mixed amalgams could be quenched

in liquid nitrogen, and at -7OoC, ground and polished and transferred to a
scanning electron microscope fïtted with a specially developed cold stage

for observation. Complete details of tl.e cryo-preparation, cryo-transfer
and cold stage systems are presented in section 2.5. using a program

developed in Flextranl language on a Tracor Northernr image processing

system, which was attached to the scanning electron microscope, 2O-4O

digital images were acquired in an unbiased manner from the plane of
polish of each amalgam investigated. Fig. 6.2 presents a sample of four
such images. It should be emphasized that the matrix of the
microstructure is frozen mercury and not hardened reaction products, as

is the matrix of the fully hardened and polished amalgam shown in Fig.

6.3.

Following acquisÍtion and quantification of the images the equation

4, = T*n,, (6-8)

(where N¡, is t}le number of particles per unit area), which is valid for

spherical particles, was used to determine the numerical density (a

three-dimensional quantity), of each of the 20, two-dimensional images
in the sample. A derivation of Eq. (6-8) can be found in Underwood
(1970). The numerical density variance for the 2O images in the sample
was then calculated using Eq. (o-z). The technique however has a

I Fle*tran language. Tlacor Northern, Middleton. WI
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Fig. 6.2

Fig. 6.3

A selection of four digitally acquired scanntng electron

images. Unreacted Ag-Sn-Cu particles (P) of commercial

LoJic amalgam alloy are bound in a matrix of frozen mercury

(Hg).

Scanning electron micrograph of fully hardened LoJic

amalgam. Residual alloy particles (P) are bound in a matrix of
yr md q' reaction products.
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number of limitations and is diffìcult to use in a universal manner, for the

comparison of different amalgam alloys.

In the context of solids mixing, concentration variance ls a function

of concentration, and by analo$, the numerical density variance is a
function of numerical density. It is evident that different amalgam alloys

have different particle size distributions, and tle amalgams of each would

have different numerical densities and, therefore, different numerical

density variances when ideally mixed. A further drawback with the

technique is that Eq. (6-8) is not a statistically exact expression and is

particle shape dependent, which severely complicates the analysis of
irregular particle shaped amalgams. Additionally, it is technically diffìcult

to prepare some form of an unbiased polished face through a frozen

amalgam which is not fully agglomerated, as is the case after short

trituration times. That is, the technique is really only applicable to

investi$ating mixedness in those amalgams which are fully agglomerated,

and it cannot be sensibly used to explore homogenization rates during the

earlier stages of trituration. Whilst the technique has a number of

disadvantages, its most worthy attribute is that it permits, through low

temperature halting of the reaction, the use of the actual amalgam alloy of

interest to be used for the homogeneitSr investigation.

An alternative strategy to halting the mercury-alloy powder reaction

immediately follou¡ing trituration is to substitute the amalgam alloy with a
powder which has similar geometric and physical characteristics, but
which reacts extremely slowly, or preferably not at all, with liquid

mercury at room temperature. This is the basis upon which tl.e second

technique for measuring amalgam homogeneit¡r was developed.
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It was shown by Durandet (f 99O), that e phase Cu-Sn alloy is almost

non-reacting in the presence of liquid mercury, and it was therefore

considered that alloy powder of this composition (62.9 wto/o Cu - SZ.l
wto/o sn), produced by gas atomization, would be likely to form an

appropriate "non-reacting" substitute for commercial amalgam alloy.

Preliminary experiments revealed that the contact angle of liquid
mercury on the polished surfaces of cast, homogenized ingots of ttre Cu-

Sn and commercial Ag-Sn-Cu InJic alloys were similar (see Table 6.1). By

substitutin$ the amalgam alloy powder with a Cu-Sn powder which had a
similar size distribution (cf Figs. 6.4 (a) and (b) and see Fig. 6.4(c) and
(d)), an extended period after the finish of trituration was available during
which homogeneity investigations could be conducted. Amalgams made

urith the substitute powder were found to be still "wet" and deformable

more than thirty six hours after t¡ituration, and they were therefore

considered to be suitable for homogeneit5r investigations. The Cu-Sn alloy
powder was manufactured using a gas atomization plant which was

developed specifìcally for the production of dental amalgam alloys, and

details of alloy production and the atomization equipment are presented

in Section 2.6.

Harnby et al. (1985) indicate that the quality of a mixture can be

described in terms of the "scale of segregation" and the "intensity of
segregation". The former refers to the size of regions of segregation

within the mixture, and the latter to the difference between the
composition of a region and the mean composition of the mix. The scale

of segregation is dependent upon the level of examination of the mix, and

at one extreme, if a homogeneous single phase binary alloy was examined

at the atomic level for example, tJren no mixing would be possible. At the

other ext¡eme, if a quantity of multiphase alloy was ex¿unined as a whole,
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Table 6.I Contact angle of liquid mercury on the polished surfaces of

ingots of Cu-Sn and commercial Iniic amalgam alloys.



Alloy
Contact angle

e
(rad)

Cu-Sn o.85

SDI LoJic o.84
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Fig. 6.a (a) Scanning electron micrograph of commercial Lojic amalgam

alloy powder.

Fig. 6.4 (b) Scanning electron micrograph of gas atomized Cu-Sn alloy

powder.
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Fig. 6.4(c) Particle size distributions of commercial LoJic and gas

atomized Cu-Sn powders; Cummulative volume distributlon.

Fig 6.4(d) Particle size distributions of commercial LoJic and gas

atomized Cu-Sn powders; Volume density distribution.
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then complete mixing would apparently exist and the mixture quality

assessed as being high. There is no "correct" scale of scrutiny at wtrich

all mixtures should be analyzed to assess their quality. The scale of

scrutiny, or the individual size of samples which should be examined to

explore the quality or homogeneity of a mix depends entirely upon the

intended application of the mixture. For example it might be appropriate

to examine one gram samples of a particular mixture to determine lts

homogeneity and therefore, suitability for an application, whereas,

examination of one gram samples of dental amalgam for homogeneity

analysis would be totally inappropriate, since a single sample would

constitute an entire two spill amalgam restoration.

In the context of solids mixing, it is evident that composition

variance is a function of composition, sample size (scale of scrutiny) and

sample number (cooke and Bridgwater L977 , Kristensen r gz3).

Attempts to overcome the dependence effects upon composition and

sample number have lead to the development of a parameter known as

the mixing index (Harnby et al. 1985). Mixing indices are frequently

defined as the ratio of the experimentally determined composition

variance to the composition variance of a reference state, which for solids

mixing is usually taken to be the unmixed or randomly mixed states.

Unfortunately, a large number of different indices have been defìned (Fan

and Wang 1975), and its a matter of some judgment to determine the

most appropriate index to use for a particular investigation.

Teoh and Matchett (1985) indicated that those principles which

apply to solids mixing can also be applied to the mixing of solid and

liquid phases. They investigated liquid-solid mixtures which were

formed in "Ribbon" and "Z-Blade" t54)e mixing devices, and observed that
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some of the mixture separated out from the bulk and formed "cake"

material on the side walls and blades of the devices. Furthermore, it was

indicated that tl.e cake material had a higher liquid content and a greater

proportion of fìne particles than did the bulk. They found that tJle liquid

content of the bulk was not equal to the initial liquid content of the

mixture, and indicated that it was therefore desirable to use a mi:cing

index based upon the coefficient of variation (;), rather than the

standard deviation or variance of the liquid content of the bulk. It was

indicated that a mixing index of this t54re would uçlicitly account for the

variation in the liquid content of the bulk which resulted from the

formation of "cake" material. Teoh and Matchett also pointed out that the

notion of a randomly distributed state is not applicable to solid-lÍquid

mixing, and that ordered mixes are likely, since the two phases interact

as a result of interfacial tension,

However, an initial unmixed state clearly exists, and a mixing index

which uses this state as the reference was defìned by Teoh and Matchett

as ttre ratio of the experimentally determined coefficient of variation of

the liquid content to that of the unmixed state, and was given by

,_ sþ
r -.-txoo

where

1= The experimentally determined mean liquid content,
s = Standard deviation of the mean liquid content,

I¿ = Stoichiometric liquid content of mix
based on liquid added,

oo = Standard deviation of t]le stoichiomet¡ic liquid
content of mix in the initial unmixed state.

(6-e)
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The standard deviation of the liquid content of the mix in the unmixed

state, by analo$ with solids mi:<ing, is a function of the stoichiometric

liquid content þ (Fan and Wang 1975), and is given by

oo r- p). (6- I o)

A technique was developed for investigating the homogeneity of

dental amalgams by extracting a number of small samples from amalgams

made \Ã/ith "non-reacting" Cu-Sn alloy powder and mercury. The powder

used was that portion which passed through a BTpm sieve and was

retained on a 5pm sieve. The minimum particle diameter in the

distribution u/as therefore considered to be 5pm, and the critical length

to amplitude ratio for ttre distribution was taken to be O.93 (see Table

4.8, Section 4.5). The samples were extracted using a small sampler

developed for the purpose, and subsequently subJected to a dryrng

process to remove their liquid mercury content. Complete details of tJre

sampler and the ex¡rerimental technique ¿¡.re presented in Section 2.7.

Preliminary results indicated that the experimentally determined

mean liquid content of mixed amalgams was invariably less than the

initial liquid content of the mix (see Table 6.2 columns (c) and (d)).

Since mix constituents were unable to escape from the sealed capsules

during mixing and there was no evidence of mercury or mercury rich
portions remaining within the capsule following the removal of mixed

amalgam, it was considered that there were two possible alternative

causes for this. The first was the possibility of limited reaction occurring

between the alloy powder and the mercury, resulting in the formation of

some solid reaction products, and a reduction in the liquid mercury

content of the amalgam. Evidence of reaction products can be seen when

comparing the particle surfaces of an amalgam sample which had been
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Table 6.2 Comparison of experimentally determined mean liquid

contents, \¡/'ith the initial (added) liquid content of amalgams

made from Cu-Sn alloy and mercury.



(a)

La,

(b)

Trituration
time

(sec)

(c)

Initial liquid
content

Lr

(d)

E:içerimentally
determined
mean liquid

content

x

p
r

L.24

8 o.499 o.427 r. r6

6 o.499 o.4lo L.2L

3 o.499 o.420 1. 19

o.90

I o.500 o.467 L.O7

6 0.499 o.455 1.10

3 o.500 o.436 r. r5

8 o.55 r o.460 r. r9

I o.449 o.392 I. l4

o.53 8 o.499 o.408 t.22
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Fig. 6.5 Extracted and dried sample of amalgam made from Cu-Sn

alloy powder and mercury.
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extracted for three hours prior to drying (FÍg. 6.5), w'ith those of a sample

which had not been mixed with mercury (Fig. 6.4(b)). Additionally,

comparison of X-ray spectra acquired in reduced area scan mode from

the particle surfaces of each of the samples indicates that a small

mercury peak, which can be detected in the spectrum of tJre mixed and

dried sample (Fig. 6.6(a)), cannot be seen in spectrum of the sample

which had not been mixed \Mith mercury (Fig. 6.6(b)), indtcating the

presence of some mercury in the former. Although the atomization

process results in rapid solidification of the powder particles from the

liquid state, it is anticipated that some segregation may have occurred,

resulting in the formation of Cu3Sn and other phases which were not

stoichiometric Cu3Sn. The presence of such phases may well account for

the limited reaction obserr¡ed between the powder and liquid mercury.

The second is the possibility that the sampler, during the course of

sample extraction, introduced a small systematic error by preferentially

excluding a portion of liquid from the withdrawn sample, perhaps as a
fìlm at the interface between the inner sampler surface and the surface of

the extracted sample. It is of course possible that both phenomena

occurred, and that their combined effects resulted in the lower than
expected average liquid mercury content of extracted samples.

Importantly though, it was evident that the effect was largely
independent of trituration time (see Table 6.2), and the technique was

therefore considered to be appropriate for the investigation of amalgam

homogeneity and trituration kinetics. In the absence of absolutely

reaction free amalgams, it is difficult to isolate the individual effects of

these two phenomena. If a systematic error due to the sampler existed

and if it is assumed to be a constant effect, then it is reasonable to imply

that the finite variation in the experimentally determined mean liquid
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Fig. 6.6(a) EDS X-ray spectrum acquired from the surface of particles in

a Cu-Sn amalgam sample which had been dried for l8O mins.,

approximately I8O mins. after extraction from the mix.

Fig. 6.6(b) EDS X-ray spectrum acquired from the surface of particles of

a Cu-Sn alloy which had not been o,rposed to liquid mercury.

i

l
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content of the amalgams (Table 6.2 column (d)) can be attributed to
varying amounts of reaction occurring between the mercury and alloy
powder, resulting in corresponding variations in the actual liquid
mercury content of the mixes. As a result of these findings it was

considered that a mixing index based upon the coeffïcient of variation,

rather than variance or standard deviation, would be a better indicator of
mix qualit5r, and that the index given by Eq. (6-9) could therefore be used

for investigating the mixing kinetics of experimental Cu-Sn amalgams.

Furthermore, inspection of Eq. (6-9) reveals that the index is in fact a
non-dimensional quantity, as was stated in Section 6.2.

Having developed a substitute amalgam system and sampling
technique, and chosen a mixing index which was expected to be

independent of amalgam liquid content, further experiments .were

conducted to investigate tÌe effects of sample size and number upon the

mean liquid content variance. Fig. 6.7 presents the effect of sample size

upon the experimentally determined variance of tl-e mean liquid content

of the mix. Atl amalgams \Ãrere triturated for a period of eight seconds.

As indicated in Section 6.2 there is no "correct" sample size to use and a
scale of scrutiny at which further mixing investigations were conducted

was therefore chosen on the basis of observed nuclei formation. From

observations of t'l.e high speed photographic recordings of triturating
amalgams (see Chapter 5), and of the capsule contents of amalgams

which had been triturated for approximately one second, formed nuclei
diameters were estimated to be in the range o.2-o.6mm. using an
amalgam density of Il,O95 kglr¡s (see Section 4.21 this corresponds to
nuclei masses in the range  6.-L255 ¡tg. It will be recalled from Section

5.2 that mixed single amalgam peltets were observed to form as the

result of progressive agglomeration of individual nuclei, which probably
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Fig. 6.7 Effect of sample size upon the variance of the mean liquid

mercury content of amalgams made from Cu-Sn alloy.
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had differing liquid contents. It was therefore considered desirable that
the amalgams should be scrutinized at a level which lay within the range

46-L255 pg, since the existence of inter-nuclei redistribution of material,

which would result in progressive homogenization at this level, could

then be detected. Considering this and tJle data presented in Fig. 6.7, a
sample size of 600 pg was chosen for investigating amalgam homogeneity

and mixing kinetics.

Fig. 6.8 presents the effect of sample number upon the variance of

the mean liquid content for trituration times ranging from one to eight

seconds. A sample size of 60O pg was used in each case. For each of the

trituration times presented it is evident that the variance of the mean

lÍquid content is essentially independent of the sample number for

numbers greater than approximately 15. A sample number of 25 was

therefore considered to be adequate and was chosen for all homogeneity

and mixing rate experiments.

6.3.2 Mixing rates and homageneitg Íteesurements

An investigation of the dependence of the non-dimensional mixing

index parameter I, upon the first two independent non-dimensional

parameters 02 and La (see Eqs. (6-4) and (6-6)), was conducted. These

data, curves 1-3, are presented in log-linear form in Fig. 6.g. curve 4
shows the mixing index response which resulted from the introduction

of a geometric capsule modification, which was in the form of a small

shear lip and is not expressed in any of the independent non-dimensional

parameters in Eqs. (6-+) and (6-6).
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Fig. 6.8 Effect of sample number upon the variance of the mean liquid

content of amalgams made from Cu-Sn alloy.
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Fig. 6.9 Plot of the mixing index I, v's trituration duration 0,, for

various values of I-a.
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It is evident from curyes I, 2 and 4 that the functional relationship

between the mixing index I, and the number of trituration cycles 02, cãÍr

be broken into the three distinct regions a-b, b-c and c-d. Whilst it is
clear that there is a slope change in each of these curves within the

vicinity of the point b, it is evident that the precise location of the

boundaqr between regions a-b and b-c, as indicated by these data, is
somewhat difficult to define. As it was clear that a reasonable

correspondence existed between the general location of the slope chanle

and the amalgam balling times observed on the high speed photographic

recordings (see Chapter 5), the point b in each case \Ã/as chosen to

coincide \Mith the latter. As balling is associated with a reduction in the

convective motions of t]le individual constituents relative to one another,

it is not unreasonable to define this point as the end of an initial rapid

mixing region and the beginning of another, which has a reduced mixing

rate, and which reduces further with trituration cycles. The location of

the point c in each of the curves was chosen to be earliest cycle position

which could be interpreted as being associated with the ptateau region c-

d.

Fig. 6-lO is a log-linear plot of region a-b only, of each of the four

curves in Fig. 6.9. Inspection of Fig. 6-10 reveals that each of the data

sets are well approximated by straight lines, which very nearly pass

through I=l at 0z=O. This suggests that the rapid mixing occurring in

this region can be described by an empirical exgronential expression of

the form

t t -aO-I=KC (6-rr)

According to the definition of I (see Eq. (6-g)), the mixing index should

be unity at the commencement of trituration, and the parameter k in Eq.
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¡

Fig.6.fO Straight lines fïtted to region a-b of curves 1-4 in Fig. 6.9.

Data are plotted on a log-linear coordinate system.

Fig.6.lf Straight lines fitted to region b-c of curves l, 2 and 4 in Fig.

6.9. Data are plotted on a log-log coordinate system.
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Table 6.3 Parameters k and a of Eq. (6-f f) determined, using

regression analysis, for each of the four curves in Fig. 6.f O.



LengtJl to
amplitude

ratio

EE'/XÐ'

Length to
amplitude
parameter

IA

k a
Coeffìcient of

multiple
determination

R2

o.75 t.24 r.0869 -2.rL73 XtO-3 o.980

r.o3 o.90 o.9738 -1.948r XIO-3 o.999

t.76 o.53 o.844L -2.2320^ XIO-4 o.849

r.03 o.90
Shear lip

r.108r -L.7747 XIO-3 o.980
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(6-1f ) should therefore, theoretically at least, be one. Inspection of ttre
data in Table 6.3, which presents the values of k and a determined by

regression analysis for each of the four curves in Fig. 6.1O, indicates that

k is very nearly unity in each case.

The parameter a is a measure of the rate of mi:dng in this region,

and further inspection of the data in Table 6.3 reveals that the mixing

rate at La=1.24 fiength to amplitude ratio equal to O.75) is greater than

that at La=O.9O (length to amplftude ratio equal to f .O3). The decreased

mixing rate in this region associated with La=O.9O is consistent with a

smaller proportion of the powder distribution experiencing end wall

collisions prior to transverse containment, which u/as identified ln
Chapter 4 as being a likely outcome of increasing the length to amplitude

ratio. It appears that this effect, combined with the increased influence

of the tapered tongue which was evident at larger length to amplitude

ratios (see Chapter 5) served to reduce the effectiveness of the

incorporating collision event, and thereby reduced the rate of mixing

during this first stage of trituration. It is further evident from Table 6.3

and Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 that the rate of mixing during the first stage of

trituration with La=O.53 (length to amplitude ratio equal to f .76) is very

much less tl.an that with La=I.24 and O.9O. This is consistent with the

dramatic change in constituent motions and the absence of Íncorporating

collision events observed on the high speed photographic recordings

when using that length to amplitude ratio. Additionally, inspection of Fig.

6.9 reveals that ttre mixing index at 02=S'//O rads. (trituration time equal

to 8 seconds) is significantly higher at La=O.53 (I=O.383) than it is at

La=O.9O (I=O.O2O), indicating that the mix in the former case was much

less homogeneous ttran the latter. This is consistent with the conclusion

drawn in Section 4.5 which suggested that trituration in a system with a
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length to amplitude ratio equal to 1.76 (La=O.53) was likely to result in
mixes which were nucleated and amalgamated to some extent, and which
were likely to be inhomogeneous as a result of the severe particle
classiftcation predicted by the theory presented in t]lat chapter.

Fig.6.ll presents region b-c of cun¡es 1,2 and 4 in Fig.6.g, plotted

on log-log coordinates. It is evident that each of the data sets are well
approximated by straight lines, suggesting that the homogentzing
occurring in this region can be described by an empirical power law
relationship of the form

I =C0-". (6- r 2)2

The parameter n is a measure of the effectiveness of mixing or
homogenbng in this region, and from inspection of the data in Table 6.4,

which presents the values of C and n determined by regression analysis

for the three curves in Fig. 6. 11, it is evident that the homogenizing rate

is greater at La=O.9O (length to amplitude ratio equal to I.O3) than at
La-l.24 (length to amplitude ratio equal to O.75). This is consistent with
the pronounced periodic reorientation of the agglomerated pellet
observed durin$ trituration with a length to amplitude ratio of f .Og

compared to that observed when using the shorter ratio of o.75.
Furthermore, this supports the intuitive conclusion drawn in Chapter 5,

suggesting that the effectiveness of the protruding tapered tongue
present on one of the capsule end walls was greater with a length to
amplitude ratio of 1.03, resulting in clearly defined periodic rotations of
the pellet, than it was with a ratio of O.TS.

It is evident that the plateau region between c and d on each curve

in Fig. 6.9 represents the fully mixed homogeneity of the amalgams at
this scale of scnrtiny. It can be seen that the mixing indices in each case
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Table 6.4 Parameters c and n of Eq. (6-tz) determined, using

regression analysis, for each of the three curves in Fig. 6.lf .

Table 6.5 The mixing index I for cu-sn amalgams with different initial
(added) Iiquid mercury contents. The tength to amplitude

ratio was f .O3 (La=O.9O) and the trituration time was g

seconds (02=3770 rads.) in all cases.



Length to
amplitude

ratio

EE'/XB'

Length to
amplitude
parameter

I.a,

C n
CoefïIcient of

multiple
determination

R2

o.75 L.24 2553.45 -r.4408 o.959

r.o3 o.90 7 31O.7 4 - r .5969 o.880

r.03 o.90
Shear lip

r24.L5 -o.9879 o.9r2

Initial liquid mercury content Mixing index

I

o.500 o.020

o.55r o. 029

o.449 o. o28
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beyond the point c are equal and independent of La, e2 and the

introduced geometric shear lip. It is also apparent from Table 6.5 that
the mixing index of fully mixed amalgams is essentially independent of

the tnitial (added) liquid mercurJ¡ content. It is therefore reasonable to

suggest that the chosen index can be used as a general indicator of mix

qualit5r, and as a guide for estimating the mixing time required for newly

developed liquid-solid combinations and trituratlon systems, which have

for example, differences in the minimum particle size and length to
amplitude ratio (La), and the initial liquid content.

It \Ã¡as proposed in Section 6.2 that redistribution within the

amalgam mass following aglgilomeration into a single pellet would occur

through the mechanisms of gross pellet shearing and simultaneous

individual particle movement resulting from inertial loading during end

wall impacts. From the intense nature of the end wall impacts observed

on the high speed photographic recordings, it was considered that the

latter mechanism of redistribution, assuming that it existed as such,

would be the predominate one acting in a conventional commercial type

of cylindrical capsule. In order that this may be tested a capsule internal

geometry was conceived which was expected to reduce the intensity of

impacts of the amalgam pellet with the capsule end walls, and thereby

reduce the individual particle inertial loading during impacts, and

increase the level of gross pellet shearing during the latter stages of

trituration. Although the internal length and diameter of the capsule and

the geometry of the end walls were the same as a conventional SDI

plastic disposable capsule, the importance difference was the

introduction of a rotationally s¡rmmetric shear lip at the central plane of

the capsule (see Fig. 6.12). It was evident from observation of the high
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I

t..

Fig. 6.12 Diagrammatic representation of an experimental capsule
which had the same internal geometry as a conventional
disposable plastic sDI capsule, with the exception of an
incorporated shear lip at the capsule central plane.
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speed photographic recordings of amalgams triturated within the

experimental capsuler that the shear lip was having the desired effect,

promoting substantial gross shearing of the mass (see Fig. 6.f3). Upon

each interaction of the pellet with the shear lip during each half cycle,

one third to one half of the mix was retained by the lip and prevented

from interacting with the fore capsule end wall ( end E in Fig. 3.3(a) for

example). The remaining one half to two thirds of the mix collided with

the capsule end wall with a relative velocity of impact which was

approximately fo-f5o/o less tl.an the relative velocity of impact of the

complete amalgam pellet \Mith the end walls of an unmodified standard

capsule. During the subsequent half cycle, that portion of the mix which

was retained by the lip collided with the opposite capsule end wall (E')

\Ãrith a relative velocity of impact which was approximately 68-750lo less

than that of the complete pellet with the end walls of the unmodified

capsule. Upon each interaction with the capsule end walls, the sheared

amalgam portions then re-agglomerated prior to subsequent departure

for free flight towards the opposite end. It was therefore clear that the

lip promoted significant gross shearing of the pellet and substantially

reduced the intensity of end wall impacts of approximately one third to
one half of the mix during each half cycle.

It is evident from Fig. 6.9 and Table 6.4 that the rate of amalgam

homogenization between points b and c on curve 4 is signÍficantly less

than that in the corresponding region on curve 2. Given that the four

independent non-dimensional parameters on the right hand side of Eq.

(6-6) are the same in each case, it can be seen that the different

homogenuing rates can be attributed to the incorporation of the shear lip

I Note, to factlltate vlewir4! of the sheartng process, all but the upper hemtctrcular porüon
of the shear lip ln the capsule used for photographlc recordlng was removed.
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Fig' 6. 13 Prints taken from the high speed photographic recordings of
trituration in an orçerimental shear lip capsule showing gross

shearing of the amalgam pellet resulting from its interaction
with the centrally located shear lip.

FI: Pellet (p) approaching shear lip (SI,).

F'2: Pellet (p) interacting with shear lip (SL); g frames after Ft.
F3: sheared portions (sp) re-agglomerating upon interactionwith the capsule end wall. lhose poruõns^of the mixretained y9l:: prevented from coUiaing u¡ith the capsuleeno warl clue to interaction with the sheãr lip are idenUfiedas (RP); 6 frames after F2.
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at tl.e central plane of the capsule. This result confirms the notion t]1at

high intensity impacts of the aglgilomerated pellet with the capsule end

walls are a more effective means of homogenizing than gross shearing of

the pellet. It is likely that this can be attributed to the fact that the

mechanism of gross shearing is really only able to redistribute that
material which is associated u¡ith the plane of shear during each such

action, whereas the high intensit5r impacts are able to simultaneously

influence the movement of all of the constituents rvithin the assembly

during each collision event. This would account for the lower rate of

homogenization in the former case.

Although reducing the intensity of the end wall impacts and

simultaneously increasing the level of gross mass shearing reduces the

rate of homogenizatio¡'t, the final homogeneity of amalgams manufactured

in either of the capsules appears to be equal.

6.4 Influence of the klnetlcs of amalgam homogenlzatlon upon the

compresslve strength of hardened amalgams

Whilst clear differences in the rates of homogenization of amalgams

triturated in commercial SDI and experimental shear lip capsuleS are

evident from Figs. 6.9 and 6.ll and Table 6.4, no correlation between the

quality of the mixture at any particular trituration duration and a
mechanical property such as the compressive strength of hardened

amalgam has yet been investigated. Commercial two spill LoJic amalgams

triturated for time intervals ranging from two to sixteen seconds were

mixed in commercial disposable SDI and experimental shear lip capsules.

Following a 24 hour hardening period the amalgams were subJected to a
compressive strength test to failure. Complete details of the amalgam
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preparation and compressive strength testing are presented in Section

2.8.

Inspection of Fig. 6. f 4 reveals that the compresstve strength of

amalgams mixed in the two capsules increases with trituration duration

to a maximum, which occurs at approximately 8 seconds with the

comrnercial capsule, and 12 seconds with the experimental shear lip
capsule. Although there is little difference in the magnitude of these

maxima, it is clear that they occur at different trituration durations. It
appears from a comparison of the data in Fig.6.14 with those of Fig. 6.9

that there is a correlation between the 24 hour compressive strength and

the freshly mixed homogeneÍty of amalgams which had been triturated

for periods up to that required for the mixing index to reduce to the

plateau region c-d in Fig. 6.9.

The lower rate of increase of compressive strength \Mith trituration

duration observed with the experimental shear lip capsule relative to the

commercial disposable capsule is consistent with the lower rate of

amalgam homogenvation observed in the shear lip capsule (ie., n=-O.988

with shear lip capsule cf n=-1.597 with the standard capsule).

Furthermore, whilst trituration durations well beyond the point c

produce no further detectable improvements or deteriorations in the mix

quality, measured at this scale of scrutiny, the 24 hour compressive

strength declines.

It is likely that variations in the 24 hour compressive strength of

amalgams that have been triturated for periods substantially greater than

that required for their mixing indices to decline to the plateau region can

be attributed to factors other than homogeneity, such as the extent of

cold work of the alloy powder constituent and the effect of this upon the
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Fig. 6.14 The 24 hour compressive strength of LoJic amalgam

triturated in SDI disposable and experimental shear lip

capsules.
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dissolution and precipitation hardening reaction. Whilst it is recognized

that many factors may influence the 24 hour compressive strength of
hardened amalgams, it is now evident that a strong correlation between

this mechanical property and the homogeneity (mixing index) of
amalgams which are either under mixed (I>o.o2s) or Just mixed
(I = O.O25) exists.

Furthermore, it should be recognized that if the purpose of
trituration is considered to be the mixing of alloy powder and mercury to
produce a homogeneous plastic mass of amalgam suitable for clinical use,

the concept of "efficiency of trituration", as measured by the "balling

time", has serious limitations. These arise because the formation of a
single pellet of amalgam is only the first of two main processes involved

in trituration. It is followed by the second, in which the agglomerated

pellet of amalgam is further homogenized. Although both of these

processes can be effected by the design of the capsule and the d¡rnamics

of the oscillatory motion, it has been shown through observation of high

speed photographic recordings and mixing studies of trituration in flre
experimental shear lip capsule that it is possible to substantiatly alter the

rate of post balling homogenization, without altering the rate of
nucleation and agglomeration (balling). It therefore follows that
determination of optimum trituration times for a particular trituratÍon
system using multiples of the balting time, as proposed by Brockhurst and

culnane (1987), has severe limitations and is not an appropriate

substitute for direct observation techniques and the mixing kinetics
studies described here.

6.5 Summary
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In its broadest context trituration is a mi:dng process, and as mbcing

is a phenomenon which cannot be described in terms of a universal set of

laws or equations, it is not possible to develop a trituration theory as a

specific case of a more general müdng theory.

It is evident from a consideration of all the geometric, lçinematic and

interfacial variables associated \Mith the process of trituratlon and the

subsequent development of a homogeneous pellet that an impossibly large

experimental programme would be required to rigorously investigate the

phenomenon. Whilst it has been shown that dimensional anaþsis can be

used to reduce the number of variables involved to a smaller set of non-

dimensional groups, it is evident that a very large number of experiments

would still be required to elucidate the correlation between each of these

dimensionless groups.

Following the investigation of a suitable mixing index, a technique

was developed and used to explore amalgam homogeneity and the

kinetics of trituration. It was shown that the mixing index I
(homogeneity), is exponentially dependent upon the number of angular

trituration cycles ez during the initial process of nucleation and

agglomeration (ballin$. Furthermore, it was shown that a power law

relationship existed between the mixing index and the number of angular

trituration cycles during the second, post balling, or homogenizing phase

of trituration. A length to amplitude parameter La, was defìned to be the

ratio of the critical length to amplitude ratio of the distribution to the

actual length to amplitude ratio used. It was found that the rate of

amalgam homogenization during the initial balling stage of trituration

decreased with decreasing La (see Table 6.3). It is evident that this must

be attributed to the combined effects of the tapered tongue (periodically
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reducing the effectiveness of the incorporating collision event), and the

decrease in the proportion of the powder distribution which experiences

end wall collisions prior to transverse containment. It was further

postulated that little or no increase in the homogenrztrrg rate would be

expected for values of La greater than one, although suffictent

experimental data has not yet been accumulated to substantiate this

point.

It was also found that the rate of amalgam homogenization during tJle

post balling period of trituration was influenced by the value of La.

However, during this period the homogenuing rate (value of n in Table

6.4), was found to decrease with increasing La. The theoretical (see

Chapter 4) and experimental (see Chapter 5) evidence suggests that only

minor differences in intensity of impacts of the agglomerated pellet with

the capsule end walls results from decreases in La within the acceptable

length to amplitude ratio band, and the homogentzation rate is therefore

unlikely to be influenced by such changes. However, it was also evident

from the high speed photographic recordings (Chapter 5) that significant

periodic rotation and realignment of the agglomerated amalgam occurred

as the length to amplitude ratio increased (La decreased), and it was

evident that this could be attributed to the greater influence of the

tapered tongue. It is therefore clear that decreasing the value of La (by

increasing the length to amplitude ratio) resulted in enhanced periodic

realignment of the pellet, which in turn increased the rate of

homogenization during the second stage of trituration.

By introducing a geometric capsule modification in the form of a

shear lip and keeping La constant (La=0.90), gross periodic shearing of

the mass and a dramatic decrease in the post balling homogenizing rate

were observed. This supports the postulation that post balling
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homogenization in the standard commercial capsule is largely accounted

for by redistribution resulting from individual movements of constituents

within the assembly, whlch would occur during periodic impact loading

of tl.e pellet. It was evident that the inertial impact redistribution

mechanism \¡¡as more effective than the gross shearing mechanism, and

this was attributed to the latter primarily influencing only those

constituents associated with the shearing plane during each event, whilst

the former simultaneously effected all constituents within the assembly

during each impact.

Finally, it was found that the 24 Lro:ur compressive strength of

hardened commercial Lojic amalgam, mixed in conventional and

ex¡rerimental capsules, increased with trituration duration to a maximum

and subsequently declined with further increases in the trituration

period. Moreover, it was found that the different rates of increase in

compressive strength, and the trituration durations at which the peak

strengths occurred in each of the capsules, corresponded to the rates of

homogenization and the trituration durations at which maximum

amalgam homogeneiQr occurred when mixing "non-reacting" amalgams in

each of the capsules.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSTONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FTIRÎHER WORK

The process of trtturation can be conveniently dtvided into two

sequential stages. An important event, designated the "lncorporating

collision event", has been identifìed as the mechanism through which

rapid and effective nucleation of liquid and powder mix constituents

occurs. Coalescence of the formed nuclei during end wall interactions, in

addition to some layering, results in the formation of a single

agglomerated pellet. These two phenomena, which occur within an

initial short duration of mixing, constitute the fïrst of two defined stages

of trituration. The incorporating collision event, which is characterized

by "head-on" collisions occurring between the liquid and solid

constituents, results from a phase difference generated between the

s5rnchronous motions of each. The s¡rnchronous motions are developed

through impact interactions, which occur between the mix constituents

and the capsule end walls, and the action of viscous fluid drag.

From the derived equations of the kinematics of the fìgure-eight type

triturator it was shown that the motions of the capsule in the three

rectilinear x, y and z directions are not simple harmonic, as proposed by

Harcourt and Lautenschlager (I97O). Moreover, as a direct result of the

complex three dimensional capsule motion, the viscous drag induced

particle motion is coupled, three dimensional and, in the x and y

directions, is dominated by sustained periodic responses with amplitudes

which, in addition to the mean displacement in the z direction, increase

oçonentially with time. Once the amplitude of motion in the y direction

and the mean displacement in the z direction of the powder particles

increases sufficiently so that they interact with the cylindrical (side) wall
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of the capsule, the transverse ly and z) particle displacements are unable

to increase further. This condition is defined as "transverse

containment". Due to the coupling between the x, y and z motions, the

amplitude of motion of the particles in the x direction cannot increase

further following the onset of transverse containment.

Commencement of lncorporating collision events requires that

periodic collisions between the constituents and tle capsule end walls be

established prior to the onset of transverse containment. This is
critically dependent upon correct matching of the internal diameter of

the capsule, the length-to-amplitude ratio and the distribution of

damping coefficients associated with the powder and triturator.

Subsequent to the establishment of end wall collisions, the motions of the

coarser fractions of the powder distribution, the liquid mercury and the

liquid-solid nuclei can be attributed to impact events and are little

influenced by viscous fluid drag forces during free flight between capsule

ends. On the other hand, the motions of the finer fractions of the

distribution, particularly those with damping coefficients greater than
and approximately equal to *, remain significantly influenced by the

action of viscous fluid drag during free flight between capsule ends.

Furthermore, this damping coefficient dependent behaviour accounts for

the observed "clorld" formation of the powder particles and the finite

time period in which the powder distribution interacts with the capsule

end walls during each half cycle of trituration.

Impacts occurring between the solid particles and the capsule end

walls are well approximated as elastic collisions. Those occurring

between the liquid and nuclei constituents and the capsule end walls are

well approximated as inelastic events. It is this difference in the impact

mechanisms at the capsule end walls exhibited by each of the constituent
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phases that generates the angular phase difference between the

s¡mchronous motions of each. Geometric details such as the tapered

tongue associated with one of the end walls of commercial SDI capsules

can also significantly influence the kinematics of the un-ag¡g¡lomerated

mix constituents during the first stage of trituration and the

agglomerated pellet during the second stage.

Determination of a so called optimum length-to-amplitude ratio from

consideration of tlle motion of a fully ag€,{omerated pellet, as deflned by a

one dimensional inviscid inelastic impact mechanism, is invalid and

misleading. Furthermore, there is no evidence to suggest that a single

optimum length to amplitude ratio exists; rather, that successful

trituration, as defined by the formation of a single homogeneous pellet,

can be expected provided the length to amplitude ratio lies within an

acceptable band. Definition of the upper limit of the acceptable band

requires consideration of the coupled relationship that exists between

the internal diameter of the capsule and the distribution of damping

coefficients associated with the powder and triturator.

The distribution of damping coefficients associated with most typical

dental amalgam powders ranges from approximately 77 to O.O3

(lpmcD<5Opm). The upper limit of the acceptable length to amplitude

ratio band for a broad distribution such as this, which has associated

damping coefficients spanning +, is determined to be approximately 1.3.

This generalized upper limit must be used with some caution however,

since upper limits for powders which have narrower distributions of

damping coefficients and which are entirely greater than + are

signifìcantly less than 1.3.
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There appears to be no evidence or mechanism which would dictate

a lower limit to the acceptable band other than physical containment of

the constituents between the capsule end walls. For most trituration

systems it is expected that this would occur at a value of approximately

o.2.

'When using a length to amplitude ratio of L.76, which is greater than

the upper limit of the acceptable band as defìned by tl-e viscous fluid drag

mechanism, complete failure of amalgamation was observed. Rapid

nucleation and agglomeration during the first stage of t¡ituration did not

occur and this was attributed to the absence of "incorporating collision

events". This and the observed motions of the constituents were entirely

consistent with the theoretical expectations derived from the viscous

fluid drag analysis, and in dramatic contrast with the successful

trituration predicted by the one dimensional inviscid inelastic impact

model.

Using an appropriate mixing index, the homogeneity of dental

amalgam has been measured and the kinetics of trituration investigated.

Mixing during the initial nucleation and agglomeration phase of

trituration is well approximated by an empirical exponential law, and it is
evident that the rate of homogenization during this stage increases with

La, the non-dimensional length to amplitude ratio parameter. However,

further experimental work is required using rotationally symmetric

capsule end walls at both ends of the capsule in order that the influences

of the tapered tongue and increasing the proportion of the powder

distribution which interacts with the capsule end walls prior to
transverse containment, may be separated. Further experimental

investigations using different values of La are also required to confìrm the
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postulaüon that the rate of mixing during tl.e fìrst stage of t¡ituration

would be a maximum at La= l, and is unlikely to increase further with La

values less than one. Combining this data with those from the current

investigation would enable an empirical relationship between the

parameter a in Eq. (O-f l) and La to be determined; that is

a= fr(In).

Eq. (6-ft) could then be rewritten in terms of two of the non-

dimensional parameters as

¡ - ¡"-l,Un)e,,

improving its generality and increasing its usefulness as a design tool for

other liquid-particulate combinations.

The second stage of trituration is defined to be that period which

follows the agglomeration of the liquid and solid constituents into a single

cohering pellet. This period is characterized by periodic impacts of the

agglomerated pellet with the capsule end walls, which, as a result of the

intense inertial loading simultaneously applied to all constituents within

the assembly, results in further rapid homogenization of the mass.

During this period the rate of müdng decreases relative to that during

stage one, is well approximated by an empirical power law relationship,

and increases \Mith decreasing values of La. Theoretical and experimental

evidence suggests that only minor differences in the intensity of impacts

of the agglomerated pellet with the capsule end walls results from

decreases in La within the acceptable length to amplitude ratio band.

The increased rate of mixing accompanying the decrease in La is
therefore attributed to the influence observed during this phase of

trituration of the tapered tongue. Further experimental work using
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rotauonally slrnmet¡ic end caps at botl. ends of the capsule would enable

conformation of ttris point.

Combining the data collected during this investigation with data

derived from additional e:çerimentation using the tapered tongue, whlch

is a standard and extensively used capsule end wall design, would enable

empirical relationships between the parameters C and n in Eq. (6-f2) and

La to be determined; that is

C = fr1n)

and

n= Í-r(In).

Eq. (6-fZ¡ could then be rewritten in terms of two of the non-

dimensional parameters as

I = l2\.ùe-I'(b).

This research would be most worthwhile since it would provide

greater generality for predicting the mixing duration (0rl required to

achieve maximum homogeneity (1 = 0.021 when triturating other amalgams

and liquid-solid mixtures in the extensively used tapered tongue type

capsule.

It is evident that the predominate mechanism promoting

homogenization of the agglomerated pellet is that of simultaneous inertial

redistribution of the constituents within the assembly during each end

wall impact event. Furthermore, it is clear that this mechanism is a more

rapid and effective mechanism of homogenization than is one of gross

shearing and periodic recombÍnation of the separated portions.
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A correlation between the freshly mixed homogeneity of a "non-

reacting" amalgam and ú:^e 24 hour compressive strength of hardened

commercial L,oJic amalgam has been found for trituration duratlons up to

and including tJrat required for the homogeneity to reach a maximum (ie.,

I = O.02). Considering that it has long been implied that the low

compressive strength of under-triturated amalgams can be att¡ibuted to

their relative inhomogeneity, and that it appears that no previous

experimental verifications of this intuitive expectation have been

attempted, it is clear that this is an important finding. Furthermore, it
highlights the importance of the parameter of mix homogeneity and its

implications for the mechanical properties of the mixture.

It has been further shown that as a result of the different

mechanisms operating during the first and second stages of trituration, a

relatively minor modification in capsule geometry (such as the

introduction of a shear lip) can independently influence the rate of

homogenlzir:g during the second stage of trituration, whilst having little

or no effect upon the kinetics of the first stage þallin$. It is therefore

clear tJlat the determination of optimum trituration times using multiples

of tÌe balling time, as proposed by Brockhurst and Culnane (1987), is

severely limited and that it cannot be considered as an appropriate

substitute for mixing studies and direct observational techniques.

Finally, it should be noted that although this investigation and

analysis was addressed immediately to the mixing of dental amalgam, it is
nevertheless completely general and the results are directly applicable to

the mixing of other liquids and powders in figure-eight type mixing

machines.
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PROGRAM particlemotion

C :ß rt r¡ + * * rt r* ,ù ¡¡ t¡ :i * rt ¡: r* rt ¡t + ¡È * tl. ¡¡ t¡ tl :t tt ¡1. :3 tl. ,* * * ¡1. :1. ¡* tt tt tl tl ¡¡ * * t¡ * t¡ * ¡1. tÈ ¡t * * * * * * ¡f

C This programme obtains the numerical solution to the system
C of coupled ODE's which goveûr the viscous fluid drag and gravity
C induced motion of particles within the field of a "fìgure-eight t54)e"
C of dental amalgamator. The programme uses the IMSL subroutines
C IVPRK and IVPAG to solve the equations, and writes the output
C to fìle in a format which is convenient for subsequent input
C to the programme Mathematica and the spreadsheet programme
C Excel.
C ¡t ¡¡ * rt + t t * + t * * ¡¡ * ¡| ¡l + * t t l¡ rl * * ¡l :t '| * ¡l ¡l * ¡¡ * * * ¡i ¡¡ * * ¡¡ ¡t t * ¡l ¡t * ¡t * * * * ¡l ¡l * ¡t ¡l *

integer neq,nparam,isteps,i
parameter (neq=6,nparam=5O)

integer ido,imeth,inorm,mxstep,itech
real a(1, l),fcn,fcnj,param(nparam),tol,x,xend,y(neq),alpha
real xstep,omega2,dp,rp,tla,€lrav,oc,tv,wt,cid
common alpha,omega2,grav,tv,w-t,oc

external fcn, ivgrrk, ivlrag, sset

C +*+:t+ Crgatg data input/output files +:l+'t**:l:l'l**:3:t***'r¡r**r¡'l'r*'t

open (unit= 1, status='unknown', file =' positiona. dat' )
open (unit=2, status ='unknown', fi le ='velocitya. d at' )

open (unit=3,status='old',file='pârtmotic.dat')

C *¡r**'3 Read in initial conditions and other constants ¡r+*

read(3,*) dp,cid,rp,ua,omega2,alpha,oc
read(3,+) x,(y(i),i=1,6)

C :¡*¡r'tÈ* Read in step size and no of steps :r'r++'t

print*,'Enter the step size (rads)'
read*,xstep
print*,'Enter the number of x steps'
read*,isteps
print*,'Which solution technique (I=R-K 2-Adams 3=Gear) ?'
read*,itech
print*,'Enter the tolarance'
read*,tol

C *'t¡¡*'r Calculate constants
tv=rp*dp**2 / (18.+ua)
wt=1. /(omega2+tv)
grav=9.80665

¡ß * * * * * * + rt * + rl ¡l rl ¡t ¡t rl,t t t¡ rl * + + ¡È tl + rt rt !¡

C +*'¡+'r Write initial COnditiOnS tO file +'¡*,i***¡È***'t¡ß,r*

tab=char(9)
write ( l, 8)x, tab,y( I ),tab,y(2), tab,y(3)

I format(lX,3(lx,f2O. f O,af ),1x,f2o.lO)
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I
write (2, 9)x, tab,y(4), tab,y(5), tab,y(6)

format( lx, 3( lx,f2o. lO,a l), lx,f2o. lO)

C +**** Set initial pafametefS 't't******'t**+*:r*****:f *'i**¡f *'t*t'r:r
mxsteP= f OOOOO
if(itech.eq.l) then

inorm=2
else

inorm=I
if(itech.eq.2) then
imeth=l

else
imeth=2

end if
end if
call sset(nparam,O. O,param, l)
Param(4)=mxstep
param( lO)-inorm
if(itech. eq. 2. or.itech. eq. 3) param( I 2) =imeth
ido= I

C *'t¡¡¡:* SOIVe eqUatiOnS'|:l|¡r*r:t:rrrt¡rt'r'rrlt'r:r|r*¡ttt*t
if(itech.eq.l) then
do i=l,isteps

xend=x+xstep
call ivprk (ido, neq, fcn, x,xend, tol, param,y)

c +*:lr|* writg output to file +:t+:|,1++**+{.*¡}¡*¡r.***¡¡*r¡***

tab=char(9)
write( l, I 8)x,tab,y( I ),tab,y(2), tab,y(3)

f 8 format(lx,3(lx,f2O.lO,al),lx,f2O.lO)
write (2, I 9)x,tab,y(4), tab,y(5),tab,y(6)

I9 format(1x,3(lx,f2O.lO.al), f x,f2O. f O)

end do

***rÈ¡t Call tO feleaSg WOfkSpaCe **¡ß***{.*¡r***¡ß**¡},È**

ido=3
call ivprk(ido, neq, fcn, x,xend, tol, param,y)

else
do i=l,isteps

xend=x+xstep
call ivpag(ido, neq, fcn, fcnJ, a, x, xend, tol, param,y)

c ¡l***¡t write output to file ¡i*'¡¡t¡t¡t**¡r***'t't'È¡i+'t'|+¡È*'t¡t

tab=char(9)
write ( l, I 8)x,tab,y( I ), tab,y(2),tab,y(3)
write (2, I 9)x, tab,y(4), tab,y(5), tab,y(6)

end do

C
c

c
c *'r*** Call tO feleaSe WOfkSpaCe ¡t¡r¡r*'¡**'t¡È**********
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c
c

ido=3
call ivp ag(id o, neq, fcn, fcnj, a, x, xend, tol, p aram,y)

end if
end

subroutine fcn(neq,x,y,yd)
integer neq
real x,y(neq),yd(neq),omega2,grav,tv,wt,flx,f2x,fSx,f4x
real alpha,oc
common alpha,om ega2,grav,tv,wt,oc

¡t*+tr¡ Equations ¡l*+*+*'l:l*+**¡tí.+¡t*+*¡f ****:l***¡¡'| *'l **

f I x=tan (alpha) +sin (x)
f2x=tan (alpha) tcos (x)
fSx= f ./sqrt( L+f2x**2)
f4x= l. /(I+fIx**2)
yd(l)=y(4)
yd (2) =y(5)
yd (3) =y(6)
yd ( 4 ) =wt * ( - f I x* fSx* * 2 +y ( 3 | +f2x+ f 4x*y ( 2 ) 

* (y ( I ) - f2x * fSx* o c ) /
& s qrt((f3x+oc-y(3))**2+(y(l)-f2x*f3x*oc)**21-y(4)l

yd ( 5 ) =w t* ( - f2x* f4x* s qr t ( ( f3 x+ o c -y ( 3 ) ) 
* * 2 + (y (l ) - f2x * fSx* o c ) 

+ + 2l -
& Y(5))

yd ( 6 ) =wt + (f 1 x* f3 x* * 2* y (Il - f2x* f 4x *y(2 
) 
* (f3x* o c -y ( 3 ) ) /

& sqrt((f3x*oc-y(3))**2+(y(l)-f2x+f3x*oc)**2)-y(6))
& -gravlomega2**2

return
end

subroutine fcnj (neq,x,y, dypdy)
integer neq
real x,y(neq),dypdy(.)

C '¡+*!t* Subroutine not used
return
end

tÈ * * * * :t ¡l t¡ * ¡¡ * rt r¡ rt + * rl + * * * ¡t * rl ¡l rÊ + + + * * * :l
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Copper:

Tin

Mercury:

Electrol¡rtic tough pitch copper in accordance u¡ith Australian

Standard .,{51567, Alloy I lO.

Cu (including silver) 99.9Oolo

Fe

Pb

O.r

Bi

Total foreign metals

As

Sb

Hg

O.Ololo

O.OLo/o

O.OO25o/o

O.OO2o/o

O.O4o/o

O.OOOSo/ô

O.O25o/o

99.99-99.999o/o
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